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Distinct Neuromuscular Patterns from a Single Motor Network
Abstract
My thesis aimed to elucidate several aspects of motor circuit regulation and its impact on movement. It is well
established that a single motor network can produce different output patterns in response to different inputs.
However, in most model systems it remains challenging to identify the neurons comprising these networks
and determine their role(s) in network operation, including whether each network neuron retains its role(s)
when the network generates different output patterns. Also, most work on these circuits has occurred in the
isolated nervous system, so little is known about how muscles respond to distinct neural outputs. I therefore
aimed to address the cellular and synaptic mechanisms underlying these unresolved issues using the decapod
crustacean stomatogastric nervous system. My work focused on a rhythmically active, network-driven motor
circuit (central pattern generator [CPG] circuit) called the gastric mill (chewing) CPG in the crab
stomatogastric ganglion. This circuit generates the gastric mill rhythm when activated by modulatory
projection neurons (e.g. MCN1, CPN2) located in the commissural ganglia, and it is regulated by identified
sensory feedback. I addressed and confirmed the hypothesis that, in the isolated nervous system, different
extrinsic inputs can drive different gastric mill motor patterns. This enabled me to determine, for the first time
in a network-driven motor circuit, that different motor patterns generated by the same motor circuit are paced
by the same set of rhythm generator neurons. I further hypothesized and confirmed that these distinct motor
patterns are retained at the level of at least some target muscles, and hence likely underlie different behavioral
patterns. Lastly, I obtained data supporting the hypothesis that different extrinsic inputs distinctly modify the
influence of a sensory feedback pathway on the relevant projection neurons (MCN1, CPN2), enabling the
same sensory system to have different effects on different gastric mill rhythms. These results provide among
the most detailed comparisons of how motor patterns generated by a single sensorimotor system are selected
and regulated. The results thereby provide evidence for several novel cellular and synaptic mechanisms that
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ABSTRACT 
DISTINCT NEUROMUSCULAR PATTERNS FROM A SINGLE MOTOR NETWORK 
Rachel S. White 
Thesis Advisor: Michael P. Nusbaum 
My thesis aimed to elucidate several aspects of motor circuit regulation and its impact on 
movement. It is well established that a single motor network can produce different output 
patterns in response to different inputs. However, in most model systems it remains 
challenging to identify the neurons comprising these networks and determine their 
role(s) in network operation, including whether each network neuron retains its role(s) 
when the network generates different output patterns. Also, most work on these circuits 
has occurred in the isolated nervous system, so little is known about how muscles 
respond to distinct neural outputs. I therefore aimed to address the cellular and synaptic 
mechanisms underlying these unresolved issues using the decapod crustacean 
stomatogastric nervous system. My work focused on a rhythmically active, network-
driven motor circuit (central pattern generator [CPG] circuit) called the gastric mill 
(chewing) CPG in the crab stomatogastric ganglion. This circuit generates the gastric 
mill rhythm when activated by modulatory projection neurons (e.g. MCN1, CPN2) 
located in the commissural ganglia, and it is regulated by identified sensory feedback. I 
addressed and confirmed the hypothesis that, in the isolated nervous system, different 
extrinsic inputs can drive different gastric mill motor patterns. This enabled me to 
determine, for the first time in a network-driven motor circuit, that different motor patterns 
generated by the same motor circuit are paced by the same set of rhythm generator 
neurons. I further hypothesized and confirmed that these distinct motor patterns are 
retained at the level of at least some target muscles, and hence likely underlie different 
behavioral patterns. Lastly, I obtained data supporting the hypothesis that different 
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extrinsic inputs distinctly modify the influence of a sensory feedback pathway on the 
relevant projection neurons (MCN1, CPN2), enabling the same sensory system to have 
different effects on different gastric mill rhythms. These results provide among the most 
detailed comparisons of how motor patterns generated by a single sensorimotor system 
are selected and regulated. The results thereby provide evidence for several novel 
cellular and synaptic mechanisms that expand our appreciation of the number of 
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Rhythmically active motor circuits: central pattern generators 
 Rhythmic motor patterns underlie many behaviors, including breathing, walking, 
and chewing. Central pattern generators (CPGs) are the neuronal circuits that generate 
the basic neuronal pattern underlying these behaviors (Marder and Calabrese, 1996; 
Marder and Bucher, 2001; Selverston 2010). Hence, CPG output, via its synaptic actions 
onto motor neurons, drives coordinated, rhythmic muscle contractions (Marder et al., 
2005; Doi and Ramirez, 2008; Briggman and Kristan, 2008; Rauscent et al., 2009; Klein 
et al., 2010). These neuronal circuits must also integrate both internal and external 
sensory and CNS information to make their output environmentally- and behaviorally 
appropriate.  
Studies in many vertebrate and invertebrate model systems indicate that the 
general principles by which CPGs operate are the same in all animals (Marder & 
Calabrese 1996; Stein et al. 1997; Marder & Bucher 2001; Marder et al. 2005; Guertin 
2009; Selverston 2010). One shared principle of CPG operation across animals and 
behaviors is that they all generate rhythmic motor output in response to a non-rhythmic 
input, which they then impose onto motor neurons that drive muscles to generate the 
appropriate coordinated movement. A second shared principle is that, in the isolated 
CNS, CPGs can still generate at least a basic version of the rhythmic motor pattern that 
they generate in vivo. This latter feature makes these networks particularly attractive for 
elucidating the cellular and synaptic mechanisms by which CPGs in particular, and 
neuronal networks in general, generate behaviorally-relevant activity patterns.  
The source of the rhythmicity in CPG systems generally derives from intrinsically 
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bursting neurons (pacemaker-driven CPG) or synaptically interacting sets of neurons 
(network-driven CPG) (Marder and Bucher 2001). Pacemaker-driven CPGs, such as 
those for vertebrate respiration, heartbeat control in the leech and food filtering in 
decapod crustaceans, tend to be continuously active in vivo and in the isolated nervous 
system (Kristan et al. 2005; Marder and Bucher 2007; Garcia et al. 2011). Network-
driven CPGs, such as that for locomotion in both vertebrates and invertebrates and for 
chewing in decapod crustaceans, are episodically active and are driven by sets of 
projection and sensory neurons (Marder et al. 2005; Marder and Bucher 2007; Ryczko et 
al. 2010; Selverston 2010).  
CPGs are also multifunctional constructs (Marder and Bucher 2001; Marder et al. 
2005; Dickinson 2006; Grillner 2006; Garcia et al. 2011). That is, each CPG can be 
configured, often by different metabotropic inputs, to generate distinct activity patterns. 
This property results from the ability of distinct inputs to alter, in different ways, the 
intrinsic and synaptic properties of network neurons (Marder & Bucher 2007; Dubuc et 
al. 2008; El Manira et al. 2010; Garcia et al. 2011; Harris-Warrick 2010). 
Although CPGs continue to operate in the isolated CNS, their output in vivo is 
continually influenced by various descending (higher-order) and ascending (sensory) 
inputs (Stein et al. 1997; Nusbaum et al. 2001; Rossignol et al. 2006; Buschges et al. 
2008; Pearson 2008; Stein 2009; Gossard et al. 2011; Le Ray et al. 2011). However, in 
most systems the projection neurons relevant to a particular motor pattern are relatively 
inaccessible and represent a large number of neurons. As a result, the functional 
organization of the projection neurons that drive particular motor patterns is poorly 
understood in most systems. For example, the hypothesis that different motor patterns 
result from the activation of distinct but overlapping sets of projection neurons has 
received support from several motor systems, but has yet to be established at the level 
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of identified neurons in any system (Georgopoulos et al. 1995; Kristan and Shaw 1997; 
Liu and Fetcho 1999; Morgan et al. 2002; Briggman and Kristan 2008). Additionally, 
there are only a few systems in which information is available regarding the extent to 
which different CPG output patterns, which are primarily studied in vitro in isolated 
nervous system experiments, are retained at the level of muscle contractions (Morris et 
al. 2000; Thuma et al. 2003; Stein et al. 2006; Zhurov and Brezina 2006; Fort et al. 
2007). 
 Sensorimotor integration is pivotal to enabling CPGs to generate 
environmentally- and behaviorally appropriate motor patterns (Lund and Kolta 2006; 
Rossignol et al. 2006; Buschges et al. 2008; Pearson 2008; Blitz and Nusbaum 2011). 
Sensory feedback, for example, regulates many aspects of rhythmic motor patterns 
including its cycle period, phase durations, and the CPG- and motor neuron firing 
patterns and rates. Furthermore, sensory input to CPGs has both phase-specific actions 
and longer-lasting influences, such as the ability to activate or terminate CPG activity. 
Sensory input to motor systems is also extensively regulated, both pre- and 
postsynaptically, enabling it to have context-specific actions. There remain, however, 
many unresolved issues pertaining to sensorimotor integration. For example, the 
synaptic- and circuit-level consequences of context-specific sensory actions remain to 
be determined in most systems.   
 
The decapod crustacean stomatogastric nervous system 
The decapod crustacean foregut is a 4-compartment structure composed of the 
oesophageous (swallowing) and a 3-compartment stomach that includes, from rostral to 
caudal, the cardiac sac (food storage), gastric mill (chewing) and pylorus (filtering of 
chewed food) (Fig. 1A) (Johnson and Hooper 1992). The pylorus communicates directly 
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with the midgut, through which nutrients are absorbed. 
Chewing movements in the gastric mill, which is controlled by a CPG on which 
this thesis is focused, involve a coordinated rhythmic alternation of protraction and 
retraction by a single medial tooth and paired lateral teeth (Turrigiano and Heinzel, 1992; 
Heinzel et al. 1993). This behavior results, indirectly, from rhythmic alternating 
contraction of protractor- and retractor-specific striated muscles. This relationship is 
indirect because the muscles attach to, and hence move ossicles (cartilaginous skeletal 
structures) that in turn connect to the teeth. Thus, tooth protraction and retraction are 
pivot movements resulting from these ossicles acting like fulcrums.   
For my experiments I used the isolated STNS from the crab Cancer borealis. The 
STNS is an extension of the CNS that contains 4 ganglia plus their connecting and 
peripheral nerves (Fig. 1B). The four ganglia include the paired commissural ganglia 
(CoG: ~500 neurons each), the oesophageal ganglion (OG: 14 neurons) and the 
stomatogastric ganglion (STG: 26 neurons) (Kilman and Marder 1996). The STG 
contains the gastric mill and pyloric CPGs (Marder and Bucher 2007; Stein 2009). There 
is only a single nerve, the stomatogastric nerve (stn), that connects the STG with the 
rest of the CNS, including the CoGs and OG (Fig. 1B). Each CoG connects with the stn 
via two nerves, the superior- (son) and inferior oesophageal nerve (ion) (Fig. 1B). There 
are no more than 20 different projection neurons that innervate the STG, nearly all of 
which originate as bilaterally symmetric pairs in the CoGs (Coleman et al. 1992). All but 
two of the CoG projection neurons extend their axons through the sons (Coleman et al. 
1992). The two projection neurons that instead extend through the ions are MCN1 and 
MCN5 (modulatory commissural neurons 1/5: Coleman and Nusbaum 1994; Norris et al. 
1996).  The ability to selectively identify MCN1 activity in the ion nerve, based on its 
spike amplitude, firing pattern and response pattern to stimulating identified pathways, is 
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a pivotal aspect of my studies.  There is also one interneuron each from the gastric mill 
(interneuron 1: Int1) and pyloric (anterior burster: AB) CPGs that project to the CoGs and 
regulate the activity of the projection neurons that drive these CPGs (Fig. 2). The 
peripheral nerves that branch laterally and posteriorly from the STG contain the axons of 
the gastric mill and pyloric motor neurons that innervate the gastric mill and pyloric 
muscles (Fig. 1B).  
Nearly all (22 of 26) of the STG neurons contribute to the gastric mill and/or 
pyloric motor circuits (Hooper et al., 1986; Weimann et al. 1991; Weimann and Marder, 
1994; Kilman and Marder 1996). The STG somata are located around the perimeter of 
the central neuropil (Fig. 3). All STG neurons are monopolar and project their primary 
neurite into the neuropil, where it branches extensively before projecting from the STG to 
innervate muscles or more central ganglia (Bucher et al. 2007; Marder and Bucher 
2007). These somata are electrically inexcitable, and their spike initiation zones tend to 
be located near the edge of the ganglion (Raper 1979).  
The relatively large diameter (25-120 µm) of the STG somata, and the ability to 
remove the connective tissue sheath encasing this ganglion, enables routine and long-
lasting (e.g., hours) simultaneous intracellular recordings. This fact, along with the small 
number of STG neurons and the fact that most of them occur as single copies, has 
made their physiological identification and characterization routine across preparations 
(Marder and Bucher 2007; Stein 2009). All gastric mill neurons are present as single 
copies except the GM motor neuron (4 copies), while all pyloric motor neurons occur as 
single copies except for the PD and LPG neurons (2 copies each), and PY neurons (5 
copies) (Kilman and Marder 1996) (Fig. 2). All but two of these neurons (Int1, AB) are 
motor neurons that innervate the striated muscles of the foregut (Weimann et al. 1991). 
Despite functioning as motor neurons, many of these neurons also make functionally-
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important synapses within the STG and some of them are core CPG components. 
Additionally, all of these motor neurons are routinely recorded extracellularly from the 
peripheral nerves (e.g. Fig. 4). The activity of each neuron is readily identified in these 
nerve recordings because (a) each nerve contains few axons, (b) the extracellularly-
recorded spike amplitude of each neuron is distinct, and (c) during the gastric mill and 
pyloric rhythms, the different motor neurons are sequentially active (e.g. Fig. 4). This 
level of accessibility makes this system ideal for examining the cellular and synaptic 
mechanisms underlying motor pattern generation (Nusbaum and Beenhakker 2002; 
Marder and Bucher 2007; Stein 2009).  
All STG neurons are also readily recorded intracellularly (e.g. Fig. 4), due to their 
relatively large diameter and their laminar distribution around the central neuropil (Fig. 
3). Due to their accessibility, all STG neurons have been extensively characterized in 
terms of their voltage-dependent properties, synaptic connections, neurotransmitters and 
responses to many applied neuromodulators (Harris-Warrick et al. 1992; Marder and 
Bucher 2007; Stein 2009). Additionally, their cellular and synaptic properties are state 
dependent, as they are modulated extensively by projection- and sensory neurons and 
circulating hormones (Harris-Warrick et al. 1998; Marder and Bucher 2007; Stein 2009). 
The stomatogastric system is also advantageous for studying the CPG output at 
the level of the target muscles, because subsets of gastric mill and/or pyloric muscles 
can be left innervated and removed with the otherwise isolated STNS (Figs. 1B, 5). As a 
result, simultaneous recordings are possible from the STG motor neurons and their 
muscle targets (Hooper et al., 1986; Weimann et al. 1991; Jorge-Rivera and Marder 
1996, 1997; Stein et al., 2006). In particular, gastric mill muscle contraction is driven by 
gastric mill protractor (LG, MG, IC, GM neurons) and retractor (DG, VD, AM neurons) 
motor neurons (Weimann et al. 1991). 
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Among the ~20 projection neurons that innervate the STG, 6 are identified and 
their actions on the STG characterized in C. borealis. Four of them, including MCN1, 
MCN5 and MCN7 plus commissural projection neuron 2 (CPN2), have their somata in 
the CoG (Fig. 1B) (Coleman and Nusbaum 1994; Norris et al. 1994, 1996; Blitz et al. 
1999). MCN1 and CPN2 are pivotal for driving the gastric mill rhythm (Fig. 2; see below) 
(Norris et al. 1994; Coleman et al. 1995; Bartos et al. 1999; Beenhakker and Nusbaum 
2004; Blitz et al. 2004).  
With respect to CPG types, the STG contains both a pacemaker-driven CPG 
(pyloric circuit) and a network-driven CPG (gastric mill circuit) (Marder and Bucher 
2007).  The pyloric CPG generates a persistent pyloric rhythm in vivo and in the isolated 
STNS. The gastric mill (chewing) CPG is not spontaneously active either in vivo or in 
vitro. Instead, its activity is regulated by projection neuron inputs that also tend to not be 
spontaneously active (see below). 
 
Gastric mill rhythm generation 
The general organization of the crab gastric mill system is comparable to the 
vertebrate locomotor system (Kiehn 2010; Kiehn et al. 2010; Gossard et al. 2011; Le 
Ray et al. 2011; Jordan and Slawinska 2011). For example, both systems utilize 
network-driven CPGs that are regulated by descending projections. Reciprocal inhibition 
between functional antagonists underlies the gastric mill CPG and appears to be central 
to the locomotor CPG. Also, in both systems one phase duration is relatively constant 
(powerstroke phase: walking, stance phase; gastric mill, protraction) while the other 
phase duration (return stroke phase: walking, swing; gastric mill, retraction) exhibits 
most of the change that occurs with a change in cycle period. Lastly, in both systems, 
among others, the projection neurons receive rhythmic synaptic feedback from the CPG 
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they activate and thus, once the rhythm is activated, the projection neuron firing pattern 
changes from tonic to rhythmic (Coleman and Nusbaum 1994; Norris et al. 1994; Ezure 
and Tanaka 1997; Blitz and Nusbaum 2008; Grillner and Wallen 2002; Antri et al. 2009).  
The crab gastric mill CPG is a small, well-characterized model system for 
network-driven CPGs (Marder and Bucher 2007; Stein 2009). The complete gastric mill 
motor circuit includes 4 protraction phase motor neurons, 3 retraction phase motor 
neurons plus 1 retraction phase interneuron (Fig. 2). However, during the two versions of 
the gastric mill rhythm that were characterized prior to my thesis research, the core CPG 
for rhythm generation includes only the reciprocally-inhibitory gastric mill neurons LG 
(lateral gastric, protraction phase motor neuron) and Int1 (retraction phase interneuron 
1) (Coleman et al. 1995; Bartos et al. 1999; Saldeman et al. 2007; DeLong et al. 2009a). 
These two gastric mill rhythms are driven by tonically stimulating the projection neuron 
MCN1 or bath-applying the peptide CabPK (Cancer borealis pyrokinin). Gastric mill 
rhythm generation by CabPK also requires participation of the pyloric pacemaker 
interneuron AB, so really this version of the CPG is a hybrid between a network-driven 
and pacemaker-driven circuit (Saideman et al. 2007). Interestingly, despite configuring 
the same gastric mill neurons into distinct circuits, MCN1 and CabPK elicited the same 
gastric mill motor pattern (Saideman et al. 2007). In both cases, activity in the other 6 
gastric mill motor neurons is not necessary for rhythm generation but is necessary to 
generate the appropriately coordinated chewing movements.  
Gastric mill motor patterns can also be driven by activating sensory or CNS 
pathways (Fig. 2) (Beenhakker et al. 2004; Blitz et al. 2004, 2008). For each of the three 
input pathways thus far studied, the stimulated pathway elicits the gastric mill rhythm by 
triggering lasting activation of the same two identified projection neurons (MCN1, CPN2) 
(Fig. 2) (Beenhakker and Nusbaum 2004; Blitz et al. 2004, 2008; Wood et al. 2004).  
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The mechanisms underlying gastric mill rhythm generation are most extensively 
characterized for the rhythm driven by tonic stimulation of MCN1 (Coleman et al. 1995; 
Bartos et al. 1999; Beenhakker et al. 2005; Saideman et al. 2007; DeLong et al. 2009a). 
The core CPG for this rhythm includes the aforementioned neurons LG and Int1, plus 
the STG axon terminals of MCN1 (MCN1STG).  The pivotal aspects of rhythm generation 
during tonic MCN1 stimulation include (a) MCN1 causes a slow excitation of LG via its 
peptide cotransmitter CabTRP Ia (Cancer borealis tachykinin-related peptide Ia), (b) 
MCN1 causes a fast excitation of Int1 via its small molecule transmitter GABA, (c) both 
of these MCN1 synaptic actions occur only during retraction because during protraction 
the LG neuron synaptically inhibits MCN1STG, and (d) during protraction, when MCN1 
transmitter release is inhibited, its electrical coupling with LG is strengthened.  
 
Motor pattern selection 
Two identified pathways that activate distinct gastric mill rhythms include the 
mechanosensory ventral cardiac neurons (VCNs) and the proprioceptor gastro-pyloric 
receptor neurons (GPRs). These two sensory systems each trigger gastric mill rhythms 
by co-activating MCN1 and CPN2 (Beenhakker and Nusbaum 2004; Blitz et al. 2004). 
Despite their convergent actions on the same two projection neurons, the VCNs and 
GPRs elicit quantitatively distinct rhythms, although the overall motor pattern was 
qualitatively comparable. These studies supported the hypothesis that distinct inputs can 
elicit different motor outputs despite activating the same projection neurons. Recently, 
another gastric mill rhythm was identified in C. borealis in which the protractor phase 
neuron LG exhibits pyloric-timed activity instead of the tonic burst it generates during the 
VCN- and GPR-gastric mill rhythms (Wood et al. 2004). In the work by Wood et al. 
(2004), this novel rhythm occurred spontaneously and was largely mimicked by 
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selectively stimulating MCN1 with the distinct pyloric rhythm-timed activity pattern that it 
exhibited during this rhythm. The aspects of this rhythm not mimicked by MCN1 
stimulation were likely to result from CPN2 activity, based on the known CPN2 synaptic 
actions (Norris et al. 1994). If this novel gastric mill rhythm was in fact also driven by 
MCN1 and CPN2, this would lend further support the hypothesis that the same 
projection neurons can generate different rhythms from the same motor circuit.  
As reported in Chapter 2 of my thesis, I participated in a collaboration that 
determined that the novel gastric mill rhythm characterized by Wood et al. (2004) is 
triggered by stimulating a newly identified input pathway called the post-oesophageal 
commissure (POC) neurons (Blitz et al. 2008). The POC neurons are a bilateral 
population of peptidergic neurons (~100 neurons per side) that innervate the CoGs and, 
among other actions, trigger a long-lasting activation of MCN1 and CPN2 via its peptide 
transmitter CabTRP Ia. This activation of MCN1 and CPN2 is sufficiently strong to drive 
a relatively long-lasting (minutes to tens of minutes) gastric mill motor pattern.  
As shown qualitatively in Thesis Chapter 2, and quantitatively in Chapter 3, the 
POC-triggered gastric mill motor pattern is distinct from the VCN-triggered gastric mill 
motor pattern (and hence, also the GPR-elicited motor pattern). One obvious distinction 
is that the protractor motor neuron LG burst is pyloric-timed, as in Wood et al. (2004), 
instead of tonic as occurs during the VCN- and GPR-triggered motor patterns.   
In Thesis Chapter 3, I also establish that the core rhythm underlying the distinct 
VCN- and POC-triggered gastric mill motor patterns is generated by the same two 
neurons (LG and Int1). Little is known in most systems regarding the identity of the 
neurons responsible for rhythm generation, and even less is known regarding whether 
the core rhythm generator is preserved or changed when a CPG generates different 
motor patterns.  
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In Thesis Chapter 4, I determined that the different LG activity patterns that occur 
during the POC- and VCN-gastric mill rhythms in the isolated STNS are preserved at the 
level of the LG-innervated muscles (Fig. 5). Previous studies using the crustacean 
pyloric rhythm (Morris et al. 2000; Thuma et al. 2003), and the Aplysia feeding system 
(Zhurov and Brezina 2006), also showed that contractions of individual muscles can 
reflect the different centrally-generated motor neuron inputs they receive. It was not a 
foregone conclusion that these contraction patterns would be distinct because, despite 
being striated muscles, these muscle fibers exhibit slow contraction and relaxation 
dynamics (Jorge-Rivera and Marder 1996, 1997; Morris and Hooper 1997, 1998). 
Additionally, in general these muscle fibers do not generate action potentials but only 
excitatory junction potentials (EJPs) in response to their motor neuron input (Hooper et 
al. 1986; Weimann et al. 1991). In fact, previous work showed that some pyloric muscles 
effectively contract and relax with each pyloric cycle while, due to slow relaxation 
dynamics, others integrate their rhythmic neuronal input and exhibit a relatively smooth 
contraction across multiple cycles (Morris et al., 2000; Thuma et al. 2003).  
In Thesis Chapter 5, I address whether sensory input to a motor circuit is 
regulated in a state-dependent manner. Specifically, I determined whether the GPR 
proprioceptor neuron has the same influence on the POC- and VCN-gastric mill rhythms. 
As indicated above, although these two pathways trigger different gastric mill motor 
patterns, they do so via the same projection neurons (MCN1, CPN2) and rhythm 
generator neurons (LG, Int1). A previous study had established that GPR selectively 
prolonged the retractor phase during the VCN-triggered gastric mill rhythm (Beenhakker 
et al. 2007). This influence resulted from GPR inhibition of MCN1STG (Beenhakker et al. 
2005) and a gating-out by the VCN pathway of the GPR excitatory actions on MCN1 and 
CPN2 in the CoGs (Beenhakker et al. 2007). If the latter actions had not been gated-out, 
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then GPR would have altered the gastric mill motor pattern in additional ways. In 
Chapter 5, I found that the GPR actions in the CoGs are not gated-out during the POC-
gastric mill motor pattern, and consequently its influence on this motor pattern was 
distinct from its influence on the VCN-motor pattern.  
During my thesis research, I used the accessibility of the crab STNS to address a 
set of issues pertaining to the activation and regulation of CPG output to determine 
whether (1) distinct input pathways can trigger different versions of a motor pattern by 
activating the same projection neurons to drive the same rhythm generator neurons, (2) 
different CPG output patterns are retained at the level of the muscles that underlie the 
resulting behaviors, and (3) a sensory feedback pathway has state-dependent actions 
on a rhythmic motor system.  In the following 4 chapters, I elaborate my findings 
regarding each of these issues and provide novel insights into flexibility available within 
rhythmic motor systems such as those within the crab STNS. 
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 Figure 1. Schematic of the crab foregut and stomatogastric nervous system.  
A. Schematic side-view of the crab foregut with the stomatogastric nervous system 
(STNS) shown in red.  The foregut is separated into 4 functional regions, including the 
oesophagus (swallowing), cardiac sac (storage), gastric mill (chewing) and pylorus 
(filtering).  The STNS receives input from neurons whose somata are located in the SOG 
and TG (ganglia in gray), and from sensory neurons that project through the same 
connecting nerves. These extrinsic inputs primarily target projection neurons (CoGs).   
B. Schematic of the STNS, including its four ganglia plus their connecting and peripheral 
nerves.  The pyloric and gastric mill CPGs are located in the STG.  The paired CoGs 
and unpaired OG contain projection neurons that regulate the STG circuits.  
Abbreviations: Ganglia- CoG, commissural ganglion; OG, oesophageal ganglion; SOG, 
supraoesphageal ganglion; STG, stomatogastric ganglion; TG, thoracic ganglion.  
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Nerves– dgn, dorsal gastric nerve; dpon, dorsal posterior oesophageal nerve; dvn, 
dorsal ventricular nerve; coc, circumoesophageal commissure; gpn, gastropyloric nerve; 
ion, inferior oesophageal nerve, lgn, lateral gastric nerve; lvn, lateral ventricular nerve, 
mgn, medial gastric nerve; mvn, medial ventricular nerve; pdn, pyloric dilator nerve; poc, 
post-oesophageal commissure; son, superior oesophageal nerve; stn, stomatogastric 
nerve.  Neurons– CPN2, commissural projection neuron 2; GPRs, gastropyloric 
receptors; MCN1, modulatory commissural neuron 1; POCs, post-oesophageal 































Figure 2. Schematic of the gastric mill motor system, including identified extrinsic 
inputs, projection neurons and motor circuit neurons.  Extrinsic inputs (e.g. POC 
neurons, VCNs) can each trigger a lasting activation of the projection neurons MCN1 
and CPN2, which in turn activate the gastric mill circuit to generate the gastric mill 
rhythm.  As indicated, these projection neurons originate in the CoGs and project to the 
STG where the gastric mill circuit is located.  The top row of gastric mill circuit neurons 
represent protractor (PRO) phase neurons while the second row represent retractor 
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(RET) phase neurons. The bottom row shows the pyloric pacemaker neurons, which 
influence the gastric mill rhythm via synapses in the STG and CoGs.  Note that the exact 
electrical coupling relationship among the protractor neurons is not known, so they are 
shown simply as being serially coupled.  All gastric mill circuit neurons occur as single 
copies per STG, except for GM (4) and PD (2). Abbreviations: AB, anterior burster; AM, 
anterior median; DG, dorsal gastric; GM, gastric mill; IC, inferior cardiac; Int1, 
interneuron 1; MG, medial gastric; LG, lateral gastric; PD, pyloric dilator; VD, ventricular 




























Figure 3. Dark-field image of a desheathed STG from Cancer borealis. The neuronal 
somata form a monolayer around the ganglionic neuropil. All synapses in the STG are 
located on neuropilar processes. There are no synapses onto the STG somata. The 
axons in the stn include projection neuron and sensory neuron inputs to the STG plus 
STG neurons projecting towards the CoGs. The axons in the dvn are primarily STG 
motor neurons projecting to their muscle targets and sensory neurons projecting to the 




















Figure 4. Example recordings during gastric mill and pyloric rhythms. Protractor 
(LG, GM) and retractor (DG) motor neurons fire in alternation during the gastric mill 
rhythm. The top two traces are intrasomatic recordings from the protractor LG neuron 
and the retractor DG neuron. The third and forth traces are extracellular monitors of LG 
and DG plus GM activity, respectively. The bottom trace is an extracellular recording of 
PD neuron activity, used to monitor the pyloric rhythm. Note that the pyloric rhythm 
(cycle period ~1 s) cycles ~10-times faster than the gastric mill rhythm (cycle period ~0.1 

















Figure 5. Schematic dorsal view showing some of the muscles in a dissected C. 
borealis posterior foregut. The single LG axon projects from the STG through the dvn 
nerve, bifurcates at the dvn-lvns junction (not shown; see Fig. 1A), and continues 
through the left and right lvn and lgn nerves to innervate several bilaterally symmetric 
protractor muscles, including gm5b, gm6ab and gm8a. Only the left side of the posterior 
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Neuronal network flexibility enables animals to respond appropriately to changes in their 
internal and external states.  We are using the isolated crab stomatogastric nervous 
system to determine how extrinsic inputs contribute to network flexibility.  The 
stomatogastric system includes the well-characterized gastric mill (chewing) and pyloric 
(filtering of chewed food) motor circuits in the stomatogastric ganglion.  Projection 
neurons with somata in the commissural ganglia (CoGs) regulate these rhythms.  
Previous work characterized a unique gastric mill rhythm that occurred spontaneously in 
some preparations, but whose origin remained undetermined.  This rhythm includes a 
distinct protractor phase activity pattern, during which a key gastric mill circuit neuron 
(LG neuron) and the projection neurons MCN1 and CPN2 fire in a pyloric rhythm-timed 
activity pattern instead of the tonic firing pattern exhibited by these neurons during 
previously studied gastric mill rhythms.  Here we identify a new extrinsic input, the post-
oesophageal commissure (POC) neurons, relatively brief stimulation (30 sec) of which 
triggers a long-lasting (tens of minutes) activation of this novel gastric mill rhythm at least 
in part via its lasting activation of MCN1 and CPN2.  Immunocytochemical and 
electrophysiological data suggest that the POC neurons excite MCN1 and CPN2 by 
release of the neuropeptide Cancer borealis tachykinin-related peptide Ia (CabTRP Ia).  
These data further suggest that the CoG arborization of the POC neurons comprises the 
previously identified anterior commissural organ (ACO), a CabTRP Ia-containing 
neurohemal organ.  This endocrine organ thus appears to also have paracrine actions, 






Neuromodulation enables single motor circuits to generate multiple distinct activity 
patterns by changing the intrinsic and synaptic properties of circuit neurons (Marder et 
al., 2005; LeBeau et al., 2005; Kiehn, 2006; Gordon and Whelan 2006; Tryba et al., 
2006).  Further flexibility in the output of these motor circuits is afforded by modulatory 
actions at the level of the projection neurons that drive circuit activity (Di Prisco et al., 
2000; Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004; Blitz et al., 2004; McLean and Sillar, 2004; 
Brocard et al., 2005; Smetana et al., 2007).  However, the extrinsic inputs that provide 
these modulatory influences on projection neurons are not well-documented in most 
systems.   
 We are using the stomatogastric nervous system (STNS) of the crab Cancer 
borealis to identify the extrinsic input responsible for the activation of a previously 
identified version of the gastric mill (chewing) rhythm (Wood et al., 2004).  The 
stomatogastric nervous system is an extension of the decapod crustacean CNS that 
includes the unpaired stomatogastric (STG) and oesophageal (OG) ganglia plus the 
paired commissural ganglia (CoGs) (Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002; Marder and 
Bucher, 2007).  Overlapping sets of the 26 neurons in the C. borealis STG contribute to 
the gastric mill and pyloric (filtering of chewed food) rhythms (Marder and Bucher, 2007).  
In C. borealis, these rhythms are regulated by input from no more than 20 projection 
neurons, most of which are present as single neurons within each CoG (Coleman et al., 
1992; Nusbaum et al., 2001).  In addition, extrinsic inputs that convey sensory and other 
information modify these rhythms by influencing circuit neurons and/or projection 
neurons (Meyrand et al., 1994; Combes et al., 1999; Christie et al., 2004; Beenhakker 
and Nusbaum 2004; Blitz et al., 2004).   
 Here we identify a novel extrinsic input to the STNS of C. borealis.  This input, 
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called the post-oesophageal commissure (POC) neurons, consists of bilateral 
peptidergic fiber bundles that project through the post-oesophageal commissure (poc) 
and circumoesophageal connectives (cocs) to innervate the CoGs.   
Extracellular poc stimulation drives the POC neurons to trigger a long-lasting 
activation of CoG projection neurons, which in turn drive the gastric mill rhythm.  Two of 
these projection neurons are modulatory commissural neuron 1 (MCN1) and 
commissural projection neuron 2 (CPN2) (Coleman and Nusbaum, 1994; Norris et al., 
1994).  Interestingly, despite the likely participation of MCN1 and CPN2 in the POC-
triggered gastric mill rhythm, the POC-triggered activity pattern of these projection 
neurons and the associated gastric mill rhythm are distinct from previous versions of this 
rhythm that are activated by these same two projection neurons (Beenhakker and 
Nusbaum, 2004; Blitz et al., 2004).  Our data further suggest that the POC excitation of 
MCN1 and CPN2 is mediated by the neuropeptide transmitter Cancer borealis 
tachykinin-related peptide Ia (CabTRP Ia).  The POC neurons also appear to be the 
source of the CabTRP Ia-containing anterior commissural organ (ACO), a dense 
neurohemal structure in the CoG neuropil (Messinger et al., 2005). 
Some of this work was published previously in abstract form (White et al., 2005).  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Animals. Male Jonah crabs (C. borealis Stimpson) were obtained from Commercial 
Lobster and Seafood Co., Boston, MA, USA and the Marine Biological Laboratory, 
Woods Hole, MA, USA.  Before experimentation, crabs were housed in commercial 
tanks containing recirculating, filtered and aerated artificial seawater (10°C).  Crabs were 
cold anesthetized by packing in ice for at least 30 minutes prior to dissection.  The STNS 
was dissected as described previously (Blitz et al., 2004).  Briefly, the foregut was first 
removed and pinned down in a Sylgard 170 (KR Anderson, Morgan Hill, CA, USA, or 
World Precision Inc., Sarasota, FL, USA)-coated glass bowl in chilled C. borealis saline.  
The poc was bisected under a dissecting microscope, after which the stomach was 
bisected ventrally and pinned flat with the interior stomach wall against the Sylgard.  The 
STNS, including all four ganglia (2 CoGs, OG, STG) plus their connecting and peripheral 
nerves (Fig. 1), was next dissected from the surface of the foregut and pinned in a 
Sylgard 184 (KR Anderson)-coated Petri dish.  The foregut and nervous system were 
maintained in chilled (10-13°C) saline throughout the dissection and subsequent 
experiment. 
 All C. borealis used for fiber counting, tracing the POC axons to the thoracic 
ganglion (TG) and axon diameter measurement were collected by hand at Mount Desert 
Island Biological Laboratory (Salisbury Cove, Maine, USA) and maintained in flow-
through natural seawater tanks at ambient water temperature (10-14°C).  For ease of 
dissection and immunoprocessing, these animals were smaller than those used for 
electrophysiological experiments.  As above, for tissue collection these crabs were first 
anesthetized by packing in ice for at least 30 minutes.  The dorsal carapace was then 
removed and the thoracic ganglion, with the cocs and CoGs attached, were isolated by 
microdissection in chilled (approximately 10°C) C. borealis saline. 
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Solutions. Cancer borealis saline for dissections had the following composition (in mM):  
440 NaCl, 26 MgCl2, 13 CaCl2, 11 KCl, 10 Trizma base, and 5 maleic acid (pH 7.4-7.6).  
During recording, 5 mM dextrose was added to the saline.  In high-divalent cation saline 
(Hi-Di), MgCl2 and CaCl2 were raised to 130 mM and 65 mM, respectively.  
Phosphoramidon (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) and CabTRP Ia (Biotechnology Center, 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, USA) were stored as frozen aliquots and diluted in 
C. borealis saline immediately prior to use. 
 
Electrophysiology. Extracellular recordings were made by isolating a section of nerve 
with petroleum jelly (Vaseline: Medical Accessories and Supply Headquarters, 
Alabaster, AL, USA) and placing one stainless steel wire of a pair inside the Vaseline 
compartment and the other wire in the main bath compartment.  These recordings were 
amplified in a 2-stage process (Stage 1: AM Systems Model 1700 AC Amplifier, 
Carlsborg, WA, USA; Stage 2: Brownlee Precision Model 410 Amplifier, Santa Clara, 
CA, USA).  To facilitate intracellular recordings, ganglia were desheathed and viewed 
with light transmitted through a darkfield condenser (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan).  Intracellular 
recordings were accomplished using borosilicate microelectrodes filled with 0.6 M K2SO4 
plus 10 mM KCl (20-25 MΩ).  Intracellular signals were amplified using Axoclamp 2B 
amplifiers (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) and digitized at ~5 kHz using a 
Micro 1401 data acquisition interface and Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic 
Design, Cambridge, England).   
 Network and projection neurons were identified based on their activity patterns, 
synaptic connectivity and axonal projection patterns (Weimann et al., 1991; Norris et al., 
1994; Coleman and Nusbaum 1994; Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004; Saideman et al., 
2007a,b).  In some experiments, the activity of the projection neuron CPN2 was 
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monitored indirectly, via the presence of excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in 
the gastric mill (GM) protractor motor neuron (Norris et al., 1994). 
Each half of the bisected poc was surrounded by a Vaseline well.  Axons in the 
poc were stimulated extracellularly using a Grass S88 stimulator (AstroMed, West 
Warwick, RI, USA) and stimulus isolation unit (SIU5, AstroMed).  The poc was 
stimulated tonically, using a range of voltages (4-15 V), at 15-30 Hz for 15-30 seconds.  
All poc stimulations were unilateral.  To activate the gastro-pyloric receptor 2 neuron 
(GPR2: Katz et al., 1989), the gastro-pyloric nerve (gpn) was stimulated tonically at 10 
Hz for 4 seconds.  The ventral cardiac neurons (VCNs: Beenhakker et al., 2004) were 
activated by stimulating the dorsal posterior oesophageal nerve (dpon) in a rhythmic 
pattern (burst duration: 6 sec, interburst freq.: 0.06 Hz, intraburst freq.: 15 Hz) 
(Beenhakker et al., 2004; Beenhakker and Nusbaum 2004).  CabTRP Ia was pressure 
ejected (10-4 M, 6 - 10 psi, 0.5 - 10 sec) into the desheathed CoG neuropil using a 
Picospritzer II device (General Valve Corporation, Fairfield, NJ, USA).  The dorsal 
aspect of the CoG is covered with neuronal somata, and the neuropil is underneath 
these somata.  Therefore, to focally apply CabTRP Ia into the CoG neuropil, we inserted 
the peptide-containing pipette through the soma layer and into the depth of the anterior 
neuropil (Blitz and Nusbaum, 1999).  The endopeptidase inhibitor phosphoramidon (10-5 
M) was superfused to the anterior portion of the STNS, which was isolated from the STG 
by a Vaseline wall built across the recording dish.  No data collection was made until 
phosphoramidon superfusion had occurred for at least 25 min. 
 
Immunocytochemistry: Whole-mounts of the isolated STNS and the thoracic ganglion 
(TG) with attached cocs and CoGs were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron 
Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA) for 12-24 hours, rinsed at least 5 times, at one 
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hour intervals, in phosphate (P) buffer (0.1 M) with 0.3 % Triton-X 100 (P-Triton) and 
then incubated for 24-72 hours with a monoclonal rat anti-Substance P antibody (1:300; 
Accurate Chemical and Scientific Corporation, Westbury, NY, USA; Abcam 
Incorporated, Cambridge, MA, USA) that has been used previously on this system 
(Goldberg et al., 1988; Christie et al., 1997; Blitz et al., 1999; Messinger et al., 2005).  
The nervous system was then again rinsed in P-Triton, 5 times at one hour intervals, 
after which the STNS preparations were incubated with goat anti-rat Alexa Fluor 488 or 
647 (1:300; Invitrogen Corporation, Carlsbad, CA, USA) for 12-16 hours.  In preparations 
where the TG was studied, the nervous system was incubated with donkey anti-rat IgG 
conjugated with either FITC or rhodamine Red-X (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West 
Grove, PA, USA).  In both cases, the preparations were then rinsed at least 5 times at 
one hour intervals with P buffer and then mounted in 80% glycerol/20% 20 mM sodium 
carbonate and cover-slipped.  For the STNS preparations, fluorescence was visualized 
and photographed with a Leica DMRB microscope, a Leica DC 350 FS camera, and 
Image-Pro Express software (Leica, version 4.5.1.3) using a L4 or Y5 (Leica) filter set 
(Leica Microsystems Inc., Bannockburn, IL, USA).  The thoracic-CoG preparations were 
imaged using a Zeiss LSM 510 Meta confocal system (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging Inc., 
Thornwood, NY, USA), equipped with a Zeiss Observer.Z1 inverted microscope and 
argon and HeNe lasers.  Imaging was done using Zeiss EC plan-NEOFLUAR 10x/0.3 
dry, Plan-Apochromat 20x/0.8 dry, EC plan-NEOFLUAR 40x/1.30 oil and Plan-
Apochromat 63x/1.4 oil objective lenses, standard FITC and rhodamine filter sets, and 
manufacturer-supplied software. 
 
Data Analysis: Data analysis was performed with custom written macros using Spike2 
(‘The Crab Analyzer’, freely available at http://www.uni-
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ulm.de/~wstein/spike2/index.html).  Gastric mill cycle period was measured as the 
duration from the onset of a lateral gastric (LG) neuron burst to the onset of the 
subsequent LG burst.  An average of 10 consecutive cycles was obtained in each 
condition.  Control MCN1 and CPN2 firing frequencies were measured during 30 
continuous seconds prior to stimulation.  MCN1 and CPN2 firing frequencies after 
stimulation were quantified during 10 consecutive protraction and retraction phases of 
the gastric mill rhythm in each preparation, as the average frequency across the entire 
protraction or retraction phase.  MCN1 pyloric-timed activity was measured as the 
percentage of time it was active during each pyloric cycle, defined as the duration from 
the onset of a pyloric dilator (PD) neuron burst until the onset of the subsequent PD 
burst, for the pyloric cycles occurring during 10 consecutive protraction and retraction 
phases in each preparation.   
 The coc is a bilateral fiber bundle that connects the TG with the 
supraoesophageal ganglion (brain), with the CoG being an outpocketing of the coc 
between its two termination points (Fig. 1). The poc connects the cocs on the TG side of 
the CoG.  To refer specifically to a region of the coc relative to the CoG, we label the 
region of the coc projecting from the CoG towards the TG as the cocTG, and the region of 
the coc projecting from the CoG towards the brain as cocB (Fig. 1). 
 Figures were made using Spike2, CorelDraw (Corel Corporation, Ottawa, 
Ontario, Canada) and Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Portland, OR, USA).  Statistical analysis 
was performed with SigmaStat (Systat Software, San Jose, CA, USA).  The Paired 
Student’s t-test or Repeated Measures (RM) One-Way ANOVA followed by multiple 
comparisons using the Student-Newman-Keuls method were used as indicated.  
Significance was considered to be p<0.05.  Data are expressed as mean ± s.e.m. 
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RESULTS 
The gastric mill rhythm is a two-phase motor pattern driven by descending input 
 The gastric mill rhythm (cycle period: 5-20 sec) drives the rhythmic protraction 
and retraction movements of the teeth in the gastric mill stomach compartment, thereby 
enabling the chewing of food (Heinzel, 1988; Heinzel et al., 1993).  In C. borealis there 
are 8 different types of gastric mill neurons, 7 of which are motor neurons (Weimann et 
al., 1991; Saideman et al., 2007b; Stein et al., 2007).  Four of these gastric mill neurons 
are protractor motor neurons, including the LG, GM, medial gastric (MG) and inferior 
cardiac (IC) neurons, although the IC and MG neurons can also exhibit retractor phase 
activity during some versions of the gastric mill rhythm (Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 
2004; Blitz et al., 2004; Wood et al., 2004; Saideman et al., 2007b) .  There are also 
three retractor motor neurons, including the dorsal gastric (DG), anterior median (AM) 
and ventricular dilator (VD) motor neurons, plus interneuron 1 (Int1), which is also active 
during the retractor phase and is the sole interneuron in this circuit.  There is a single 
neuron of each type per STG, except the GM neurons of which there are four 
functionally equivalent copies. 
 In the isolated STNS of C. borealis, some of the gastric mill neurons (Int1, MG, 
IC, VD) are spontaneously active in pyloric rhythm-time, even in the absence of the 
gastric mill rhythm (e.g. VD and IC in Fig. 2, left panel) (Weimann et al., 1991; Blitz and 
Nusbaum, 1997).  The pyloric rhythm (cycle period 0.5 – 2 sec), which controls the 
filtering of chewed food in the posterior (pyloric) stomach compartment, is generated by 
a second motor circuit in the STG and is continuously active both in vitro and in vivo 
(Marder and Bucher, 2007).  
 The gastric mill rhythm is usually silent, in the isolated STNS as well as in vivo, 
unless the projection neurons that drive it are activated (Fleischer 1981; Heinzel et al., 
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1993; Nusbaum et al., 2001; Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004; Blitz et al., 2004).  Wood 
et al. (2004), however, characterized a version of the gastric mill rhythm that occurred in 
some preparations without any experimental manipulation of projection neuron activity.  
This gastric mill rhythm was unusual in that the gastric mill LG neuron and projection 
neuron MCN1 exhibited a pyloric rhythm-timed activity pattern during the protraction 
phase, instead of the tonic firing pattern that they exhibit during protraction in all other 
characterized gastric mill rhythms in C. borealis (Coleman and Nusbaum, 1994; 
Beenhakker et al., 2004; Blitz et al., 2004; Christie et al., 2004; Saideman et al., 2007b).  
This spontaneously active gastric mill rhythm was driven largely by an unusually high 
level of spontaneous activity in the projection neuron MCN1.  This MCN1 activity was not 
only pyloric rhythm-timed, but the resulting gastric mill rhythm was largely replicated by 
pyloric rhythm-timed extracellular stimulation of MCN1 (Wood et al., 2004).   
 
POC stimulation triggers a long-lasting gastric mill rhythm 
 Stimulating the poc nerve (15 Hz tonic stimulation, 30 sec. duration) consistently 
triggered the gastric mill rhythm, beginning soon after the stimulation was terminated 
(n=39).  In the example shown in Figure 2, this rhythm started approximately two 
minutes after the end of poc stimulation and, as is typical for gastric mill rhythms, there 
was rhythmic alternating bursting of the protractor (LG neuron) and retractor (DG, VD) 
neurons.  It is also noteworthy that, during these rhythms, the IC neuron was mostly 
active during the retractor phase instead of the protractor phase (Fig. 2).  Across 
preparations, the poc-triggered gastric mill rhythm started approximately 1 minute after 
the end of poc stimulation (mean latency post-stimulation: 0.91 ± 0.05 min, n=39).  
These rhythms exhibited a cycle period of 13.1 ± 0.9 sec (n=20).   
 During each protractor phase, the LG neuron exhibited pyloric rhythm-timed 
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bursts (Fig. 2).  Within each pyloric-timed burst, LG activity alternated with activity in the 
pyloric pacemaker neurons (e.g. PD neuron in Fig. 2), as also occurred in the 
spontaneously active rhythm characterized by Wood et al. (2004).  The protractor motor 
neuron GM also exhibited pyloric-timed bursts in many preparations (not shown).  In all 
other previously studied gastric mill rhythms, the protractor neuron bursts instead 
exhibited a tonic firing pattern (Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004; Blitz et al., 2004; 
Christie et al., 2004; Saideman et al., 2007b).   
 The poc-triggered gastric mill rhythm was also long-lasting.  After a 30 sec poc 
stimulation, the gastric mill rhythm tended to persist for many minutes, and sometimes 
for more than one hour (n=39).  Specifically, in a few preparations this rhythm lasted for 
less than 5 minutes (n=4/39), but it often persisted for 5-20 minutes (n=22/39) or longer 
(n=13/39).  The pattern was consistent for the duration of the triggered gastric mill 
rhythm.  For example, there was stable, alternating bursting between the retractor (e.g. 
DG) and protractor (e.g. LG) neurons, with consistent pyloric-timed interruptions in each 
LG burst (Fig. 3). 
  
POC stimulation indirectly activates the gastric mill rhythm 
 Extrinsic inputs can alter STG circuit activity via synaptic actions on circuit 
neurons and/or descending projection neurons (Hooper and Moulins, 1990; Katz and 
Harris-Warrick, 1990; Meyrand et al., 1994; Combes et al., 1999; Beenhakker and 
Nusbaum 2004; Blitz et al., 2004).  To determine whether the input(s) activated by poc 
stimulation influenced the gastric mill circuit directly or indirectly, we selectively 
superfused the CoGs with high divalent cation (Hi-Di: 5 X Ca2+/5 X Mg2+) saline while 
continuing to supply normal C. borealis saline to the STG.  The Hi-Di saline raises action 
potential threshold and reduces the likelihood of polysynaptic transmission (Blitz and 
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Nusbaum, 1999).  This allowed us to reversibly reduce the ability of any poc-stimulated 
synaptic actions to activate CoG projection neurons and thereby determine whether this 
input activated the gastric mill rhythm via direct actions on STG neurons. 
 After determining that poc stimulation triggered a gastric mill rhythm in control 
conditions (Fig. 4A), Hi-Di saline was superfused selectively to the CoGs to suppress 
poc activation of CoG projection neurons.  Under these conditions, stimulating the poc 
did not activate the gastric mill rhythm (n=6), even when the stimulation voltage was 
increased by 2 V (Fig. 4B).  To ensure that the inability of poc stimulation to activate the 
gastric mill rhythm was not a consequence of a dysfunctional gastric mill circuit, we used 
extracellular stimulation of the ion to drive this rhythm via selective activation of the 
projection neuron MCN1 (Bartos et al., 1999).  Tonic MCN1 stimulation elicits a distinct 
gastric mill rhythm from the one triggered by poc stimulation, but both rhythms involve 
the same gastric mill circuit neurons (Coleman et al., 1995; Bartos et al., 1999; Wood et 
al., 2004; Saideman et al., 2007b).  Extracellular MCN1 stimulation consistently elicited 
the gastric mill rhythm despite the presence of high-divalent cation saline to the CoGs 
(n=3, data not shown).  Further, after washing out the Hi-Di saline, poc stimulation again 
triggered the gastric mill rhythm (Fig. 4C) (n=5/6).  Thus, axons in the poc appear to 
project into the CoGs to activate projection neurons and thereby indirectly activate the 
gastric mill rhythm.  We have designated the poc input that triggers the gastric mill 
rhythm as the POC neurons (see below).  
 
The POC neurons excite the projection neurons MCN1 and CPN2 
 Two previously identified CoG projection neurons in C. borealis, MCN1 and 
CPN2, are necessary and sufficient for driving two previously characterized gastric mill 
rhythms that are elicited by stimulation of a mechanosensory (VCN neurons) or 
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proprioceptor (GPR neuron) input (Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004; Blitz et al., 2004).  
Further, the spontaneously active gastric mill rhythm studied by Wood et al. (2004) was 
largely mimicked by direct stimulation of MCN1.  We therefore examined the activity of 
MCN1 and CPN2 before and after poc stimulation, and found that this stimulation 
consistently triggered a long lasting excitatory response in both projection neurons 
(n=39).  This excitatory response included an increased firing rate and pyloric-timed 
activity (Fig. 5).   
 The POC-triggered excitation of MCN1 and CPN2 always coincided with the 
triggering of the gastric mill rhythm (n=39).  After poc stimulation, the firing frequency of 
MCN1 was consistently higher than pre-stimulation (pre-poc stim.: 4.0 ± 0.5 Hz; post-poc 
stim.: protraction phase (LG burst), 14.5 ± 1.2 Hz, retraction phase (LG inter-burst), 14.7 
± 1.2 Hz, n=10; protraction and retraction significantly different from control, p<0.05, 
protraction not significantly different from retraction, p>0.05, RM One-Way ANOVA and 
Student-Newman-Keuls test of multiple comparisons).  Similarly, CPN2 firing frequency 
was consistently increased after POC stimulation (pre-POC: 2.8 ± 1.1 Hz; post-POC: 
protraction, 18.2 ± 3.3 Hz; retraction, 15.6 ± 3.3 Hz, n=4; protraction and retraction 
significantly different from control, p<0.05, protraction not significantly different from 
retraction, p>0.05, RM One-Way ANOVA and Student-Newman-Keuls test of multiple 
comparisons).   
 A key feature of the MCN1 and CPN2 activity pattern is that their activity was 
terminated for a portion of each pyloric cycle during both protraction and retraction (Fig. 
5).  We therefore determined the percentage of the pyloric cycle period during which the 
projection neurons were active (see Methods).  MCN1 and CPN2 were always silent 
during the pyloric pacemaker neuron burst, which extended from the onset of each 
pyloric cycle (0%) until approximately the 20% point of each cycle (protraction: 0 - 20.1 ± 
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0.4%, retraction: 0 - 20.2 ± 0.6%, n=6).  During the POC-triggered gastric mill rhythms, 
activity in these two projection neurons generally commenced with a delay after each 
pyloric pacemaker neuron burst.  For example, MCN1 was active for ~65% of each 
pyloric cycle during protraction (onset: 34.9 ± 2.9%, offset: 100.0 ± 2.5%) and for ~58% 
of each pyloric cycle during retraction (onset: 39.4 ± 3.1%, offset: 98.3 ± 0.6%) (n=6).  
Comparably, CPN2 was active for ~ 72% of each pyloric cycle during protraction (onset: 
30.3 ± 0.9%, offset: 102.4 ± 0.8%) and was active for ~47% of each pyloric cycle during 
retraction (onset: 42.3 ± 1.3%, offset: 88.4 ± 7.2%) (n=3).  MCN1 and CPN2 were 
presumably silent during the pacemaker burst due to feedback inhibition in the CoGs 
from the anterior burster (AB), the pyloric pacemaker interneuron (Coleman and 
Nusbaum, 1994; Norris et al., 1994; Wood et al., 2004).  
 We tested the hypothesis that the AB neuron feedback to MCN1 and CPN2 in 
the CoGs was responsible for the pyloric-timed activity pattern of these projection 
neurons during the POC-triggered gastric mill rhythm.  Specifically, we used 
hyperpolarizing current injection into the pyloric pacemaker neurons to suppress their 
activity and, consequently, that of the pyloric rhythm.  The pyloric pacemaker neurons 
are a group of electrically coupled neurons that include the single AB neuron plus the 
paired PD and lateral posterior gastric (LPG) neurons (Weimann et al., 1991; Weimann 
and Marder, 1994).  When the pyloric rhythm was suppressed during the POC-triggered 
gastric mill rhythm, MCN1 and CPN2 activity switched from pyloric-timed to tonic (n=4) 
(Fig. 6).  At these times, the LG neuron activity pattern also switched from pyloric-timed 
to tonic, presumably because its activity was driven by these projection neurons 
(Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004).  There is no direct synapse from the pyloric 
pacemaker neurons to LG (Bartos et al., 1999).  In contrast to our findings, in the 
European lobster Homarus gammarus the pyloric-like activity of some CoG projection 
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neurons can persist when the pyloric feedback is eliminated (Cardi and Nagy, 1994). 
 In previously studied gastric mill rhythms (Bartos et al., 1999; Wood et al., 2004), 
the gastric mill cycle period was regulated by the pyloric rhythm.  Specifically, 
suppressing the pyloric rhythm increased the gastric mill cycle period.  This was due to 
both inter-circuit interactions within the STG and to the pyloric-timing of MCN1 activity.  
Thus, we tested whether the cycle period of the POC-triggered gastric mill rhythm was 
also regulated by the pyloric rhythm.  We found that the POC-triggered gastric mill cycle 
period was indeed increased when the pyloric rhythm was suppressed, from 12.3 ± 1.8 
sec to 19.4 ± 2.7 sec (n=4; p<0.05, Paired t-test). 
 
The POC neurons project through the medial aspect of the cocTG to innervate the CoGs 
 As a step towards localizing the POC neurons, we determined whether their 
axons preferentially projected through the lateral or medial aspect of the cocTG.  We 
anticipated that the POC neurons projected through the medial cocTG, by analogy with 
the fact that most projections through the cocB that innervate the CoG do so via the 
medial cocB (Kirby and Nusbaum, 2007).  To determine if this was indeed the case for 
the POC neurons, we first stimulated the poc with the entire cocTG intact, to ensure the 
ability of this input to trigger the gastric mill rhythm in these preparations (Fig. 7).  We 
then selectively transected either the lateral (n=3) or medial (n=3) aspect of the cocTG, 
after which we again assessed the ability of poc stimulation to trigger the gastric mill 
rhythm (Fig. 7).  There were no landmarks to enable precise transection of exactly one 
half of each cocTG.  Therefore, these transections were done in a fashion to ensure the 
retention of the lateral-most or medial-most cocTG, with a variable degree of transection 
of the central aspect of this nerve from preparation to preparation. 
 The gastric mill rhythm was never triggered by poc stimulation after medial cocTG 
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transection (n=3) (Fig. 7B).  In contrast, poc stimulation consistently triggered the gastric 
mill rhythm in every preparation after the lateral cocTG was transected (n=3).  The 
resulting motor pattern retained its characteristic pyloric-timed activity pattern during the 
protractor phase (Fig. 7C).  In these latter experiments, the resulting gastric mill rhythm 
continued to persist for a long duration, ranging from 8-24 minutes (n=3).   
 To ensure that the CoG projection neurons and STG circuit neurons were still 
capable of generating the gastric mill rhythm after medial cocTG transection, we 
stimulated the VCN neurons (Beenhakker et al., 2004; Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 
2004).  The VCN-triggered gastric mill rhythm was readily elicited in each of the 3 
preparations after the medial cocTG was transected (not shown). 
  
The POC neurons appear to contain the peptide transmitter CabTRP Ia 
 There is a dense CabTRP Ia-immunoreactive (CabTRP Ia-IR) arborization within 
the anterior CoG neuropil, called the anterior commissural organ (ACO) (Fig. 8A) 
(Messinger et al., 2005).  The ACO innervates each CoG via a population of small 
diameter axons that project as a bundle through the medial aspect of the cocTG 
(Goldberg et al., 1988; Messinger et al., 2005).  This CabTRP Ia-IR bundle does not 
project through the cocB (Fig. 8A) (Goldberg et al., 1988; Messinger et al., 2005).  Based 
on the results of the cocTG transection experiments reported above, and the fact that 
MCN1 and CPN2 arborize in the anterior CoG neuropil (Coleman and Nusbaum, 1994; 
Norris et al., 1994), we examined whether the ACO axons projected through the poc and 
therefore might be the axons of the POC neurons. 
 Wholemount immunocytochemistry revealed that the ACO axon population did 
indeed project through the poc (Fig. 8B).  Specifically, at the junction between the cocTG 
and poc, a fraction of the CabTRP Ia-IR axon bundle in the medial cocTG separated and 
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projected through the poc, while the remainder projected posteriorly past the poc as a 
tight bundle along the medial cocTG and terminated as the ACO in the ipsilateral CoG 
(n=16) (Fig. 8B).  This CabTRP Ia-IR fiber bundle projection continued in the medial 
cocTG, past the poc, towards the TG (Fig. 8B) (n=16).   
 As further support that the POC neurons were likely to be the source of the ACO, 
we determined whether the CabTRP-IR bundle in the medial cocTG was transected or 
retained in each of the above cocTG transection experiments.  We found that, in each 
experiment in which the medial cocTG was transected and poc stimulation no longer 
triggered the gastric mill rhythm, the CabTRP Ia-IR bundle had been transected (Fig. 8C; 
n=3).  Conversely, the CabTRP Ia-IR bundle remained intact in preparations in which the 
lateral cocTG was transected and poc stimulation still triggered the gastric mill rhythm 
(Fig. 8D; n=3).  
 We also combined CabTRP Ia immunocytochemistry and confocal microscopy to 
determine the number and distribution of axon diameters for the CabTRP Ia-IR axons in 
the poc and medial cocTG bundle.  In the poc, as well as in the cocTG adjacent to the 
CoG, the CabTRP Ia-IR axons were of small diameter (<1 µm) and often tightly 
fasciculated.  Their relatively small diameter and tight fasciculation made it difficult to 
unambiguously determine the number of individual axons present.  However, we 
counted the fibers to the best of our ability in order to obtain an estimate of the 
population size.  We obtained a distribution of CabTRP Ia-IR axon counts from the left 
cocTG (88 ± 5, n=5) and right cocTG (83 ± 6, n=5).  In the same 5 preparations, the 
distribution of axon counts in the poc suggested a smaller number of CabTRP Ia-IR 
axons (66 ± 4), supporting our observation that only a subset of the CabTRP Ia-IR 
bundle in each cocTG projected through the poc.  In no preparation was branching from 
the axon bundles seen within the cocTG or poc.   
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 In all preparations examined, the CabTRP Ia-IR bundle in the medial cocTG was 
traced to the junction of the cocTG with the TG (n=5).  At this location, the POC axon 
bundle was less tightly fasciculated, often fanning out and covering a large portion of the 
nerve (not shown).  In 5 separate preparations, we obtained similar axon counts to those 
from the cocTG near the CoG (left cocTG: 78 ± 4; right cocTG: 73 ± 9).  Due to the density 
and intensity of CabTRP Ia-IR within the TG, it was not possible to localize the 
destination of the POC axons within this ganglion.  Although CabTRP Ia-IR somata 
within the TG may well be the origin of the POC axons, no discrete clusters of 50-100 
CabTRP Ia-IR somata were identified within this ganglion to support that possibility (data 
not shown). 
 
The POC neurons appear to use the peptide transmitter CabTRP Ia 
 To determine whether ACO-released CabTRP Ia mediated the long-term actions 
of the POC neurons on MCN1 and/or CPN2, we examined whether focal application of 
CabTRP Ia mimicked the POC excitation of these projection neurons.  In some of these 
experiments (e.g. Fig. 9), CPN2 activity was monitored via intracellular GM neuron 
recordings.  CPN2 is the sole source of discrete excitatory postsynaptic potentials in GM 
(Norris et al., 1994).   
 Brief, focal application of CabTRP Ia (10-4 M: 500 msec) into the anterior CoG 
neuropil triggered increased activity in MCN1 and CPN2 (n=4) (Fig. 9).  This increased 
activity was consistently pyloric-timed.  In some preparations, the CabTRP Ia-triggered 
excitation of MCN1 and CPN2 led to the equivalent of a single gastric mill cycle, 
including an action potential burst in the retractor DG neuron preceding a burst in the 
protractor LG and GM neurons (Fig. 9).  
 To further assay whether CabTRP Ia mediated the actions of the POC neurons 
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on MCN1 and/or CPN2, we determined whether suppressing the extracellular peptidase-
mediated degradation of this peptide would prolong the POC influence on these 
projection neurons.  To this end, we applied the endopeptidase inhibitor 
phosphoramidon (10-5 M), which effectively prolongs the actions of both focally applied 
and neuronally released CabTRP Ia (Wood et al., 2000; Stein et al., 2007).  Because the 
poc stimulus protocol used to trigger the gastric mill rhythm had such a long-lasting 
effect, we used briefer poc stimulations (15 Hz, 15 sec) to achieve relatively brief control 
responses.  These control stimulations triggered increased activity in MCN1 and CPN2 
as well as a relatively short-lasting gastric mill rhythm (duration: 0.5 -13 min, n=5) (Fig. 
10A).  For example, in Figure 10A the projection neuron activity was subsiding and the 
gastric mill rhythm had terminated by 90 sec post-POC stimulation (Fig. 10A).  Although 
phosphoramidon alone did not alter CPN2 or LG activity prior to poc stimulation (e.g. 
Fig. 10A, middle left panel), the POC-triggered rhythm during phosphoramidon 
superfusion persisted for more than 90 sec post-stimulation.  After washout of the 
phosphoramidon, the POC action on CPN2 and the gastric mill rhythm returned to pre-
application levels (Fig. 10A).  In all cases, when phosphoramidon (10-5 M) was 
superfused selectively to the CoGs, poc stimulation triggered a more prolonged 
excitation of MCN1 (not shown) and CPN2 and triggered a longer-lasting gastric mill 
rhythm (n=5).       
 We quantified the influence of phosphoramidon on the duration of POC actions 
by measuring the duration of time during which the LG neuron generated rhythmic bursts 
after poc stimulation.  Specifically, phosphoramidon application reversibly increased the 
duration of LG bursting by approximately 4-fold (Fig. 10B) (Saline: 6.1 ± 1.9 min, 
Phosphoramidon: 22.5 ± 6.7 min, Wash: 12.5 ± 4.8 min) (n=5; p<0.05, RM One-Way 
ANOVA and Student-Newman-Keuls test of multiple comparisons).  
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 To control for the specificity of phosphoramidon action, we examined the 
influence of phosphoramidon on the duration of LG bursting after stimulating the gastro-
pyloric receptor neuron (GPR: Katz et al., 1989; Katz and Harris-Warrick, 1990).  GPR 
stimulation excites MCN1 and CPN2 and thereby elicits the gastric mill rhythm (Blitz et 
al., 2004).  GPR does not, however, contain CabTRP Ia but instead contains the co-
transmitters acetylcholine, serotonin and allatostatin (Katz and Harris-Warrick, 1990; 
Skiebe and Schneider 1994).  Phosphoramidon (10-5 M) superfusion did not change the 




We have identified an extrinsic input, the POC neurons, that triggers a long-lasting 
activation of identified CoG projection neurons and thereby initiates a distinct version of 
the gastric mill rhythm in the C. borealis STG.  The POC axons project as a tightly 
associated bundle through the medial aspect of each cocTG, from the direction of the TG, 
to innervate the ipsilateral CoG.  A subset of these axons also project through the poc, 
enabling them to innervate the contralateral CoG.  The long-term activation of the CoG 
projection neurons MCN1 and CPN2 by POC stimulation is likely mediated by the 
peptide transmitter CabTRP Ia.   
 The POC neurons appear to be the source of the extensive CabTRP Ia-IR 
arborization in the anterior CoG neuropil (Goldberg et al., 1988).  This arborization was 
recently characterized as a neurohemal organ, the ACO, which is well-situated to 
release CabTRP Ia into the hemolymph as a circulating hormone in the related species 
Cancer productus (Messinger et al., 2005).  In that study, the ACO was also studied 
extensively for the presence of co-transmitters but none were identified.  One function of 
circulating hormones, including CabTRP Ia, is to modulate the properties of muscles that 
mediate movements of the foregut (Jorge-Rivera and Marder 1996; Messinger et al., 
2005).  Therefore, POC-mediated release of CabTRP Ia may well coordinately trigger 
the gastric mill rhythm and modulate the response of gastric mill muscles to the incoming 
motor pattern.  Recently, a second isoform of CabTRP (CabTRP II) was isolated from 
the STNS, including the CoGs (Stemmler et al., 2007).  Both CabTRP isoforms are 
recognized by the same antibody and have similar actions on the pyloric rhythm 
(Stemmler et al., 2007).  Thus, either or both CabTRP peptides may mediate the POC 
actions in this system. 
 The likelihood that the CabTRP Ia released from the ACO terminals locally 
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excites MCN1 and CPN2 supports the hypothesis that this neuronal population has both 
paracrine and endocrine functions.  Given the sensitivity of MCN1 and CPN2 to relatively 
brief POC stimulation, there may well be times when this input acts largely or exclusively 
as a local modulator of neuronal activity, while at other times its activation results in both 
paracrine and endocrine actions.  Previous studies in other systems have established 
the ability of the same neurons to release signaling molecules that act both locally, in a 
paracrine fashion, and as circulating hormones (Mayeri 1979; Sigvardt et al., 1986; Jung 
and Scheller, 1991; Loechner and Kaczmarek, 1994; Ludwig and Pittman, 2003; Fort et 
al., 2004; Oliet et al., 2007).  
 We have not yet identified the location of the POC neuronal somata.  These 
somata may be located within the TG, in which the cocTG terminates.  In C. borealis, the 
entire ventral nerve cord is compressed into the single TG (Horridge, 1965).  However, 
the POC somata may instead be located within one or more peripheral nerves or related 
structures, as is common for muscle- and abdominal-stretch sensitive sensory neuron 
populations in decapod crustaceans (Alexandrowicz, 1951; Cattaert et al., 2002; Katz et 
al., 1989; Beenhakker et al., 2004).  Whether these neurons originate in the TG or a 
peripheral structure, their point of origin appears likely to be outside the STNS.  Thus, 
the POC neurons may help to coordinate the chewing of food with other behaviors, 
perhaps acting as a trigger for chewing in response to cues from other regions of the 
animal.  In addition, these neurons may well contribute to the long-term maintenance of 
chewing in the intact crab and lobster insofar as the gastric mill rhythm can persist for 
hours after food is ingested (Fleischer 1981; Turrigiano and Selverston 1990).  Similarly, 
there are long-lasting actions of the vertebrate tachykinin peptide, substance P, on 
rhythmic locomotor activity in the vertebrate CNS (Treptow et al., 1983; Parker and 
Grillner, 1999).  Further, short-duration sensory stimuli can trigger long-term activation of 
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descending reticulospinal neurons that drive locomotion in lamprey (Di Prisco et al. 
1997). 
 The POC-elicited gastric mill rhythm is qualitatively different from gastric mill 
rhythms elicited by other extrinsic inputs in C. borealis.  Specifically, the protraction 
phase activity pattern of MCN1, CPN2 and LG is pyloric-timed during the POC-triggered 
rhythm whereas these neurons exhibit tonic protraction phase activity during other 
gastric mill rhythms (Beenhakker and Nusbaum 2004; Blitz et al., 2004; Christie et al., 
2004; Saideman et al., 2007b).  The LG-innervated muscles mediate protraction of the 
lateral teeth within the gastric mill.  Thus, the distinct LG neuron activity pattern during 
the POC-triggered gastric mill rhythm could result in a different mode of chewing relative 
to the previously characterized gastric mill rhythms.  In fact, both smooth protraction and 
pyloric-timed movements of the lateral teeth occur during in vivo endoscopic recordings 
of these teeth movements in Cancer crabs (Heinzel et al., 1993).  Future work will be 
needed to establish whether the pyloric-timed LG neuron pattern is retained at the level 
of the LG-innervated muscles during the POC-triggered rhythm. 
 The distinct activity pattern of MCN1 during the POC rhythm also has 
consequences for motor pattern generation and inter-circuit coordination.  For example, 
the pyloric circuit feedback to MCN1 during the protractor phase of the spontaneous 
POC-like gastric mill rhythm enables the pyloric rhythm to regulate the speed and 
pattern of the gastric mill rhythm, as well as its coordination with the pyloric rhythm 
(Wood et al., 2004).  This is also evident in the present study from the change in gastric 
mill cycle period that occurred when the pyloric rhythm was suppressed.  This pyloric 
regulation of the gastric mill rhythm during the protractor phase, via feedback inhibition 
of MCN1 and CPN2, occurs only during the POC-type of gastric mill rhythm (Beenhakker 
and Nusbaum, 2004; Blitz et al., 2004; Christie et al., 2004).  Previous work documented 
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additional cellular and synaptic mechanisms underlying inter-circuit regulation during 
other versions of the gastric mill rhythm (Bartos and Nusbaum, 1997; Clemens et al., 
1998; Bartos et al., 1999; Wood et al., 2004).  Although coordination between different 
behaviors, such as locomotion and respiration, occurs in many animals (Bramble and 
Carrier 1983; Syed and Winlow 1991; Kawahara et al., 1989; Morin and Viala 2002; 
Saunders et al., 2004), the underlying cellular mechanisms remain to be determined in 
these other systems.   
 It appears likely that the previously studied POC-like gastric mill rhythm by Wood 
et al. (2004) does represent POC-triggered rhythms, presumably resulting from POC 
activation that occurred during the dissection. In both cases there was a prominent 
activation of MCN1, and they further share the distinct pyloric-timed activity pattern 
during the protractor phase.  CPN2 activity, however, was not studied in the earlier work 
(Wood et al., 2004).  Wood et al. (2004) did establish that pyloric-timed MCN1 
stimulation elicited a gastric mill rhythm that was comparable to the spontaneous POC-
like rhythm.   
 Given that MCN1 and CPN2 are necessary and sufficient to elicit the VCN- and 
GPR-elicited gastric mill rhythms (Blitz et al., 2004; Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004), it 
is likely that they play pivotal roles during the POC-triggered rhythm as well.  Addressing 
this issue will provide insight into the extent to which this system uses convergent 
activation of the same projection neurons to elicit distinct activity patterns.  This would 
contrast to the prevalent hypothesis in other model systems that the generation of 
distinct but related movements results from the activation of distinct but overlapping sets 
of projection neurons (Georgopoulos, 1995; Kristan and Shaw, 1997; Lewis and Kristan, 
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Figure 1.  Schematic of the isolated stomatogastric nervous system, including the axon 
projections of MCN1 and CPN2 to the STG.  The two lines with arrowheads projecting 
posteriorly from the STG neuropil represent the projection pattern of most STG motor 
neurons.  Abbreviations: Ganglia- CoG, commissural ganglion; OG, oesophageal 
ganglion; STG, stomatogastric ganglion; TG, thoracic ganglion.  Nerves- cocTG, 
circumoesophageal connective from the CoG to the TG; cocB, circumoesophageal 
connective from the CoG to the brain; dgn, dorsal gastric nerve; dpon, dorsal posterior 
oesophageal nerve; ion, inferior oesophageal nerve; lgn, lateral gastric nerve; lvn, lateral 
ventricular nerve; mvn, medial ventricular nerve; pdn, pyloric dilator nerve; poc, post-
oesophageal commissure; son, superior oesophageal nerve.  Neurons- CPN2, 






 Figure 2.  The gastric mill rhythm is triggered by poc nerve stimulation.  (Left) Prior to 
poc stimulation, there was an ongoing pyloric rhythm (mvn, pdn), but no gastric mill 
rhythm (dgn, lgn).  The large, tonically active unit in the dgn corresponds to the activity of 
the anterior gastric receptor (AGR) neuron.  AGR is a muscle tendon proprioceptor 
neuron that is spontaneously active in the isolated STNS (Combes et al., 1995; 
Smarandache and Stein, 2007).  (Middle) Two minutes after tonic poc stimulation (15 
Hz, 30 sec), the gastric mill rhythm was triggered, as is evident from the rhythmic 
bursting in the protractor LG neuron that alternated with the retractor phase activity of 
the DG, VD and IC neurons.  Note the pyloric-timed bursting in the LG neuron.  (Right) 
This expanded section of the middle panel shows more explicitly that each protractor LG 
burst is time-locked to the pyloric rhythm.  Each period of inactivity in LG starts with a 








 Figure 3.  The poc-triggered gastric mill rhythm is long-lasting.  (Left) Before poc 
stimulation, there was an ongoing pyloric rhythm (pdn) but no gastric mill rhythm (lgn, 
dgn).  (Middle) Two minutes after tonic poc stimulation (15 Hz, 30 sec), the gastric mill 
rhythm had been triggered and was ongoing.  Note the pyloric-timed LG bursts.  (Right) 
















 Figure 4.  The poc-triggered gastric mill rhythm requires the activation of CoG projection 
neurons.  (A) During normal saline superfusion of the CoGs, tonic poc stimulation (15 
Hz, 30 sec) triggered the gastric mill rhythm.  (B) During superfusion of 5X Mg2+/5X Ca2+ 
saline selectively to the CoGs and OG (grey shading in STNS schematic), the same poc 
stimulation did not trigger the gastric mill rhythm.  (C) After washout of the 5X Mg2+/5X 
Ca2+ saline, poc stimulation again triggered the gastric mill rhythm.  Note that the black 
bar in each STNS schematic represents a Vaseline wall that enabled separate saline 
superfusion of the anterior (CoGs, OG) and posterior (STG) aspects of the STNS.  All 





 Figure 5.  Activation of the CoG projection neurons CPN2 and MCN1, as well as the 
gastric mill rhythm, is triggered by poc stimulation.  (Left) Before stimulation, CPN2 and 
MCN1 were weakly active and there was an ongoing pyloric rhythm (pdn) but no gastric 
mill rhythm (lgn, dgn).  (Middle) After poc stimulation (15 Hz, 30 sec), CPN2 and MCN1 
were excited and the gastric mill rhythm was triggered.  (Right) Expanded time scale 
from the middle panel showing that the activity of LG, MCN1 and CPN2 is interrupted in 
pyloric-time.  Note that each such interruption occurs during activity of the pyloric 





 Figure 6.  The pyloric rhythm in the STG is responsible for the pyloric-timed activity of 
the CoG projection neuron MCN1 and the gastric mill protractor neuron LG during the 
POC-triggered gastric mill rhythm.  (Left) During the POC-triggered gastric mill rhythm, 
MCN1 and LG exhibited pyloric-timed activity.  (Middle)  When the pyloric rhythm was 
suppressed, by hyperpolarization of the pyloric pacemaker neurons, the POC-triggered 
gastric mill rhythm persisted but the activity of MCN1 and LG changed from pyloric-timed 
to tonic.  (Right) After releasing the pyloric pacemaker neurons from hyperpolarization, 











Figure 7.  The POC neurons project through the medial aspect of the cocTG to influence 
MCN1 and CPN2 in the CoG.  (A) STNS schematic indicating the location and extent of 
the cocTG transections that occurred in Panels B and C (grey boxes).  (B) Transecting 
the medial aspect of the cocTG eliminated the ability of poc stimulation to trigger the 
gastric mill rhythm.  (Left) Before medial cocTG transection, poc stimulation triggered the 
gastric mill rhythm.  (Right) After medial cocTG transection, poc stimulation did not trigger 
the gastric mill rhythm.  (C) Transecting the lateral aspect of the cocTG did not alter the 
ability of poc stimulation to trigger the gastric mill rhythm.  The gastric mill rhythm was 
triggered both (Left) before, and (Right) after lateral cocTG transection by poc stimulation.  






















Figure 8.  A CabTRP Ia-immunoreactive (IR) axon bundle projects through the poc and 
medial aspect of the anterior cocTG to form terminal arborizations in the CoG.  (A) 
CabTRP Ia-IR occurred in a tightly associated axon bundle in the medial aspect of the 
cocTG (arrowhead) that terminated as a dense arborization in the antero-medial CoG.  
There was also more diffuse CabTRP Ia-IR throughout the CoG neuropil and in a subset 
of CoG neuronal somata.  Asterisk indicates area examined to determine the number of 
CabTRP Ia-IR fibers present in the cocTG (see text).  (B) The CabTRP Ia-lR axon bundle 
in the medial aspect of the cocTG (filled arrowhead) projected past the poc towards the 
TG, and also projected through the poc (open arrowhead).  Asterisk indicates area 
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examined to determine the number of CabTRP Ia-IR fibers present in the poc (see text).  
(C) CabTRP Ia-IR bundle was transected in a preparation in which the medial cocTG was 
transected (arrowhead).  (D) CabTRP Ia-IR bundle was not transected in a preparation 
in which the lateral cocTG was transected (arrowhead).  Spatial axes in (C) are for panels 





















 Figure 9.  Exogenous CabTRP Ia mimics the POC activation of MCN1 and CPN2.  A 
brief (500 ms) puff of CabTRP Ia (10-4 M) into the antero-medial aspect of the CoG 
neuropil excited MCN1 and CPN2 (monitored as EPSPs in GM; see text), and 
subsequently activated LG, GM and DG.  Note that CabTRP Ia triggered pyloric-timed 
activity in MCN1, CPN2 and LG.  Insets at an expanded time scale indicate that the GM 
membrane potential was not pyloric-timed before CabTRP Ia application but exhibited 
barrages of EPSPs that were interrupted in pyloric-time after this application.  Most 





 Figure 10.  Blocking extracellular peptidase-mediated degradation of CabTRP Ia 
prolongs the actions of the POC neurons.  (A) Before, during and after superfusion of the 
endopeptidase inhibitor phosphoramidon (10-5 M) to the CoGs, CPN2 was weakly active 
before poc stimulation and LG was silent (Left Panel: Top, Middle, Bottom).  CPN2 
activity was monitored with an intra-axonal recording near the entrance to the STG 
(Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004).  Thirty seconds after poc stimulation (15 Hz, 15 sec), 
the gastric mill rhythm was triggered (as indicated by the rhythmic LG bursting) and 
CPN2 activity was strengthened (Middle Panel: Top, Middle, Bottom).  Ninety seconds 
after poc stimulation, the gastric mill rhythm had terminated and CPN2 activity had 
subsided during saline superfusion, both before and after phosphoramidon application 
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(Right Panel: Top, Bottom). In contrast, ninety seconds after poc stimulation during 
phosphoramidon superfusion, CPN2 activity remained strong and the gastric mill rhythm 
persisted.  (B, Left) There was a significant increase in the duration of LG bursting after 
poc stimulation in the presence of phoshoramidon (10-5 M) (p<0.05, n=5), compared to 
its bursting duration in saline before phosphoramidon application.  (B, Right) In contrast, 
phosphoramidon (10-5 M) did not alter the duration of LG bursting after stimulation of the 
proprioceptor sensory GPR neuron.  Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials: 
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ABSTRACT   
Rhythmically active motor circuits can generate different activity patterns in response to 
different inputs.  In most systems, however, it is not known whether the same neurons 
generate the underlying rhythm for each different pattern.  Thus far, information 
regarding the degree of conservation of rhythm generator neurons is limited to a few 
pacemaker-driven circuits, in most of which the core rhythm generator is unchanged 
across different output patterns.  We are addressing this issue in the network-driven, 
gastric mill (chewing) circuit in the crab stomatogastric nervous system.  We first 
establish that distinct gastric mill motor patterns are triggered by separate stimulation of 
two extrinsic input pathways, the ventral cardiac neurons (VCNs) and post-oesophageal 
commissure (POC) neurons.  A prominent feature that distinguishes these gastric mill 
motor patterns is the LG protractor motor neuron activity pattern, which is tonic during 
the VCN-rhythm and exhibits fast rhythmic bursting during the POC-rhythm.  These two 
motor patterns also differed in their cycle period and some motor neuron phase 
relationships, duty cycles and burst durations.  Despite the POC- and VCN-motor 
patterns being distinct, rhythm generation during each motor pattern required the activity 
of the same two, reciprocally inhibitory gastric mill neurons (LG, Int1).  Specifically, 
reversibly hyperpolarizing LG or Int1, but no other gastric mill neuron, delayed the start 
of the next gastric mill cycle until after the imposed hyperpolarization.  Thus, the same 
circuit neurons can comprise the core rhythm generator during different versions of a 







 Rhythm generation is a key feature of many neuronal networks, including central 
pattern generators (CPGs) (Marder and Calabrese, 1996; Huguenard and McCormick, 
2007; Mann and Paulsen, 2007; Welsh et al., 2010).  Individual CPGs can generate 
different activity patterns when influenced by distinct inputs (Marder et al., 2005; Doi and 
Ramirez, 2008; Briggman and Kristan, 2008; Rauscent et al., 2009; Klein et al., 2010).  
The different motor patterns generated by a CPG involve changes in the relative timing, 
firing rate, burst duration and/or burst pattern of one, some or all of the associated motor 
neurons (Marder and Calabrese, 1996; Marder and Bucher, 2001; Buschges et al., 
2008; Friedman et al., 2009; Rosenbaum et al., 2010).  These different patterns underlie 
different variants of a behavior (e.g. different chewing patterns) or distinct behaviors (e.g. 
ingestion vs. egestion).   
 The different patterns generated by a network often result, at least partly, from 
activating overlapping but distinct sets of network neurons (Jing and Weiss, 2002; 
Popescu and Frost, 2002; Proekt et al., 2007; Briggman and Kristan, 2008; Berkowitz et 
al., 2010; Weaver et al., 2010), although the same network neurons can also generate 
distinct motor patterns (Marder and Bucher, 2007).  For some CPGs, some or all of the 
core rhythm generating neurons for a particular motor pattern are also identified 
(Selverston and Miller, 1980; Hooper and Marder, 1987; Masino and Calabrese, 2002; 
Cangiano and Grillner, 2003, 2005; Saideman et al., 2007; Li et al., 2010).  Less is 
known regarding whether the different motor patterns generated by any single network 
are driven by the same rhythm generating neurons.  Thus far, this latter issue has been 
addressed primarily in CPGs driven by endogenously oscillatory neurons (pacemaker-
driven CPGs).  Work from these circuits provide counter-examples, including 
preservation of the rhythm generator neurons across distinct motor patterns (Marder and 
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Bucher, 2007; Weaver et al., 2010) and an apparent switch in the rhythm generator 
neurons (Peña et al., 2004).  The flexibility of rhythm generator neurons in CPGs with no 
endogenously oscillatory neurons (network-driven CPGs) remains unexplored.   
 Here we assess the degree of preservation of the rhythm generator underlying 
different motor patterns generated by the network-driven gastric mill (chewing) circuit in 
the isolated crab stomatogastric nervous system (STNS).  Qualitatively distinct gastric 
mill motor patterns are triggered by the ventral cardiac neurons (VCNs) and post-
oesophageal commissure (POC) neurons (Beenhakker et al., 2004; Blitz et al., 2008).   
 We first establish that the VCN- and POC-gastric mill motor patterns are 
quantitatively distinct in their cycle period, phase durations, protractor LG neuron burst 
pattern, and the burst parameters of several other motor neurons.  We then show that 
these differences result partly from the distinct influence of the pyloric rhythm on these 
two gastric mill rhythms.  Lastly, we determine that, among the eight types of gastric mill 
neurons, only the reciprocally inhibitory LG and Int1 (interneuron 1) are necessary for 
gastric mill rhythm generation after VCN- or POC-stimulation.  These results illustrate 
that the same core rhythm generator can pace different motor patterns generated by a 









MATERIALS AND METHODS  
Animals. Male Jonah crabs (Cancer borealis) were obtained from commercial suppliers 
(Yankee Lobster; Marine Biological Laboratory) and maintained in aerated, filtered 
artificial seawater at 10 – 12°C.  Animals were cold anesthetized by packing in ice for at 
least 30 min before dissection.  The foregut was removed from the animal, and the 
dissection of the STNS from the foregut was performed in physiological saline at 4°C.   
 
Solutions.  C. borealis physiological saline contained the following (in mM): 440 NaCl, 26 
MgCl2, 13 CaCl2, 11 KCl, 10 Trisma base, 5 maleic acid, 5 glucose, pH 7.4 – 7.6.  All 
preparations were superfused continuously with C. borealis saline (8-12°C).  
 
Electrophysiology. Electrophysiology experiments were performed using standard 
techniques for this system (Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004).  The isolated STNS (Fig. 
1A) was pinned down in a silicone elastomer-lined (Sylgard 184, KR Anderson) Petri 
dish.  Each extracellular nerve recording was made using a pair of stainless steel wire 
electrodes (reference and recording) whose ends were pressed into the Sylgard-coated 
dish.  A differential AC amplifier (Model 1700: AM Systems) amplified the voltage 
difference between the reference wire, placed in the bath, and the recording wire, placed 
near an individual nerve and isolated from the bath by petroleum jelly (Vaseline, Lab 
Safety Supply).  This signal was then further amplified and filtered (Model 410 Amplifier: 
Brownlee Precision).  Extracellular nerve stimulation was accomplished by placing the 
pair of wires used to record nerve activity into a stimulus isolation unit (SIU 5: 
Astromed/Grass Instruments) that was connected to a stimulator (Model S88: 
Astromed/Grass Instruments).   
 Stimulation of the POC neurons was performed via extracellular stimulation of 
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the post-oesophageal commissure (poc) (Fig. 1), using a tonic stimulation pattern 
(duration: 15 – 30 s, intraburst frequency: 15 – 30 Hz) (Blitz et al. 2008).  In all 
experiments, the poc was bisected and each half was surrounded by a petroleum jelly 
well to stimulate them separately.  However, the left and right pocs were stimulated 
simultaneously in all experiments.  The ventral cardiac neurons (VCNs) were activated 
by stimulating one or both of the dorsal posterior oesophageal nerves (dpons: Fig. 1) in 
a rhythmic pattern (interburst freq.: 0.06 Hz, burst duration: 6 s, intraburst freq.: 15 Hz) 
(Beenhakker et al., 2004).  However, the same gastric mill motor pattern (e.g. cycle 
period, LG duty cycle) is triggered when the VCNs are stimulated in (a) the 
aforementioned rhythmic pattern, (b) a faster, pyloric rhythm-like pattern, or (c) a tonic 
pattern (Beenhakker et al., 2004).  
 Intrasomatic recordings were made with sharp glass microelectrodes (15-30 MΩ) 
filled with 0.6M K2SO4 plus 10mM KCl.  Intracellular signals were amplified using 
Axoclamp 2B amplifiers (Molecular Devices), then further amplified and filtered 
(Brownlee Model 410 Amplifier).  Current injections were performed in single-electrode 
discontinuous current-clamp (DCC) mode with sampling rates between 2 and 3 kHz.  To 
facilitate intracellular recording, the desheathed ganglia were viewed with light 
transmitted through a dark-field condenser (Nikon).  STG neurons were identified on the 
basis of their axonal projections, activity patterns and interactions with other STG 
neurons (Weimann et al. 1991; Blitz et al. 2008).   
 
Data analysis.  Data were collected in parallel onto a chart recorder (Astro-Med Everest) 
and computer.  Acquisition onto computer (sampling rate ~5 kHz) used the Spike2 data 
acquisition and analysis system (Cambridge Electronic Design).  Some analyses, 
including cycle period, burst durations, duty cycle, number of action potentials per burst, 
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inter-spike interval durations, intraburst firing frequency and phase relationships were 
conducted on the digitized data using a custom-written Spike2 program (The Crab 
Analyzer: freely available at http://www.uni-ulm.de/~wstein/spike2/index.html).   
 Unless otherwise stated, each data point in a data set was derived by 
determining the mean for the analyzed parameter from 10 consecutive gastric mill 
cycles.  One gastric mill cycle was defined as extending from the onset of consecutive 
LG neuron action potential bursts (Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004; Wood et al., 2004).  
Thus, the gastric mill cycle period was measured as the duration (s) between the onset 
of two successive LG neuron bursts.  The protractor phase was measured as the LG 
burst duration, while the retractor phase was measured as the LG interburst duration.  A 
gastric mill rhythm-timed burst duration was defined as the duration (s) between the 
onset of the first and last action potential within an impulse burst, during which no inter-
spike interval was longer than 2 s (approximately twice the pyloric cycle period during 
the gastric mill rhythm and no more than half the duration of each gastric mill phase; 
Beenhakker et al., 2004).  The intraburst firing rate of a neuron was defined as the 
number of action potentials minus one, divided by the burst duration.  The instantaneous 
spike frequency was defined as the inverse of each successive interspike interval within 
a burst.  Duty cycle, defined as the fraction of a gastric mill cycle during which a 
particular neuron fired its burst, was determined by dividing each burst duration by the 
cycle period during which that burst occurred.  The burst relationship among gastric mill 
neurons was expressed in terms of phase.  Phase relationships were determined by 
measuring the phase of burst onset and offset for each gastric mill neuron relative to the 
gastric mill cycle.  The onset and offset phase of each gastric mill neuron was 
determined as the latency from cycle onset to the start and endpoint, respectively, of a 
gastric mill neuron burst, divided by the cycle period.   
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 We determined the LG burst pattern during the POC- and VCN-gastric mill 
rhythms with respect to the pyloric rhythm by determining its relationship to the activity of 
the pyloric dilator (PD) neuron, a member of the pyloric pacemaker ensemble, during 
normalized pyloric cycles.  The normalized pyloric cycle extended from PD neuron burst 
onset to the start of the next PD burst, as is standard for the pyloric rhythm (Bucher et 
al., 2006).  Specifically, we separated the LG recording during each normalized pyloric 
cycle into 100 equal bins (1 bin = 1% normalized pyloric cycle) and determined the 
fraction of the LG spikes during each pyloric cycle that occurred in each bin (Bucher et 
al., 2006).  In general, there are several pyloric cycles per LG burst, insofar as the LG 
burst is ~5 s duration and the pyloric cycle period during these gastric mill rhythms is ~1 
s (Beenhakker et al., 2004; Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004; Blitz et al., 2008).   
 To determine whether each type of gastric mill neuron was necessary for gastric 
mill rhythm generation, activity in a gastric mill neuron was reversibly suppressed by 
hyperpolarizing current (range: -0.5 nA to -4.0 nA) during an ongoing VCN- or POC-
gastric mill rhythm.  These hyperpolarizing current injections typically hyperpolarized the 
injected neuron to –65 mV to – 90 mV.  This range of current injections was not sufficient 
to alter the activity of any neurons to which the hyperpolarized neuron is electrically 
coupled (see circuit diagram in Fig. 1A).   All gastric mill neurons except for the gastric 
mill (GM) motor neurons are present as single copies in each STG (Kilman and Marder, 
1996).  There are 4 GM neurons per STG.  Hence, for these experiments, 3 of 4 GM 
neurons were recorded intracellularly and hyperpolarizing current was injected 
simultaneously into each one.   
 We determined whether a particular hyperpolarizing current injection altered the 
ongoing gastric mill rhythm by tracking the gastric mill cycle period via the rhythmic 
bursting in the LG neuron, except during LG hyperpolarizations when we also tracked 
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Int1 activity.  To this end, we determined the mean gastric mill cycle period (successive 
LG burst onsets) for the five cycles prior to a hyperpolarizing current injection, and then 
labeled the expected onset time of the next several gastric mill cycles in the absence of 
any perturbation of the ongoing rhythm.  We then determined whether the first gastric 
mill cycle onset (LG burst onset) after the start of a hyperpolarizing current injection 
occurred at the expected time in the absence of the hyperpolarization.   
 Data were plotted with Excel (version 2002, Microsoft), Prism (version 3.0, 
GraphPad) and MatLab (Mathworks).  Figures were produced by using CorelDraw 
(version 13.0 for Windows).  Statistical analyses were performed with Microsoft Excel 
(Microsoft), SigmaStat 3.0 (SPSS) and MatLab.  Comparisons were made to determine 
statistical significance using the paired Student’s t-test, with the following exceptions.  
The Chi-square goodness of fit test (two-tailed) with Yates’ correction was used to 
compare the percentage of pyloric cycles associated with a LG interspike-interval pause 
of at least 200 ms during the POC- and VCN-gastric mill rhythms.  The two-sample 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test (K-S Test) was used to determine the 
likelihood that the distribution of LG spikes across the pyloric cycle during the POC- and 
VCN-gastric mill rhythms was the same.  As internal controls for the K-S test analysis, 
we divided each data set in half and compared them to each other (i.e. POC-data to 
POC-data, and VCN-data to VCN-data).  
 In all experiments, the effect of each manipulation was reversible, and there was 
no significant difference between the pre- and post-manipulation groups.  Data are 
expressed as the mean ± standard error (SE). 
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RESULTS 
The VCN- and POC-triggered gastric mill rhythms 
 The gastric mill rhythm is a two-phase motor pattern that underlies chewing 
behavior by alternately driving the protraction and retraction of the teeth, which are 
located in the gastric mill stomach compartment (Heinzel et al., 1993).  This rhythm is 
generated by a CPG circuit in the STG.  The gastric mill neurons are all identified and 
their synaptic interactions characterized (Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002; Marder and 
Bucher 2007; Stein, 2009).  This circuit includes 4 types of protractor motor neurons 
(LG, GM, medial gastric [MG], inferior cardiac [IC]), 3 types of retractor motor neurons 
(DG, ventricular dilator [VD], anterior median [AM]) and a single interneuron (Int1) (Figs. 
1A,B).  The motor neurons also have synaptic actions within the circuit (Fig. 1B), 
enabling some of them to influence at least some versions of the gastric mill rhythm 
(Coleman et al., 1995; Bartos et al., 1999; Saideman et al., 2007).  The gastric mill 
rhythm is an episodic motor pattern, in vivo and in vitro, that is driven primarily by 
projection neurons whose somata are located in the commissural ganglia (CoGs) (Fig. 
1A) (Coleman and Nusbaum, 1994; Combes et al., 1999; Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 
2004).  
 In the isolated crab STNS, relatively brief stimulation of the VCN- or POC 
neurons triggers a gastric mill rhythm that commonly persists for tens of minutes post-
stimulation (Beenhakker et al., 2004; Blitz et al., 2008).  The VCNs are a bilateral 
population (~60 neurons per side) of stretch receptor neurons located in the lining of the 
cardiac sac stomach compartment, a food storage organ just anterior to the gastric mill 
compartment (Beenhakker et al., 2004).  The VCNs project to the CoGs, where their 
activity triggers a long-lasting activation of the projection neurons MCN1 and CPN2 
(Figs. 1A-C) (Beenhakker et al., 2004).  VCN activation of these two projection neurons 
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is necessary and sufficient to drive the VCN-gastric mill rhythm (Beenhakker and 
Nusbaum, 2004).  All gastric mill neurons participate in the VCN-gastric mill rhythm.    
 The POCs are a bilateral population of peptidergic neurons (~100 per side) that 
innervate the CoGs via the circumoesophageal commissure (coc), by which the thoracic 
ganglion (TG) communicates with each CoG (Fig. 1A) (Kirby and Nusbaum, 2007; Blitz 
et al., 2008).  A subset of the POC axons cross to the contralateral coc via the post-
oesophageal commissure (poc) (Fig. 1A) (Blitz et al., 2008).  Like the VCNs, POC 
stimulation causes a long-lasting activation of MCN1 and CPN2 which drives the gastric 
mill rhythm (Fig. 1B,C) (Blitz et al., 2008).  All gastric mill neurons except AM participate 
in the POC-gastric mill rhythm.   
 Another distinction between the VCN- and POC-gastric mill motor patterns, 
besides the AM neuron only participating in the VCN-rhythm, is the burst pattern of the 
protractor neuron LG (Fig. 1C).  This neuron commonly fires tonically during the 
protraction phase of the VCN-gastric mill rhythm, while it exhibits a fast, rhythmic burst 
pattern during POC-protraction.  These distinct patterns result from the comparable 
patterns in MCN1 and CPN2 during each rhythm, because these projection neurons 
drive LG activity (Fig. 1C) (Coleman and Nusbaum, 1994; Norris et al., 1994; Blitz and 
Nusbaum, 2008).  The fast rhythmic pattern in these projection neurons during POC-
protraction results from the fast rhythmic feedback inhibition they receive from the pyloric 
pacemaker interneuron AB (anterior burster) in the CoGs (Blitz and Nusbaum, 2008).  
Thus, the fast rhythmic LG burst pattern during the POC-gastric mill rhythm is also 
pyloric rhythm-timed.  The tonic pattern in the projection neurons and, thus, in LG during 
VCN-protraction results from the AB feedback being gated out within the CoGs during 
this time (Blitz and Nusbaum, 2008).  Insofar as AB is electrically-coupled to and 
coactive with the paired PD neurons in the STG (Fig. 1B), the more readily recorded PD 
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motor neurons serve as a useful monitor of AB activity (Fig. 1C).   
 
Comparison of the VCN- and POC-triggered gastric mill motor patterns  
 Previous studies provided only a qualitative evaluation of the distinct LG burst 
pattern during the VCN- and POC-gastric mill rhythms.  Thus, to more firmly establish 
this distinction, we analyzed the LG burst structure during each type of gastric mill 
rhythm.  To this end, we determined its within-burst spike distribution relative to the 
AB/PD burst of the pyloric rhythm (see Methods).  When plotted as a function of the 
phase of the pyloric rhythm, during the POC-gastric mill rhythm there was a consistent 
drop in LG activity that began during the PD burst and continued afterwards for another 
approximately 20% of each pyloric cycle (n=10/10 preparations) (Fig. 2A,B).  In contrast, 
there was no evident PD-related decline in LG activity during VCN-gastric mill rhythms 
(n=10/10 preparations) (Fig 2C,D).  The overall distribution of LG spikes across the 
pyloric cycle was significantly different during these two gastric mill rhythms (p=9.2 X 10-
5).  In contrast, the distribution of LG spikes across the pyloric cycle was not different 
when either the POC-data set (n=5 each, p=0.89) or VCN-data set (n=5 each, p=0.68) 
was divided in half and compared.  
We also determined the distribution of these same LG spikes during each pyloric cycle 
as a function of time instead of pyloric phase, by binning these spikes (10 ms/bin; ~1% 
of the pyloric cycle), starting with PD burst onset.  With this approach, during the POC-
gastric mill rhythm the biggest decline in the PD-timed activity of LG, wherein each bin 
contained ≤0.2% of the total LG spikes during the pyloric cycle, commonly lasted for at 
least 200 ms.  We therefore determined the fraction of PD neuron bursts during each LG 
burst that were associated with a pause in LG firing of at least 200 ms.  During the POC-
gastric mill rhythm, there were such pauses in LG activity during 90% of all pyloric cycles 
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(404 of 448 pyloric cycles, n=10 preparations).  Additionally, in all of the remaining 44 
cycles, a briefer, PD-timed pause was still evident in LG activity.  In contrast, during the 
VCN-gastric mill rhythm, comparable pauses of at least 200 ms in LG activity occurred in 
a significantly smaller percentage of pyloric cycles (5%: 23 of 466 pyloric cycles, n=10 
preparations; p<0.0001 relative to the POC-gastric mill rhythm).  Further, in every case 
where this pause did occur (n=23/23), there was only one per LG burst and it took place 
at the end of the burst when the LG firing rate was waning.   
 We also compared several parameters that define the gastric mill motor pattern 
and found additional distinctions between the VCN- and POC-gastric mill rhythms.  One 
such distinction was that the cycle period was briefer during the VCN-gastric mill rhythm 
(VCN: 10.36 s ± 0.4 s, n=10; POC: 13.39 s ± 1.1 s, n=10; p=0.02) (Fig. 3A).  The longer 
cycle period for the POC-rhythm resulted from a prolongation of both the protractor 
phase (i.e. LG burst duration) (VCN: 4.47 ± 0.2 s, n=10; POC: 5.61 ± 0.5 s, n=10; 
p=0.04) and the retractor phase (VCN: 5.89 ± 0.3 s, n=10; POC: 7.82 ± 0.7 s, n=10; 
p=0.03) (Fig. 3A,B).   
 In parallel with the increased protractor phase duration during the POC-gastric 
mill rhythm, the protractor neurons GM (POC: n=10; VCN: n=10, p=0.02) and MG (POC: 
n=10; VCN: n=10, p=0.03) exhibited longer duration bursts during this version of the 
gastric mill rhythm (Fig. 3B).  In contrast, despite the longer retractor phase duration 
during the POC-rhythm, the retractor motor neuron DG burst duration was not different 
during the POC- and VCN-rhythms (each rhythm: n=10, p=0.98) (Fig. 3B).  During both 
rhythms, the DG burst began part-way through the retractor phase and terminated near 
the time of LG burst onset (e.g. Figs. 1C, 3C).  Lastly, there was no difference in the 
duration of the gastro-pyloric motor neuron IC and VD bursts (each rhythm: n=10, p=0.3) 
(Fig. 3B).  IC and VD activity spanned the retractor phase and overlapped the initial part 
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of protraction (Figs. 1C,3C).   
 There were also some differences in duty cycle and phase relationships during 
the VCN- and POC-rhythms.  Specifically, the retractor neuron DG duty cycle was larger 
during the VCN-rhythm (each rhythm: n=10, p=0.01) while the duty cycle of the 
protractor neuron MG was larger during the POC-rhythm (each rhythm: n=10, p=0.049).  
With respect to phase, relative to its burst onset during the POC-rhythm, during the 
VCN-rhythm the burst onset of the protractor GM (each rhythm: n=10, p=0.0001) and 
MG (each rhythm: n=10, p=0.009) neurons were consistently phase-delayed (Fig. 3C).  
DG burst offset was also phase delayed during the VCN-rhythm (each rhythm: n=10, 
p=0.02) (Fig. 3C).    
 Thus, the POC-and VCN-gastric mill rhythms were distinct with respect to their 
cycle periods and many aspects of their patterns.  The most prominent distinctions 
spanned 5 of the 8 types of gastric mill neurons, including AM neuron participation only 
during the VCN-gastric mill rhythm and the distinct LG neuron burst structure, DG 
neuron duty cycle and burst onset phase of the GM and MG neurons.  
 
Influence of the pyloric rhythm on the VCN- and POC-triggered gastric mill motor 
patterns 
 One clear distinction between the VCN- and POC-gastric mill rhythms is the 
relative influence of the pyloric rhythm on the projection neurons MCN1 and CPN2 
during the gastric mill protractor phase (Blitz and Nusbaum, 2008), and the resulting 
distinction in the LG burst pattern during these two motor patterns (Figs. 1C, 2).  Thus, 
we tested the hypothesis that all of the identified differences between these two gastric 
mill motor patterns resulted from this distinct influence of the pyloric rhythm.  To this end, 
we compared VCN- and POC-gastric mill motor patterns in preparations where we 
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suppressed the pyloric rhythm by injecting constant amplitude hyperpolarizing current 
into the pyloric pacemaker neurons (AB and PD neurons).  We continuously monitored 
the pyloric rhythm by extracellular recordings of all pyloric motor neurons, including the 
PD neurons.   
 Suppressing the pyloric rhythm did not terminate either type of gastric mill rhythm 
(POC-rhythm, n=6; VCN-rhythm, n=8) (Fig. 4A,B).  Thus, the pyloric rhythm was not 
necessary for POC- or VCN-gastric mill rhythm generation.  However, as anticipated, it 
did alter many aspects of these gastric mill motor patterns.  For example, for both gastric 
mill rhythms, suppressing the pyloric rhythm increased the cycle period (POC: pyloric 
rhythm [PR] on, 14.1 ± 0.8 s; PR off, 21.6 ± 1.0 s, n=6, p=0.001; VCN: PR on, 11.0 ± 0.9 
s; PR off, 13.9 ± 1.6 s, n=9, p=0.03) and retraction duration (POC: PR on, 7.9 ± 0.5 s; 
PR off, 12.8 ± 1.4 s, n=6, p=0.001; VCN: PR on, 6.0 ± 0.7 s; PR off, 8.5 ± 1.1 s, n=9, 
p=0.02). 
 Suppressing the pyloric rhythm also altered the burst structure of those gastric 
mill neurons whose gastric mill rhythm-related burst normally exhibited pyloric-timed 
interruptions in firing.  For example, as first reported qualitatively by Blitz et al. (2008), 
the pyloric-timed LG burst pattern during the POC-rhythm changed to a tonic pattern 
when the pyloric rhythm was suppressed (6/6 preparations) (Fig. 4A,C).  We analyzed 
the LG burst pattern in POC-gastric mill rhythms before and after the pyloric rhythm was 
suppressed and determined that there was an approximately 9-fold decrease in the 
number of events (PR on: 245; PR off: 27) in the instantaneous spike frequency range 
(1.5 – 3 Hz) where most pyloric-timed interruptions in LG activity occurred (245 of 298: 
82%) (Fig. 4C).  The LG burst also exhibited a broader peak distribution of 
instantaneous spike frequencies when the pyloric rhythm was suppressed (n=6) (Fig. 
4C).  In general, at these times the first half of each LG burst exhibited higher frequency 
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firing than the latter half (Fig. 4A).   
 Although the LG intraburst structure was changed by suppressing the pyloric 
rhythm during the POC-gastric mill rhythm, its mean intraburst firing frequency 
(excluding the pyloric-timed interruptions) did not change (PR on: 10.0 ± 0.4 Hz; PR off: 
11.5 ± 1.5 Hz, n=6, p=0.21).  However, its burst duration increased (PR on: 6.8 ± 0.5 s; 
PR off: 9.0 ± 0.7 s, n=6, p=0.002).  The combination of the increased LG burst duration 
plus the elimination of pyloric-timed interruptions contributed to a considerable increase 
in the number of LG spikes per burst when the pyloric rhythm was suppressed (PR on: 
58.5 ± 0.5 spikes; PR off: 102.1 ± 10.9 spikes, n=9, p=0.004).  In contrast, during the 
VCN-gastric mill rhythm the mean LG intraburst spike frequency increased when the 
pyloric rhythm was suppressed (PR on: 10.7 ± 1.3 Hz; PR off: 11.6 ± 1.5 Hz, n=9, 
p=0.01), but its burst duration did not change (PR on: 5.0 ± 0.5 s; PR off: 5.4 ± 0.8 s, 
n=9, p=0.18).  Consequently, the number of LG spikes per burst during the VCN-gastric 
mill rhythm did not change when the pyloric rhythm was suppressed (PR on: 57.1 ± 9.5 
spikes; PR off: 59.7 ± 9.6 spikes, n=9, p=0.34).  The influence of removing the pyloric 
rhythm on LG burst duration and retraction duration advanced the off phase of the LG 
burst during the VCN-gastric mill rhythm (PR on: 0.47 ± 0.04; PR off: 0.40 ± 0.04 n=9, 
p=0.02), but did not change this parameter during the POC-rhythm (PR on: 0.46 ± 0.02; 
PR off: 0.43 ± 0.03, n=6, p=0.08).   
 Suppressing the pyloric rhythm also changed the burst pattern from fast rhythmic 
to tonic for the GM neurons during the POC-gastric mill rhythm (Fig. 4A) and during both 
rhythms for the Int1, MG, IC and VD neurons (data not shown).  Thus, with the pyloric 
rhythm suppressed during the VCN- and POC-gastric mill rhythms, the burst structure of 
many gastric mill neurons converged to a tonic bursting pattern.   
 Despite the overall convergence of the gastric mill neuron burst structures to a 
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tonic firing pattern when the pyloric rhythm was suppressed, the VCN- and POC-gastric 
mill motor patterns remained distinct with respect to other parameters.  This was the 
case, for example, for the POC- and VCN-cycle period, protraction duration and 
retraction duration (Fig. 5A-C).  For some parameters there was an increased level of 
significant difference, including the cycle period (PR on: p<0.05; PR off: p<0.001) and 
protraction duration (i.e. LG burst duration) (PR on: p<0.05; PR off: p<0.01) (Figs. 3,5).  
In contrast, some parameters that had been distinct between these two gastric mill 
rhythms became comparable when the pyloric rhythm was suppressed, such as the DG 
duty cycle (PR on: p=0.01; PR off: p=0.16) and the phase of its burst termination (PR on: 
p=0.02; PR off: p=0.16) (Figs. 3C, 5D,E).  Lastly, at least one parameter that was 
comparable during both gastric mill rhythms with the pyloric rhythm on, the number of 
LG spikes/burst, diverged when the pyloric rhythm was suppressed (PR on: p=0.452; PR 
off: p=0.005).  Consequently, although the pyloric rhythm was responsible for the fast 
rhythmic burst pattern in many gastric mill neurons, it was not the source of all the 
gastric mill rhythm parameters that distinguished the POC- and VCN-gastric mill motor 
patterns.  
 
Identifying the core rhythm-generating neurons during the VCN- and POC-gastric 
mill rhythms 
 The core rhythm generating neurons for the version of the gastric mill motor 
pattern driven by tonic MCN1 stimulation in reduced preparations, with the CoGs 
removed, include LG and Int1 (Coleman et al., 1995; Bartos et al., 1999; Saideman et 
al., 2007).  The same gastric mill motor pattern is elicited by bath applying Cancer 
borealis pyrokinin (CabPK) peptide, again in the isolated STG, although in this latter 
condition the core rhythm generator includes LG, Int1 and AB (Saideman et al., 2007).  
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This version of the gastric mill motor pattern is distinct from those triggered by VCN or 
POC stimulation.  For example, neither the GM nor AM neurons participate in the 
MCN1/CabPK-elicited gastric mill rhythm, the VD neuron is active only during retraction, 
and the IC neuron is predominantly active during protraction (Saideman et al., 2007).  
We therefore aimed to determine whether LG and Int1 also comprised the core rhythm 
generator for the gastric mill rhythms triggered by VCN- and POC stimulation.  To this 
end, we selectively and reversibly suppressed activity in each gastric mill neuron during 
VCN- and POC-rhythms for durations that were longer than their normal interburst 
duration, and determined whether doing so interfered with the ongoing rhythm (see 
Methods).   
 Transiently hyperpolarizing either LG (n=8) or Int1 (n=5) consistently and 
reversibly disrupted the VCN-gastric mill rhythm.  For example, as shown in Figure 6, the 
gastric mill cycle period was regular from cycle-to-cycle before each hyperpolarization.  
In contrast, during the maintained LG or Int1 hyperpolarization, the start of the next 
gastric mill cycle did not occur at the anticipated time.  Instead, the next cycle onset was 
consistently delayed until some time after the hyperpolarizing current injection was 
removed (cycle period: LG control, 13.2 ± 1.2 s; LG hyperpolarized, 26.5 ± 2.4 s, 
p=0.0001, n=8; Int1 control, 11.5 ± 2.7s; Int1 hyperpolarized, 23.4 ± 1.6 s, p=0.002, n=5) 
(Figs. 6,7).  Resumption of the gastric mill rhythm always began with a burst in the 
previously hyperpolarized neuron (Fig. 6).  Moreover, after each hyperpolarizing current 
injection, the rhythm was reset in that the start of each subsequent gastric mill cycle (i.e. 
LG burst onset) did not return to occurring at its expected onset time in the absence of 
current injection (Fig. 6).  The same results were obtained when LG or Int1 was 
reversibly hyperpolarized during the POC-gastric mill rhythm (LG: p=0.002, n=6; Int1: 
p=0.017, n=7) (Figs. 7,8).   
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 When LG activity was suppressed by hyperpolarizing current injection, the 
retractor phase was not simply prolonged.  For example, whereas the retractor phase 
neuron Int1 did consistently maintain its retractor activity pattern, the retractor DG motor 
neuron burst was prolonged but not for the duration of the LG hyperpolarization (n=8/8) 
(Figs. 6A, 8A).  Additionally, the protractor phase neurons exhibited relatively weak 
activity during prolonged LG hyperpolarizations (Fig. 6A).  Similarly, the protractor phase 
was not well-maintained during Int1 hyperpolarization.  For example, the LG activity 
waned over time (n=5/5) (Fig. 6B).  The retractor neurons, such as DG, were weakly 
active or silent (Figs. 6B, 8B).  The disruption and subsequent resumption of the ongoing 
motor pattern occurred consistently across the approximately 10-fold range of current 
injection durations used for LG and Int1 (Fig. 7).   
 Given the pivotal influence of LG and Int1 on rhythm generation during the VCN- 
and POC-motor patterns, we determined whether there was a difference in the range of 
their membrane potential oscillations during each rhythm, insofar as it might contribute to 
the differences in the motor patterns.  Across preparations, there was no difference 
between these gastric mill rhythms in terms of the slow wave membrane potential in LG 
at the peak (VCN: -39.0 ± 1.2 mV, n=6; POC: -39.6 ± 1.5 mV, n=7, p=0.09) and trough 
(VCN: -63.0 ± 0.8 mV, n=6; POC: -61.3 ± 0.1 mV, n=7, p=0.4) of its gastric mill-timed 
profile.  This was also the case for the Int1 peak (VCN: -37.7 ± 4.8 mV, n=4; POC: -43.4 
± 3.6 mV, n=6, p=0.2) and trough (VCN: -63.2 ± 2.0 mV, n=4; POC: -62.4 ± 2.9 mV, n=6; 
p=0.4) membrane potentials.  
 In contrast to the ability of LG and Int1 to influence gastric mill rhythm generation 
after VCN or POC stimulation, reversibly suppressing the activity any one of the other 
gastric mill neurons never altered these ongoing rhythms, regardless of the duration of 
the hyperpolarizing current injection (p>0.05 for all 6 neuron types, n=3–10, both gastric 
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mill rhythms) (Fig. 7).  One example of this result is shown in Figure 9 for 
hyperpolarization of the retractor neuron DG.  In neither the VCN- nor POC-gastric mill 
rhythm did suppressing DG activity alter the expected onset time of the next gastric mill 
cycle.  This result was not necessarily a foregone conclusion, because the DG neuron 
does influence the gastric mill rhythm activated by bath applying CabPK (Saideman et 
al., 2007).  
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DISCUSSION  
 In this paper we have shown that the same core rhythm generator underlies 
different versions of a rhythmic motor pattern triggered by different input pathways.  
Specifically, the reciprocally inhibitory neurons LG and Int1 are the only gastric mill 
circuit neurons necessary for rhythm generation during the distinct, VCN- and POC-
triggered gastric mill rhythms in the crab C. borealis (Fig. 10).  It is not a foregone 
conclusion that different motor patterns generated by the same motor circuit would have 
the same rhythm generator.  One reason for this uncertainty is that, for many CPGs, the 
different motor patterns they generate often result at least partly from a change in the set 
of participating neurons (Jing and Weiss, 2002; Popescu and Frost, 2002; Proekt et al., 
2007; Briggman and Kristan, 2008; Berkowitz et al., 2010; Weaver et al., 2010).  In 
contrast, one might anticipate that the same motor pattern elicited by different inputs 
would be driven by the same core rhythm generator, yet distinct albeit overlapping sets 
of neurons are necessary for generating the comparable MCN1- and CabPK-elicited 
gastric mill motor patterns.  Specifically, they both include LG and Int1, but the pyloric 
pacemaker neuron AB is also necessary for CabPK-gastric mill rhythm generation 
(Coleman et al., 1995; Bartos et al., 1999; Saideman et al., 2007).  The gastric mill motor 
pattern activated by MCN1 and CabPK is also distinct from the ones triggered by the 
POC and VCN pathways (Saideman et al., 2007). 
 The basis of rhythm generation in CPGs is classically separated into networks 
paced by intrinsically oscillatory neurons, often called pacemaker-driven CPGs, and 
those in which rhythm generation results from a combination of non-oscillatory intrinsic 
properties and synaptic interactions (network-driven CPGs) (Marder and Bucher, 2001; 
Marder et al., 2005; Selverston 2010).  A common synaptic interaction motif in network-
driven CPGs is reciprocal inhibition, as between the LG neuron and Int1.  Some or all of 
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the rhythm generating neurons for at least one version of a rhythmic motor pattern are 
identified in a number of rhythmic motor systems (Selverston and Miller, 1980; Getting 
and Dekin, 1985; Masino and Calabrese, 2002; Cangiano and Grillner, 2003, 2005; Katz 
et al., 2004; Peña et al., 2004; Pirtle and Satterlie, 2006; Saideman et al., 2007; Li et al., 
2010; Selverston, 2010).   
 With respect to the degree of preservation of the core rhythm generator when a 
CPG produces different motor patterns, the pacemaker-driven pyloric circuit is the most 
extensively studied.  Under the different modulatory conditions where the pyloric rhythm 
generator has been identified, the pyloric pacemaker group (AB, PDs) retains this role 
(Hooper and Marder, 1987; Ayali and Harris-Warrick, 1999; Marder and Bucher, 2007).  
Similarly, the pacemaker-driven timing network for leech heartbeat is unchanged when 
each side of the system reciprocally switches its pattern between peristaltic and 
synchronous mode (Masino and Calabrese, 2002; Weaver et al., 2010).  In contrast, 
work in the mammalian respiratory system suggests that its core rhythm generator 
switches between different types of pacemaker neurons during different respiratory 
behaviors (Peña et al., 2004).  Less is known regarding preservation of the rhythm 
generator during different versions of a network-driven motor pattern.  As discussed 
above, for the network-driven crab gastric mill CPG, the core rhythm generator group 
had been identified for one gastric mill motor pattern, driven by either tonic MCN1 
stimulation or bath applied CabPK (Saideman et al., 2007).  Our current work 
establishes that the gastric mill rhythm generator can persist during different versions of 
this motor pattern.  Although the number of systems studied remains limited, it appears 
that the neurons contributing to the core rhythm generator for a particular motor system 
can either persist or be modified when different versions of the motor pattern are elicited.  
This provisional conclusion suggests that this feature has more flexibility than other, 
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more extensively characterized general principles of CPG organization (Marder and 
Calabrese, 1996; Marder and Bucher, 2001; Selverston, 2010). 
 Different versions of a particular motor pattern commonly result either from 
modulating the properties of the same set of pattern generating neurons or altering the 
set responsible for pattern generation (Marder et al., 2005; Marder and Bucher, 2007; 
Briggman and Kristan, 2008; Sasaki et al., 2009; Berkowitz et al., 2010).  In contrast, the 
distinctions between the VCN- and POC-gastric mill rhythms appear to result at least 
partly from a selective gating-out of the feedback inhibition from the pyloric pacemaker 
neuron AB to MCN1 and CPN2 during the VCN-gastric mill protractor phase (Blitz and 
Nusbaum, 2008).  This gating mechanism underlies the tonic vs. pyloric-timed activity of 
MCN1 and CPN2 during the VCN- and POC-gastric mill rhythms, respectively, which in 
turn determines the LG activity pattern.  There must, however, be additional differences 
mediated by the POC- and VCN pathways, insofar as the two gastric mill rhythms 
remained distinct in at least several respects when the pyloric rhythm was suppressed.   
 The fact that LG and Int1 were the only gastric mill neurons necessary for 
generating the VCN- and POC-gastric mill rhythms does not necessarily mean that other 
gastric mill neurons cannot influence rhythm generation.  For example, the other 
protractor motor neurons are electrically coupled to LG.  Consequently, whereas 
individual manipulations of these neurons did not interfere with the ongoing rhythm, 
coincident membrane potential changes in several of these neurons might produce such 
a change.  Within the pyloric pacemaker group, electrical coupling enables the paired 
PD neurons to regulate the cycle period of the intrinsically oscillatory AB neuron, and 
manipulating both PD neurons has a stronger influence than either one alone on the AB 
cycle period (Hooper and Marder, 1987; Ayali and Harris-Warrick, 1999).  
 The fact that the POC- and VCN-gastric mill motor patterns were both altered by 
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suppressing the pyloric rhythm indicates that the pyloric pacemaker neurons are pattern 
generator neurons for the gastric mill rhythm, in parallel with their well established roles 
as rhythm generator- and pattern generator neurons for the pyloric rhythm (Marder and 
Bucher, 2007).  For example, suppressing AB and PD neuron activity switched the 
activity pattern of all gastric mill neurons that normally exhibit pyloric-timed activity during 
the VCN- and POC-gastric mill rhythms to a tonic bursting pattern.  This pattern change 
in the gastric mill motor neurons will likely influence both the pattern and strength of 
contraction of the muscles that they innervate (Heinzel et al., 1993; Stein et al., 2006; 
White et al., 2007).  Earlier work by Weimann and Marder (1984), using gastric mill 
rhythms elicited by bath-applied modulators, drew the similar conclusion that current 
injection into some pyloric neurons could reset the gastric mill cycle period as could 
some gastric mill neurons for the pyloric cycle period.  This observation adds to the 
previously established, intertwined nature of the gastric mill and pyloric circuits, which 
exhibit coordinated activity and regulate each others cycle period, despite functioning 
with mean cycle periods that are ~10-fold different (Bartos and Nusbaum, 1997; 
Clemens et al., 1998; Nadim et al., 1998; Bartos et al., 1999; Wood et al., 2004; Bucher 
et al. 2006).  Many complex behaviors involve coordination between separate motor 
networks, as occurs for example between locomotion and respiration (Kawahara et al., 
1989; Syed and Winlow, 1991; Bernasconi and Kohl, 1993; Morin and Viala, 2002; 
Saunders et al., 2004; Gariépy et al., 2010).  Thus far, however, in most of these 
systems it remains to be determined whether the coordination results from interactions 
between the two CPGs or is imposed on them from descending and/or ascending inputs 
(Ezure and Tanaka, 1997; Morin and Viala, 2002; Steriade, 2006). 
 Whether there are separate conditions in vivo that selectively activate the POC or 
VCN pathway to drive their two distinct gastric mill motor patterns is not yet known, 
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although VCN-like gastric mill rhythms have been recorded in vivo (Heinzel et al., 1993).  
However, in vivo endoscope analysis has shown that the LG neuron-driven lateral teeth 
protract either smoothly or in a pyloric-timed pattern, supporting a natural behavioral role 
for the VCN- and POC-gastric mill patterns (Heinzel et al., 1993).  As methodological 
developments for in vivo recordings and manipulations continue to be refined (Hedrich et 
al., 2011), it will become possible to determine whether the preservation of the gastric 
mill rhythm generator during different versions of the gastric mill motor pattern that 
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Figure 1.  The VCN- and POC-pathways each trigger a gastric mill motor pattern.  A, 
Schematic of the isolated STNS, including its four ganglia plus their connecting- and 
peripheral nerves.  The VCNs project into the CoGs from the cardiac sac stomach 
compartment via the dpon and son nerves.  The POC neurons project into the CoGs via 
the coc and poc nerves.  The single MCN1 and CPN2 projection neurons in each CoG 
extend their axons to the STG via the ion and son, respectively, and then converge to 
reach the STG via the stn nerve.  Abbreviations- Ganglia: CoG, commissural ganglion; 
OG, oesophageal ganglion; STG, stomatogastric ganglion; TG, thoracic ganglion.  
Nerves: coc, circumoesophageal commissure; dgn, dorsal gastric nerve; dpon, dorsal 
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posterior oesophageal nerve; ion, inferior oesophageal nerve; lgn, lateral gastric nerve; 
lvn, lateral ventricular nerve; mvn, medial ventricular nerve; pdn, pyloric dilator nerve; 
poc, post-oesophageal commissure; son, superior oesophageal nerve; stn, 
stomatogastric nerve.  Neurons: CPN2, commissural projection neuron 2; MCN1, 
modulatory commissural neuron 1; POCs, post-oesophageal commissure neurons; 
VCNs, ventral cardiac neurons.  B, Schematic of the gastric mill circuit activated by the 
VCN- and POC pathways.  As indicated, the top row of gastric mill neurons in the STG 
represent protractor (PRO) phase neurons while the second row represent retractor 
(RET) phase neurons.  Bottom row shows the pyloric pacemaker neurons.  The exact 
electrical coupling relationship among the protractor neurons is not known, so they are 
shown simply as being serially coupled.  All STG circuit neurons occur as single copies 
per STG, except for GM (4) and PD (2).  Symbols: downward arrows, activation of the 
system within the target box; upward arrow, synaptic feedback; filled circles, fast 
synaptic inhibition; resistor, non-rectifying electrical coupling; diode, rectifying electrical 
coupling.  C, Gastric mill motor patterns triggered by brief stimulation of the VCN- and 
POC pathways and recorded extracellularly from nerve branches shown schematically in 
Panel A.  No gastric mill rhythm was in progress before either pathway was stimulated, 
but the pyloric rhythm was ongoing (pdn, mvn: Control) and there was modest MCN1 
activity (ion).  In the Control and Post-VCN stimulation panels, which came from the 
same experiment, the lower ion recording is the same as the upper ion recording except 
that the large unit (an oesophageal rhythm motor neuron) was digitally subtracted to 
more explicitly show the MCN1 activity pattern (see Blitz and Nusbaum, 2008).  Also, the 
gain was increased in the lower ion recording to increase the amplitude of the MCN1 
spikes.  This large unit was not active during the POC-rhythm.   Note that the protraction 
phase burst pattern of MCN1 and LG (lgn) was tonic during the VCN-gastric mill rhythm 
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but was pyloric rhythm-timed (see pdn) during the POC-gastric mill rhythm.  The CPN2 
burst pattern during each rhythm is the same as the MCN1 pattern (not shown) 
(Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004; Blitz and Nusbaum, 2008).  The POC- and VCN-
gastric mill rhythms were recorded in separate preparations.   






























Figure 2.  Quantitative analysis of the LG burst structure during the POC- and VCN-
gastric mill rhythms relative to PD neuron activity.  A, Mean percentage of LG spikes per 
bin across the normalized pyloric cycle during the POC-gastric mill rhythm, plotted 
separately for 5 different preparations, 10 LG bursts/preparation (see Methods).  The 
mean fraction of the normalized cycle during which PD was active is shown by the PD 
bar at the top of the graph.  Note the consistent drop in LG activity during and 
immediately after the PD burst.  Each color represents a single experiment.  B, Mean ± 
SE percentage of the total LG spikes across the normalized pyloric cycle for POC-gastric 
mill rhythms from 10 separate preparations, including the 5 experiments shown in Panel 
A.  C, Mean percentage of LG spikes per bin across the normalized pyloric cycle during 
the VCN-gastric mill rhythm, plotted separately for 5 different preparations, 10 LG 
bursts/preparation.  Note the consistent absence of a drop in LG activity during and after 
the PD burst.  D, Mean ± SE percentage of LG spikes per bin across the normalized 
pyloric cycle from 10 separate VCN-gastric mill rhythms, including the 5 experiments 










Figure 3.  Comparison of POC- and VCN-gastric mill rhythm parameters.  A, The POC-
gastric mill cycle period and retraction duration are longer than those for the VCN-
rhythm.  B, The burst duration of the protractor neurons LG, GM and MG is longer during 
the POC-gastric mill rhythm.  Note that the LG burst duration also represents the 
protraction duration.  C, The burst onset phase of the GM and MG neurons occurs 
sooner in the normalized cycle during the POC-gastric mill rhythm, while the burst offset 
phase of the DG neuron occurs sooner during the VCN-rhythm.  All panels: Black bars, 


























Figure 4.  Suppressing the pyloric rhythm did not eliminate the POC- or VCN-gastric mill 
rhythm but did change the fast rhythmic LG burst pattern to a tonic pattern during the 
POC-rhythm.  A, The POC-gastric mill rhythm persisted when the pyloric rhythm was 
suppressed by hyperpolarizing the pyloric pacemaker (AB/PD) neurons, but it slowed 
and the pyloric-timed LG burst pattern (Left) was changed to a tonic pattern (Right).  B, 
The VCN-gastric mill rhythm persisted, albeit with a longer cycle period, when the pyloric 
rhythm was suppressed.  Note that the LG burst pattern remained tonic in the absence 
of the pyloric rhythm.  C, Comparison of the LG instantaneous spike frequency 
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distribution during the POC-gastric mill rhythm in the presence vs. absence of the pyloric 
rhythm.  Note that suppressing the pyloric rhythm resulted in an approximately 9-fold 
decrease in the number of events between 1.5 – 3 Hz (PR on: 245 events; PR off: 27 
events).  This range included most (82%: 245 of 298) of the pyloric rhythm (PD neuron)-
timed interruptions in the LG burst.  The first bar (0 – 0.5 Hz) for each condition 
represents the retractor phase.  Bin width is 0.5 Hz.  Data are from 6 preparations (10 

















Figure 5.  Suppressing the pyloric rhythm did not eliminate all of the differences 
between the POC- and VCN-gastric mill motor patterns.  A,B: The POC- and VCN-
gastric mill cycle period and retraction burst duration remained distinct when the pyloric 
rhythm was suppressed.  C,D: The LG burst duration remained distinct, while the DG 
burst duration remained comparable, during the POC- and VCN-gastric mill rhythms 
when the pyloric rhythm was suppressed.  E, The LG burst offset phase remained 
comparable, while that of the DG neuron became comparable during the POC- and 
VCN-gastric mill motor patterns when the pyloric rhythm was suppressed.  All panels: 
POC-rhythm, n=6; VCN-rhythm, n=8.  Symbols: Filled bars, pyloric rhythm active; 
Unfilled bars, pyloric rhythm suppressed; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; N.S., not 















Figure 6.  LG and Int1 are necessary for VCN-gastric mill rhythm generation.  A, During 
a VCN-gastric mill rhythm, the LG neuron was hyperpolarized (arrows) for longer than its 
gastric mill rhythm-timed inhibition by Int1.  Red diamonds indicate the expected LG 
burst onset, based on the 5 successive gastric mill cycles prior to the LG 
hyperpolarization.  Note that, during the LG hyperpolarization, Int1 did not exhibit its 
anticipated, protractor phase-associated hyperpolarization starting at the red diamond, 
as should have occurred if the gastric mill rhythm was not influenced by suppressing LG 
activity.  As indicated by the horizontal grey arrow, the next Int1 hyperpolarization, and 
associated LG burst, was delayed until after the LG hyperpolarization.  Note also that the 
DG burst duration was prolonged, but not for the duration of the LG hyperpolarization.  
Downward and upward arrows indicate the start and end of hyperpolarizing current 
injection, respectively.  B, During a VCN-gastric mill rhythm, suppressing Int1 activity by 
hyperpolarizing current injection (arrows) for longer than the duration of its inhibition by 
LG delayed the LG burst termination until after the period of hyperpolarization.  Thus, the 
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next gastric mill cycle onset (i.e. LG burst onset: red triangle) after the start of Int1 
hyperpolarization was delayed until well after the period of hyperpolarization (grey 

































Figure 7.  LG and Int1, but no other gastric mill circuit neuron, are necessary for POC- 
and VCN-gastric mill rhythm generation.  Reversibly hyperpolarizing either LG or Int1 
during the VCN- or POC-gastric mill rhythm consistently delayed the onset of the next 
gastric mill cycle until after the period of imposed hyperpolarization.  In contrast, 
hyperpolarizing any of the other gastric mill neurons did not alter the gastric mill cycle 
period.  Number of experiments per neuron: POC-gastric mill rhythm: LG, 6; Int1, 7; MG, 
3; IC, 7; GM, 2; VD, 5; DG, 7; VCN-gastric mill rhythm: LG, 8; Int1, 5; MG, 3; IC, 4; GM, 
3; VD: 3; DG, 6.  For all neurons, the hyperpolarizing current injections ranged in 
duration from 10 s – 180 s.  Dotted line: slope = 1.  Data points on the dotted line 













Figure 8.  LG and Int1 are necessary for POC-gastric mill rhythm generation.  A, During 
a POC-gastric mill rhythm, hyperpolarizing the LG neuron (arrows) for longer than the 
duration of its inhibition by Int1 delayed the start of the next episode of protraction-
related Int1 hyperpolarization (i.e. start of the next gastric mill cycle) until after the 
current injection (grey arrow).  Int1 remained active for the entire LG hyperpolarization, 
and the DG burst duration was also prolonged.  The next expected gastric mill cycle 
onset (i.e. LG burst onset) after the start of hyperpolarizing current injection, in the 
absence of that current injection, is indicated by the red diamond.  B, During a POC-
gastric mill rhythm, suppressing Int1 activity by hyperpolarizing current injection (arrows) 
for longer than its inhibition by LG delayed the start of the next gastric mill cycle until 
after the period of current injection (grey arrow).  The start of the next anticipated gastric 
mill cycle (i.e. LG burst onset) after the beginning of current injection into Int1 is 













Figure 9.  DG is not necessary for POC- or VCN-gastric mill rhythm generation.  A, 
During a POC-gastric mill rhythm, DG was hyperpolarized (arrows) for a duration that 
was longer than its normal gastric mill interburst period, but doing so did not delay the 
next expected LG burst onset (red diamond).  B, Suppressing DG activity with 
hyperpolarizing current injection (arrows) did not delay the next expected LG burst onset 























Figure 10.  The gastric mill circuit neurons LG and Int1 form the core rhythm generator 
for the POC- and VCN-gastric mill rhythms.  Two different extrinsic inputs, POC- and 
VCN neurons, trigger different gastric mill motor patterns by activating the same CoG 
projection neurons (MCN1, CPN2).  LG and Int1 are the only gastric mill neurons 
necessary for generating the POC- and VCN-gastric mill rhythms.  The pyloric 
pacemaker neurons (AB, PD), however, regulate the cycle period and pattern of both 
gastric mill rhythms.  Hence, in parallel with their pivotal role in generating the pyloric 
rhythm, AB and PD are pattern generator neurons for these gastric mill rhythms.  The 
POC- and VCN-gastric mill rhythms (GMRs) are represented by extracellular recordings 
of the LG (lgn) and GM (dgn, small units) protractor neurons firing their rhythmic bursts 
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in alternation with those of the DG retractor neuron (dgn, large unit).  Note the fast 
rhythmic LG burst pattern during the POC-GMR and its tonic burst pattern during the 
VCN-GMR.  The pyloric pacemaker neuron inhibition of other gastric mill neurons (VD, 
IC, MG) is omitted for clarity.  Symbols: STG neurons- Black filled circles, core POC- 
and VCN-gastric mill rhythm generator neurons; grey filled circles, POC- and VCN-
gastric mill pattern generator neurons; clear circles, gastric mill follower motor neurons.  
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Different inputs enable individual motor circuits to generate different motor patterns in 
the isolated CNS.  These distinct patterns sometimes include altered motor neuron burst 
patterns, but whether these different burst patterns are retained by the associated 
neuromuscular system is not known in most systems.  The possibility that muscles 
transform their motor neuron input pattern is particularly plausible in systems with slow 
contraction dynamics, which increases the likelihood of filtering across cycles.  We are 
addressing this issue in the crab stomatogastric system by determining if slowly 
contracting muscles innervated by the lateral gastric (LG) protractor motor neuron retain 
the distinct LG activity patterns that occur during different versions of the biphasic 
(protraction, retraction) gastric mill (chewing) rhythm.  These different rhythms are 
triggered by the post-oesophageal commissure (POC) neurons and the ventral cardiac 
neurons (VCNs).  The LG neuron burst is tonic during the VCN-rhythm while its burst is 
separated into brief duration burstlets during the POC-rhythm.  The LG burst and 
interburst durations are also longer during the POC-rhythm.  Intracellular muscle fiber 
recordings and tension measurements of LG-innervated muscles indicate that, at both 
these levels, these muscles retain the distinct VCN- and POC-patterns.  Additionally, 
although their excitatory junction potential amplitudes are comparable, the LG burst-
generating muscle tension during the VCN-pattern is considerably larger than during the 
POC-pattern.  This difference appears to result at least partly from the distinct LG burst 
patterns.  Thus, different LG burst patterns occurring during distinct gastric mill rhythms 
in the isolated CNS are retained by the LG-innervated muscles, suggesting that they 
drive distinct chewing movements in the animal. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 Central pattern generators (CPGs) are multifunctional motor circuits that 
generate distinct rhythmic motor patterns in the isolated CNS when influenced by 
different inputs (Marder and Calabrese, 1996; Marder and Bucher, 2001; Selverston 
2010).  The cellular and synaptic mechanisms by which CPGs generate distinct outputs 
have been studied extensively (Kristan et al., 2005; Marder and Bucher, 2007; Buschges 
et al., 2008; Friedman et al., 2009; Sakurai and Katz, 2009; Kiehn, 2010; Selverston, 
2010; Weaver et al., 2010).  Thus far, less attention has focused on the extent to which 
different versions of a centrally generated motor pattern remain distinct at the level of the 
muscles that mediate the behavior (Thuma et al., 2003; Wenning et al., 2004; 
Neustadter et al., 2007).  This issue is particularly relevant for systems in which muscle 
contractions are relatively slow and hence might not always maintain the rhythmic nature 
of their motor neuronal input pattern (Carrier, 1989; Morris and Hooper, 1997, 1998; 
Hooper and Weaver, 2000; Zhurov and Brezina, 2006).  Thus far, it is clear in such 
systems that the motor patterns underlying different behaviors can drive different 
contraction patterns in the same muscles (Morris et al., 2000; Thuma et al., 2003; 
Kristan et al., 2005; Zhurov et al., 2005; Neustadter et al., 2007).  Less information is 
available regarding the ability of such muscles to express the distinct, centrally-
generated versions of the same motor pattern (Rosenbaum et al., 2010), particularly 
when there are considerable changes in motor neuron burst structure (Marder and 
Calabrese, 1996; Friedman et al., 2009).   
 We are examining the extent to which slowly contracting muscles retain the 
distinct motor neuron patterns that drive them during different versions of a rhythmic 
motor pattern in the crab stomatogastric nervous system (STNS).  Specifically, we 
compare the response of muscles innervated by an identified motor neuron during the 
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distinct gastric mill (chewing) motor patterns triggered by two extrinsic inputs, the post-
oesophageal commissure (POC) neurons and ventral cardiac neurons (VCNs) (White 
and Nusbaum, 2011).  In the isolated STNS, stimulating either input triggers a long-
lasting activation of two projection neurons, MCN1 (modulatory commissural neuron 1) 
and CPN2 (commissural projection neuron 2), in the paired commissural ganglia (CoGs) 
(Beenhakker et al., 2004; Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004; Blitz et al., 2008).  These 
projection neurons activate the gastric mill CPG, which is located in the stomatogastric 
ganglion (STG). One distinction between the VCN- and POC-triggered gastric mill 
rhythms is the activity pattern of the protraction phase motor neuron LG (lateral gastric).  
During VCN-protraction, LG fires a tonic burst while during POC-protraction its burst is 
divided into a series of separate, brief duration burstlets.   
 Here, we kept the LG-innervated muscles connected with the otherwise isolated 
STNS to determine if the different LG neuron activity patterns during the VCN- and POC-
gastric mill rhythms is maintained by the LG-innervated muscles.  Using intracellular 
muscle fiber recordings, we establish that three LG-innervated muscles (gm5b, gm6ab, 
gm8a) exhibit VCN- and POC-specific activity patterns, although the peak excitatory 
junction potential (EJP) amplitude was comparable during both rhythms.  Tension 
measurements from the gm6ab muscle indicate that the distinct VCN- and POC-patterns 
are also maintained during rhythmic contractions.  Despite the shared peak EJP 
amplitude during the two patterns, there was a larger tension increase during the VCN-
pattern, presumably due at least partly to the associated LG burst pattern.  Our data 
indicate that different gastric mill CPG-generated motor patterns remain distinct at the 
level of the gastric mill muscles, supporting the hypothesis that these distinct centrally 
generated rhythms drive different versions of the resulting behavior in the intact animal. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
Animals. Male Jonah crabs (C. borealis) were obtained from commercial suppliers 
(Commercial Lobster and Seafood, Boston, MA; Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods 
Hole, MA) and were maintained in aerated artificial seawater at 10-12° C.  Animals were 
cold anesthetized by packing them in ice for at least 30 min before dissection. The 
foregut was then removed from the animal, and the dissection of the STNS from the 
foregut was performed in physiological saline at 4°C.  
 
Solutions. C. borealis physiological saline contained the following (in mM): 440 NaCl, 26 
MgCl2, 13 CaCl2, 11 KCl, 10 Trisma base, 5 maleic acid, pH 7.4 -7.6, 5 dextrose. All 
preparations were superfused continuously with C. borealis saline (8-12°C). 
 
Electrophysiology. Electrophysiology experiments were performed by using standard 
techniques for this system (Weimann et al., 1991; Beenhakker et al., 2004). The STNS, 
with the LG-driven muscles still innervated (Fig. 1A,B), was pinned down in a silicone 
elastomer-lined (Sylgard 184, KR Anderson, Santa Clara, CA) Petri dish.  All other motor 
nerve branches were bisected, preventing the motor neurons from regulating their 
muscle targets.  The only exception was the gm8b muscle, which is innervated by the 
medial gastric (MG) motor neuron in addition to the LG neuron (Weimann et al., 1991). 
 Extracellular recordings were made by isolating a region of nerve with petroleum 
jelly and pressing one of a pair of stainless steel wire electrodes into the Sylgard within 
the well, with the second electrode pressed into the Sylgard in the electrically-grounded 
main bath compartment.  Extracellular nerve stimulation was accomplished by placing 
the pair of wires used to record nerve activity into a stimulus isolation unit (Model SIU5: 
Astromed/Grass Instruments, West Warwick, RI) that was connected to a stimulator 
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(Model S88: Astromed/Grass Instruments).   
 Intrasomatic recordings were made with microelectrodes (15-30 MΩ) filled with 
0.6M K2SO4 plus 10mM KCl.  Intracellular recordings from muscle fibers were made with 
microelectrodes (10-15MΩ) filled 0.6M K2SO4 plus 10mM KCl.  To facilitate intracellular 
recording, we viewed the desheathed ganglia with light transmitted through a dark-field 
condenser (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan).  Intracellular signals were amplified using Axoclamp 
2B amplifiers (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) and digitized at 5 kHz using a Micro 
1401 data acquisition interface and Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Design, 
Cambridge, England).  Current injections were performed in single-electrode 
discontinuous current-clamp (DCC) mode with sampling rates between 2 and 3 kHz.  
STG neurons were identified on the basis of their axonal projections, activity patterns, 
and interactions with other STG neurons (Weimann et al., 1991; Beenhakker and 
Nusbaum, 2004; Blitz and Nusbaum, 1997).   
 To stimulate the POC neurons, each half of the bisected poc nerve was 
surrounded by a Vaseline well.  The POC axons in the poc nerve were stimulated using 
a tonic stimulation pattern (frequency: 15 – 30 Hz; duration: 15 – 30 s) (Blitz et al., 
2008).  Threshold for extracellular activation of the POC neurons was determined by 
monitoring the activity of the projection neuron MCN1 in the ipsilateral ion nerve (Fig. 
1A).  The POC neurons cause a long-lasting activation of MCN1 (Blitz et al., 2008).  In 
this paper, poc stimulations were either uni- or bilateral.  The ventral cardiac neurons 
(VCNs) were activated by stimulating the dorsal posterior oesophageal nerve (dpon) 
(Fig. 1A).  The dpon stimulations were done using a rhythmic pattern (burst duration: 6 s, 
interburst freq.: 0.06 Hz, intraburst freq.: 15 Hz) (Beenhakker et al., 2004).  However, 
previous work showed that this rhythmic pattern had the same influence on the gastric 
mill circuit as did stimulation patterns that were either tonic or time-locked to the pyloric 
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rhythm (Beenhakker et al., 2004).  To avoid cross-pathway influences, we elicited POC- 
and VCN-gastric mill rhythms in different preparations.  Specifically, when one pathway 
was stimulated after the other in the same preparation, a hybrid gastric mill motor pattern 
was often triggered which exhibited, to varying degrees, features of both types of 
rhythms (data not shown). 
 Muscles were identified based on their attachment points and relationship to 
identified motor nerves (Hooper et al., 1986; Weimann et al., 1991).  To minimize 
movement artifacts and prematurely lost recordings due to muscle contractions, 
intracellular muscle fiber recordings were obtained by removing the tissue covering a 
portion of the muscle near one of its attachment points.  In some experiments, the LG-
innervated muscles were isolated from the STNS ganglia by bisecting the lateral 
ventricular nerves (lvns: see Fig. 1), and the LG neuron was stimulated via the lvn or 
lateral gastric nerve (lgn), using a standardized POC-like or VCN-like gastric mill rhythm 
LG pattern.  The stimulus patterns were as follows: POC-like: burst duration: 5.1s, 
stimulus frequency: 10Hz, interburst duration: 8s; VCN-like: burst duration: 4.8s, 
stimulus frequency: 10Hz, interburst duration: 5.7.  
 Muscle tension recordings were done using an isometric transducer (Harvard 
Apparatus, Holliston, MA) and isolating the portion of the stomach that contains the LG-
innervated muscles. The gm6ab muscle was secured with pins at its anterior insertion 
site, without damaging the muscle.  The muscle was then stretched vertically to its 
original length and attached to the recording device. The lvn or lgn was stimulated in the 
same pattern as above and force measurements were recorded and stored on computer 
using the SPIKE2 data acquisition and analysis system (Cambridge Electronic Design, 
Cambridge, UK).  
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Data analysis. Data were collected in parallel on chart recorder (Everest model: Astro-
Med, West Warwick, RI) and computer, via SPIKE2, with a sampling rate of 5 kHz.   
Some data analyses, including neuron burst duration, number of action potentials per 
burst, intraburst firing frequency, duty cycle and neuron phase relationships were 
conducted on the digitized data with a custom-written SPIKE2 program called "The Crab 
Analyzer" (freely available at  http://www.uni-ulm.de/~wstein/spike2/index.html).  Data 
were plotted with Excel (version 2002, Microsoft, Redmond, WA).  Final figures were 
produced using CorelDraw (version 13.0 for Windows). 
 Unless otherwise stated, each data point in a data set was derived by 
determining the mean for the analyzed parameter from 10 consecutive gastric mill cycles 
during the steady-state region of the motor pattern, starting ~30 s – 60 s after gastric mill 
rhythm onset.  One gastric mill cycle is defined as extending from the onset of 
consecutive LG neuron action potential bursts (Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004; Wood 
et al., 2004).  The protractor phase was measured as the LG burst duration, while the 
retractor phase was measured as the LG interburst duration.  Instantaneous EJP 
frequency, determined for 10 consecutive steady-state bursts during each gastric mill 
rhythm, was defined as 1 divided by the inter-EJP interval.   
 We determined the relationship of the EJP burst pattern in gm6ab to the pyloric 
rhythm during the POC-gastric mill rhythm by determining the EJP distribution during 
each normalized pyloric cycle.  The pyloric cycle period (~1 s) is ~10-fold shorter than 
the gastric mill cycle period (~10 s), so there are several pyloric cycles per gastric mill 
protractor phase (Blitz et al., 2008).  The LG neuron, which provides the EJPs to gm6ab, 
is active during the protractor phase (Heinzel et al., 1993).  We used the activity of the 
projection neuron MCN1 as the monitor of the pyloric rhythm, because MCN1 activity is 
explicitly pyloric-timed during the POC-gastric mill rhythm (Blitz et al., 2008).  Each 
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normalized pyloric cycle extended from the start of a MCN1 burst to the start of the next 
MCN1 burst.  Specifically, for 10 consecutive gastric mill rhythm-timed gm6ab EJP 
bursts per experiment, we separated the gm6ab recording during each normalized 
pyloric cycle into 50 equal bins (1 bin = 2% normalized pyloric cycle) and determined the 
fraction of the EJPs during each pyloric cycle that occurred in each bin (Bucher et al., 
2006).  
We also determined the amount of decay that occurred after each EJP during VCN- and 
POC-gastric mill rhythms and during standardized versions of these motor patterns in 
nerve-muscle preparations (see above).  During each protraction phase, each EJP 
decay from its peak membrane potential was normalized to the maximum possible 
decay amplitude during that phase.  The maximum possible decay amplitude was 
defined as the peak membrane potential of the largest amplitude EJP minus the baseline 
resting potential. The last EJP of each burst was omitted in this analysis.     
 Statistical analyses were performed with Microsoft Excel (Microsoft), SigmaStat 
3.0 (SPSS) and MatLab (Mathworks, Natick, MA).  Comparisons were made to 
determine statistical significance using primarily the paired Student’s t-test.  To 
determine whether the distribution of EJP instantaneous frequencies and EJP decay 
amplitudes during the POC- and VCN-gastric mill rhythms, or during their standardized 
equivalents in nerve-muscle experiments, were likely to correspond to a single 
population distribution, we compared them using the Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
goodness-of-fit hypothesis test (K-S Test).  As an internal control for each comparison of 
distributions (i.e. POC- vs. VCN-patterns), we divided each group in half and used the K-
S Test to determine whether each population was likely to represent a single distribution.  
In all experiments, the effect of each manipulation was reversible, and there was no 
significant difference between the pre-manipulation and post-manipulation groups.  Data 
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LG-innervated muscle fibers exhibit distinct EJP patterns during the VCN- and 
POC-gastric mill rhythms 
The VCN- and POC-triggered gastric mill motor patterns are distinct with respect to the 
activity of several motor neurons (White and Nusbaum, 2011).  Among these motor 
neurons, the protractor LG neuron exhibits the most distinct pattern during these two 
rhythms.  Specifically, LG exhibits a tonic burst pattern during VCN-protraction while its 
POC-protraction burst pattern is divided into relatively short duration, pyloric rhythm-
timed burstlets (Fig. 1C) (Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004; Blitz et al., 2008; White and 
Nusbaum, 2011).  The LG neuron burst- and interburst durations are also longer during 
the POC-gastric mill rhythm, while its intraburst firing frequency is similar during both 
rhythms, although as indicated above its POC-related activity is separated by pyloric-
timed silent periods (Fig. 1C) (White and Nusbaum, 2011).  Therefore, to assess 
whether these distinct LG patterns that occur in the isolated STNS underlie distinct 
muscle patterns, and hence likely underlie distinct chewing movements, we studied the 
electrophysiological and tension responses of LG-innervated muscles during the VCN- 
and POC-gastric mill rhythms. 
Intracellular recordings from individual muscle fibers in gm5b (n=8 fibers, 8 crabs), 
gm6ab (n=8 fibers, 8 crabs) and gm8a (n=4 fibers, 4 crabs) resulted in a comparable 
value of ~-70 mV for the resting potential (POC-preps: gm5b, -73.2 ± 1.9 mV; gm6ab, -
69.3 ± 1.4 mV; gm8a, -68.0 ± 1.1 mV; VCN-preps: gm5b, -72.3 ± 1.0 mV; gm6ab, -69.6 
± 1.4 mV; gm8a, -68.8 ± 1.9 mV).  These values were comparable to previous 
recordings from these fibers (Stein et al., 2006).  Action potentials were rarely generated 
in these fibers, as is typical for STNS muscles (Hooper et al., 1986; Weimann et al., 
1991; Stein et al., 2006). 
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For each muscle type, the EJP pattern matched the LG neuron pattern during both 
gastric mill rhythms.  Specifically, the EJP pattern in each muscle type was tonic during 
the VCN-gastric mill rhythm while it was pyloric rhythm-timed during the POC-gastric mill 
rhythm (Fig. 2).  Across preparations, the distribution of instantaneous EJP rates was 
distinct during these two gastric mill rhythms (K-S Test, p=1.7 X 10-29) (Fig. 3A).  The 
within group comparisons indicated that the distribution of EJP rates for each rhythm 
likely represents a single, albeit separate population (K-S Test: POC-rhythm, p=0.35; 
VCN-rhythm, p=0.48).  One clearly distinct region of these distributions occurred 
between 2 – 5 Hz.  Within this range, there were 273 instantaneous EJP frequencies 
that occurred during the POC-rhythm but only 25 during the VCN-rhythm, despite the 
fact that overall there were more total events analyzed during the VCN-rhythm (POC: 
2225 events, n=6; VCN: 2427 events, n=6). 
The 2 – 5 Hz range represents the range of pyloric rhythm-timed interruptions in LG 
activity during the POC-gastric mill rhythm (White and Nusbaum, 2011).  To determine 
whether the distinct instantaneous EJP distribution in this range that occurred during the 
POC-gastric mill rhythm likely resulted from the pyloric-timed interruptions in LG activity, 
we determined the distribution of the LG-mediated EJPs in the LG-innervated muscles 
relative to the pyloric rhythm.  We monitored the pyloric rhythm via extracellular 
recording of the projection neuron MCN1 in the ion nerve, because the extracellular 
recordings that directly monitor pyloric motor neuron activity were unavailable as the 
peripheral nerves were not dissected from the posterior region of the foregut in these 
preparations (Fig. 1A) (Coleman and Nusbaum, 1994).  During the POC-gastric mill 
rhythm, MCN1 maintains a pyloric rhythm-timed activity pattern that is comparable to 
that exhibited by LG (Blitz et al., 2008).  Specifically, during this motor pattern the MCN1 
activity is inhibited during each burst in the pyloric pacemaker neurons (AB, PD) (Wood 
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et al., 2004; Blitz et al., 2008).  LG shows the same pyloric-timed pattern largely because 
it is driven by input from MCN1 (Wood et al., 2000; White and Nusbaum, 2011).  As 
shown from the cumulative data in Figure 3B, there was a steady number of LG-
mediated EJPs during most of each pyloric-timed MCN1 burst, but this number dropped 
soon after the end of the MCN1 active period and did not increase again until after 
MCN1 activity resumed.  Thus, the LG-mediated EJPs did indeed exhibit a pyloric-timed 
activity pattern during the POC-gastric mill rhythm.  We did not perform the comparable 
analysis during the VCN-gastric mill rhythm because there is no pyloric timing within the 
LG burst during this motor pattern (White and Nusbaum, 2011).  
 The fact that the LG-mediated EJP patterns during each LG burst were distinct 
during the POC- and VCN-gastric mill rhythms suggested that they exhibited different 
degrees of summation during each burst (Fig. 4A,B).  To assess the within-burst 
summation, we determined the extent to which each EJP amplitude decayed towards 
the baseline resting potential after its peak during each gastric mill rhythm (see 
Methods).  As indicated above, the resting potential across fibers for the different gastric 
mill rhythms were equivalent.  The presence of a skewed distribution during one of these 
rhythms such that there were more large amplitude EJP decays would support the 
hypothesis that this population exhibited less summation across each burst.  Comparing 
the distribution of EJP decays between the two gastric mill rhythms indicated that they 
were quite likely to represent different populations (K-S Test, p=2.9 X 10-36, n=6 fibers 
for each rhythm) (Fig. 4C).  As for the instantaneous EJP rates reported above, the 
within group comparisons indicated that the distribution of EJP decays for each rhythm 
represented a single, albeit different distribution (K-S Test: POC: p=0.95; VCN: p=0.84).  
Focusing on the section of the distribution containing the largest amplitude decays (0.6 – 
1.0), in which 1.0 represents the decline of the largest amplitude EJP in a burst back to 
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the baseline resting potential, there were more than twice as many large amplitude 
declines during the POC-rhythm (VCN: 328; POC: 761, n=6 each).  This was the case 
despite the fact that there were more total events analyzed during the VCN-rhythm 
(VCN: 3597 events; POC: 3185 events).  This result supports the hypothesis that more 
within-burst summation occurred during the VCN-gastric mill rhythm.  The presence of 
increased EJP summation could contribute to increased tension generated during those 
bursts (see below). 
 
LG-innervated muscle fiber responses remain distinct during standardized VCN- 
and POC-like stimulations 
 As a prelude to determining whether LG-innervated muscles retain distinct VCN- 
and POC-patterns during tension generation in nerve-muscle preparations, we 
generated standardized VCN- and POC-like gastric mill rhythm stimulation protocols.  
These protocols were based on LG burst parameters determined previously during these 
gastric mill rhythms (White and Nusbaum, 2011).  These patterns were the same with 
respect to intraburst stimulation rate (10 Hz), slightly different for burst duration (VCN: 
4.8 s; POC: 5.1 s), and more different for the interburst duration (VCN: 5.7 s; POC: 8 s).  
Additionally, unlike the actual rhythms, we used a constant inter-stimulus interval (100 
ms) during the intraburst 10 Hz stimulations.  Lastly, because we used direct nerve 
stimulations to drive LG activity, we elicited these distinct rhythmic patterns in the same 
experiments. 
 The resulting VCN- and POC-like EJP patterns reflected the comparable patterns 
during the actual gastric mill rhythms.  Specifically, using gm6ab muscle fibers, rhythmic 
stimulation with the VCN-like pattern elicited tonic EJP bursts, while using the POC-like 
pattern elicited EJP bursts with regular, pyloric-like interruptions (n=5) (Fig. 5).  I 
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obtained the same results with intracellular recordings from gm5b, gm8a and gm8b 
muscle fibers (data not shown).  There was a small but significant difference between 
the peak EJP amplitude during each stimulated pattern (VCN: 25 ± 2 mV; POC: 23.9 ± 
2.1 mV, n=5, p=0.02).  As was the case in the actual gastric mill rhythms, there was a 
consistent difference in the distribution of EJP decays during the two artificial rhythms 
(K-S Test, p=6.8 X 10-42) (Fig. 6).  During both rhythms there was a predominant peak of 
EJP decays between 0.4 – 0.6 in each fiber assayed (Fig. 6B).  In contrast, there were 
consistently considerably more large amplitude decays (0.6 – 1.0) during the POC-like 
rhythm (VCN-like: 17; POC-like: 284) (Fig. 6A, B).  This was the case despite the larger 
number of sampled events during the VCN-like stimulations (VCN-like: 2772; POC-like: 
2106).  The large amplitude decays during the POC-like stimulations resulted primarily 
from the pyloric-like interruptions during each stimulated burst.  As for the natural 
rhythms, the larger number of large amplitude decays during the POC-like rhythm 
suggested that there was less within-burst summation occurring during this pattern. 
 
LG-innervated muscle tension patterns are distinct during VCN- and POC-like 
gastric mill rhythm stimulation patterns 
 We obtained tension measurements using the isolated, LG-innervated gm6ab 
muscle and the above-indicated VCN- and POC-like stimulation protocols in nerve-
muscle preparations.  As was the case for the EJP recordings, the within-burst tension 
pattern followed the stimulation pattern.  Specifically, each gm6ab muscle generated 
smooth, rhythmic increases and decreases in tension during the VCN-like stimulations 
while its rhythmic tension increases were divided into short-duration, pyloric-like 
episodes during the POC-like stimulation (n=9) (Fig. 7A,B).  Thus far, however, most of 
these preparations were compromised by movement artifacts and/or a slowly but 
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continually changing baseline (drop in tension) that prevented our using them for a 
quantitative analysis of peak tension amplitude.  The data from 2 experiments, however, 
support the hypothesis that the gm6ab muscle generates a considerably larger peak 
tension during the VCN-like stimulation pattern (Fig. 7A-D).  This distinction was not 
entirely a consequence of the difference in the interburst interval, which is shorter during 
the VCN-like pattern, because the amplitude of the first burst in a train was already 
larger for the VCN-like stimulation pattern (Fig. 7B).  The shorter interburst interval could 
enable the preceding burst(s) to enhance the amplitude of each subsequent burst, a 
process called augmentation (Stein et al., 2006).  There did appear to be some 
contribution from the distinct interburst durations, because the initial contraction slope 
prior to the first pyloric-timed interruption was the same for the first burst in each train 
during the VCN- and POC-like rhythms, whereas this slope was steeper during the VCN-
like rhythm for subsequent bursts in the train (Fig. 7B,C).   
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DISCUSSION 
 In this Chapter we show that the distinct neuronal patterns that occur in an 
identified motor neuron during two different versions of a rhythmic motor pattern in the 
isolated crab STNS are maintained as distinct patterns in the associated muscle.  
Specifically, the tonic vs. pyloric-timed burst patterns exhibited by the LG neuron during 
the VCN- and POC-gastric mill rhythms also occurred in LG-innervated muscle at the 
level of both EJPs and tension.  A previous study of the LG-innervated muscle gm6ab 
during gastric mill rhythms that had the same LG burst pattern (tonic), but differed in the 
LG burst and interburst durations and intraburst firing rate, showed that the EJP and 
tension response in this muscle is also sensitive to changes in these parameters (Stein 
et al., 2006). 
 Previous studies have established that muscles can generate contraction 
patterns that do not accurately mimic their neuronal input pattern.  This is best 
established for muscles with slow contraction dynamics, and that are regulated by EJPs 
instead of action potentials (Hooper and Weaver, 2000; Morris et al., 2000; Thuma et al., 
2003; Zhurov et al., 2005; Hooper et al., 2007).  Such muscles tend to exhibit 
considerable summation and/or facilitation across motor neuron bursts, which can 
minimize their ability to generate discrete contractions in response to a relatively fast 
rhythmic input.  One particularly clear example comes from a lobster muscle innervated 
by the pyloric dilator (PD) motor neuron, whose contraction dynamics are sufficiently 
slow that it maintains a relatively constant level of tension in response to its rhythmic 
motor neuron input (Morris et al., 2000).  Less information is available regarding the 
ability of a muscle, particularly slowly contracting ones, to generate distinct within-burst 
patterns during different versions of the same behavior or different behaviors, although 
changes in burst amplitude and duration clearly occur under these conditions (Morris et 
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al., 2000; Thuma et al., 2003; Zhurov et al., 2005; Zhurov and Brezina, 2006).  A recent 
example of a muscle generating a distinct burst pattern was documented during forward 
and backward insect walking (Rosenbaum et al., 2010).   
 There is an extensive literature establishing the ability of individual CPGs to 
generate many distinct motor patterns, largely due to changes in the intrinsic and 
synaptic properties of the CPG neurons and in the subset of active neurons during each 
motor pattern (Marder and Calabrese, 1996; Marder and Bucher, 2001; Marder et al., 
2005; Dickinson, 2006; Doi and Ramirez, 2008).  Most of these studies, however, were 
performed in the isolated CNS, leaving as an implication that the different patterns 
generated by a CPG do drive different muscle patterns and hence different versions of 
the behavior.  Insofar as the most detailed of such studies have been performed in 
invertebrate motor systems with slowly contracting muscles, this implication might not 
necessary be valid.  The ability of the LG-innervated muscles to follow the distinct LG 
burst patterns during the VCN- and POC-gastric mill rhythms provides one of the first 
examples that such patterns are retained at the muscle level, despite the slow dynamics 
of the muscles. 
 Our data supporting the presence of less EJP summation during the POC-gastric 
mill rhythm than the VCN-rhythm suggests that there would be a smaller build-up of 
intracellular Ca2+ in the muscle fibers during the POC-rhythm.  One consequence of this 
distinction would be the build-up of less tension during the POC-rhythm, as we observed 
during our tension measurements.  However, whether there truly is less build-up of 
intracellular Ca2+ in the LG-innervated muscle fibers during the POC-rhythm than the 
VCN-rhythm is not yet known.  Future voltage-clamp and/or Ca2+-imaging studies will 
resolve this issue.  One clear contributor to the larger amplitude tension level in the LG-
muscles during the VCN-rhythm was the pattern difference relative to the POC-rhythm.  
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As is evident in Figure 7A-C, during each pyloric-timed interruption in the LG burst 
during the POC-rhythm there was considerable tension decay.  The shorter LG 
interburst interval during the VCN-rhythm may also contribute to its larger tension 
response, as suggested by comparing the first burst in each train to the subsequent 
bursts (Fig. 7B,C). 
 The fact that the LG-innervated muscles generate different patterns during these 
two gastric mill rhythms is not sufficient to conclude that they cause distinct movements 
during chewing.  This cautionary note results from the fact that the muscles in this 
system only indirectly move the teeth (Turrigiano and Heinzel, 1992).  In between the 
muscles and teeth are ossicles (cartilaginous support structures), and the quantitative 
relationship between muscle contraction and tooth movement remains to be determined 
in this system.  For example, the LG-innervated muscles attach to two ossicles (Fig. 1B).  
When these muscles contract, they change the position of the attached ossicles which in 
turn cause the lateral teeth to pivot and move towards the midline (protract).  
Nonetheless, there is support for these distinct gm6ab tension patterns contributing to 
different chewing movements from previous work combining endoscopic video 
monitoring of tooth movements with recordings of gastric mill neuron activity (Heinzel, 
1988a,b; Heinzel et al., 1993).  These studies have shown that the lateral teeth, which 
are controlled by LG neuron activity, can make both smooth, large amplitude movements 
and briefer, smaller amplitude pyloric-timed movements. 
 In conclusion, the gastric mill CPG can generate different versions of the gastric 
mill rhythm in the isolated STNS when different extrinsic inputs are stimulated 
(Beenhakker et al., 2004; Blitz et al., 2008; White and Nusbaum, 2011).  Here, we 
assessed the ability of one gastric mill neuromuscular system to retain these distinct 
activity patterns, thereby starting the process of determining if these distinct CNS 
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rhythms are effectively conveyed to the muscles and thereby generate distinct versions 
of the resulting behavior. At both the EJP and tension levels, the LG-innervated muscles 
did generate both VCN-like and POC-like patterns, despite the fact that the gastric mill 
muscles have slow contraction dynamics.  These results are among the first to show that 
distinct, biologically-relevant burst patterns in a single motor neuron can drive different 
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Figure 1. The protraction phase LG neuron generates different activity patterns 
during the POC- and VCN-triggered gastric mill rhythm.  A. Schematic of the 
isolated STNS, including its four ganglia plus the connecting and peripheral nerves.  The 
VCNs project into the CoGs from the cardiac sac stomach compartment via the dpon 
and son nerves.  The POC neurons project into the CoGs via the coc and poc nerves.  
Abbreviations: Ganglia- CoG, commissural ganglion; OG, oesophageal ganglion; STG, 
stomatogastric ganglion; TG, thoracic ganglion. Neuron- LG, lateral gastric. Nerves- coc, 
circumoesophageal connective; dgn, dorsal gastric nerve; dpon, dorsal posterior 
oesophageal nerve; lgn, lateral gastric nerve; lvn, lateral ventricular nerve; ion, inferior 








 was from the POC preparation.  PRO, 
rotraction phase; RET, retraction phase. 
 
oesophageal commissure; son, superior oesophageal nerve; stn, stomatogastric nerve
B. Schematic dorsal view (right half) of the posterior region of a dissected C. borealis 
foregut (modified from Weimann et al., 1991).  LG innervates several protractor musc
including gm8a, gm6ab and gm5b, via the lvn and lgn nerves.  C. Gastric mill motor 
patterns triggered by brief stimulation of the POC- and VCN pathways and recorded 
extracellularly from nerves shown schematically in Panel A.  No gastric mill rhythm was
in progress before either pathway was stimulated, but the pyloric rhythm was ongoing
(pdn: Control).  Note that the LG neuron burst pattern was pyloric rhythm-timed (se
pdn) during the POC-gastric mill rhythm but was tonic during the VCN-gastric
rhythm.  The POC- and VCN-gastric mill rhythms were recorded in separate 



























Figure 2. LG innervated muscles replicate the distinct LG patterns during the 
POC- and VCN-gastric mill rhythms.  A. Intracellular muscle fiber recordings from 
three LG-innervated muscles (gm8a, gm6ab, gm5b) show that these fibers exhibit the 
same pyloric-timed burst pattern as their innervating motor neuron during the POC-
triggered gastric mill rhythm.  Note that the EJP decay immediately preceding each 
pyloric interruption is larger than the others within the same burstlet.  LG activity is 
recorded extracellularly (lgn).  B. Fibers from the same LG-innervated muscles also 
mimic the activity pattern during a VCN-triggered gastric mill rhythm. Panels A and B are 
















Figure 3.  Quantitative analysis of the gm6ab EJP burst structure during the POC- 
and VCN-gastric mill rhythms.  A. Distribution of instantaneous EJP frequencies 
during the POC- (2,225 events, n=6) and VCN-gastric mill rhythms (2,427 events, n=6).  
These distributions are highly likely to derive from separate populations (K-S Test: p=1.7 
X 10-29).  Note the distinct EJP distributions between 2-5 Hz (POC: 273 events; VCN: 25 
events).  This region represents the pyloric-timed interruptions in LG activity.  The bin 
width is 0.5 Hz.  B. Mean fraction of LG-mediated EJPs per bin during the normalized 
pyloric cycle across POC-gastric mill rhythms (n=6). The pyloric phase is normalized to 
the start of the MCN1 burst.  The bin width is 2%. 
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 Figure 4.  Distribution of the EJP decay amplitudes in the LG-innervated gm6ab 
muscle during the POC- and VCN-gastric mill rhythms.  A, B: Expanded timescale of 
one EJP burst in gm6ab during a (A) POC- and (B) VCN-triggered gastric mill rhythm. 
Highlighted under each burst is an approximation of the underlying summation.  C. The 
normalized EJP decay amplitude distribution in gm6ab muscle fibers during the POC- 
and VCN-gastric mill rhythms was likely to be derived from distinct populations (K-S 
Test, p=2.9 X 10-36; POC: 3,185 events; VCN: 3,597 events).  Note in particular the large 
number of large amplitude EJP decays (0.6-1.0) during the POC-rhythm (761 events) 
relative to the VCN-rhythm (328 events).  The bin width was 0.02.  EJP decays in each 








 Figure 5.  EJP activity pattern of gm6ab reflects its neuronal input pattern in 
isolated nerve-muscle preparations.  A. This LG-innervated muscle fiber (gm6ab) 
exhibited (top) POC-like and (bottom) VCN-like EJP patterns in response to extracellular 
LG (lvn) stimulation in an isolated nerve-muscle preparation (see Methods for stimulation 
pattern details).  B. The maximal EJP amplitude in gm6ab was larger during the VCN-
rhythm (*p<0.05, n=5).  The statistical analysis was performed on the actual mean 











 Figure 6.  The distribution of gm6ab EJP decay amplitudes is distinct during POC-
like and VCN-like LG stimulation patterns in nerve-muscle preparations.  A. The 
distribution of normalized EJP decays during the POC-like and VCN-like gastric mill 
patterns from experiments such as the one in Figure 5A.  These distributions were likely 
to derive from separate populations (K-S Test: 6.8 X 10-42, n=5).  The relatively narrow 
distributions relative to the comparable data during the actual rhythms (Fig. 4) results 
from using a fixed inter-stimulus interval during these standardized stimulations.  Note 
the larger number of large amplitude (≥0.6) EJP decays during the POC-like stimulations 
(POC: 284 events; VCN: 17 events).  Each EJP decay was normalized as in Figure 4.  
The bin width is 0.02.  B. The distribution of each individual experiment from Panel A is 
plotted separately for the POC-like (top) and VCN-like (bottom) stimulation patterns.  
Note that the y-axis scale is larger in the top plot, to make evident the presence of large 
















Figure 7. The LG-innervated gm6ab muscle tension pattern mimics its motor 
neuronal input pattern during POC- and VCN-like stimulations.  A. During 
extracellular LG (lvn) stimulation in isolated nerve-muscle preparations, the LG-
innervated gm6ab muscle generated rhythmic, increased tension patterns that reflected 
the POC-like (blue) or VCN-like (red) stimulation pattern of the LG neuron.  Note also the 
larger amplitude peak tension generated in each burst during the VCN-pattern.  Both 
recordings are from the same experiment.  B. The first stimulated burst is shown from 
the same experiment as Panel A (blue: POC-like pattern; red: VCN-like pattern).  Note 
that the pattern and peak amplitude differences are already present.  C. The average of 
10 successive bursts is shown from the same experiment as Panel A.  D. The 
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Sensorimotor integration occurs at the level of the motor circuit and/or its projection 
neuron inputs.  However, whether the same sensory feedback has the same or distinct 
action on different motor patterns generated by the same motor circuit remains to be 
determined in most systems.  Here we are studying how an identified proprioceptor, the 
gastro-pyloric receptor (GPR) neuron, influences two separate versions of the gastric 
mill (chewing) rhythm in the isolated crab stomatogastric nervous system (STNS).  
These distinct rhythms are triggered by stimulating either the POC or VCN pathway.  
Each pathway triggers a long-lasting but distinct gastric mill rhythm by activating 
thesame projection neurons, MCN1 and CPN2, in the commissural ganglion (CoG).  In 
the absence of the gastric mill rhythm, GPR stimulation excites MCN1 and CPN2 in the 
CoGs.  These actions, however, are gated-out during the VCN-triggered gastric mill 
rhythm.  To determine if sensory feedback to projection neurons is gated-out in a state-
dependent manner, we examined the GPR influence on the POC-gastric mill rhythm.  
During the POC-gastric mill rhythm, GPR stimulation prolonged the retractor phase of 
the rhythm as it does during the VCN-gastric mill rhythm.  Additionally, however, GPR 
prolonged the protractor phase and changed the burst structure of the gastric mill neuron 
LG.  Lastly, based largely on indirect monitors of projection neuron activity, it appears 
that GPR stimulation does excite MCN1 and CPN2 during the POC-gastric mill rhythm.  




 Rhythmically active motor circuits (central pattern generators, CPGs) can 
generate stereotyped versions of their in vivo activity patterns in the isolated CNS 
(Marder and Calabrese, 1996; Marder and Bucher, 2001).  In vivo, however, these 
circuits are continually regulated by sensory feedback (Rossignol et al., 2006; Blitz and 
Nusbaum, 2007, 2011).  Additionally, the influence of an individual sensory feedback 
pathway can change under different behavior conditions (Rossignol et al., 2006; Blitz 
and Nusbaum, 2007, 2011).  Thus far, most such studies of state-dependent sensory 
feedback have focused on sensory feedback to CPG neurons and motor neurons.  Less 
information is available regarding state-dependent sensory feedback to the projection 
neurons that regulate CPG activity (Barriere et al., 2008). 
 We are determining if there is state-dependent sensory feedback to identified 
projection neurons in the biphasic (protraction, retraction) gastric mill (chewing) motor 
system within the crab stomatogastric nervous system (STNS).  The gastric mill CPG, 
located in the stomatogastric ganglion (STG), is driven by activity in the commissural 
ganglion (CoG) projection neurons modulatory commissural neuron 1 (MCN1) and 
commissural projection neuron 2 (CPN2) (Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004; Blitz et al., 
2004, 2008).  This system is regulated by feedback from the gastropyloric receptor 
(GPR) neuron, a muscle stretch-sensitive proprioceptor (Katz and Harris-Warrick, 1991; 
Beenhakker et al., 2005, 2007; DeLong et al., 2009).   
 GPR has synaptic actions on the gastric mill CPG neurons in the STG and the 
projection neurons MCN1 and CPN2 in the CoG.  It also inhibits the axon terminals of 
MCN1 in the STG (MCN1STG).  When there is no ongoing gastric mill rhythm, GPR 
stimulation can drive this rhythm by activating MCN1 and CPN2 (Blitz et al., 2004).  
During the ventral cardiac neuron (VCN)-triggered gastric mill rhythm, GPR stimulation 
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slows the rhythm by selectively prolonging the retractor phase (Beenhakker et al., 2005, 
2007; DeLong et al., 2009).  This latter action results from the GPR actions in the CoG 
being gated-out by recent VCN stimulation, while its actions in the STG persist 
(Beenhakker et al., 2007).  Under these conditions, the selective prolongation of the 
retractor phase results from the GPR inhibition of MCN1STG.  
 In this study, we assessed the influence of GPR on the gastric mill rhythm 
triggered by stimulating the post-oesophageal commissure (POC) pathway.  The POC-
triggered gastric mill rhythm is distinct from the VCN-rhythm (White and Nusbaum, 
2011).  During this rhythm, GPR stimulation prolonged both phases of the gastric mill 
rhythm, and it altered the POC-specific burst pattern of the lateral gastric (LG) motor 
neuron to a VCN-like burst pattern.  Based largely on changes in the activity of post-
synaptic targets of MCN1 and CPN2, GPR stimulation during the POC-rhythm appeared 
to excite these projection neurons, in contrast to its ineffectiveness during the VCN-
gastric mill rhythm.  Thus, proprioceptor feedback onto projection neurons likely can be 
regulated in a state-dependent manner.
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
Animals. Male Jonah crabs (Cancer borealis) were obtained from commercial suppliers 
(Yankee Lobster; Marine Biological Laboratory) and maintained in aerated, filtered 
artificial seawater at 10 – 12°C.  Animals were cold anesthetized by packing in ice for at 
least 30 min before dissection.  The foregut was removed from the animal, and the 
dissection of the STNS from the foregut was performed in physiological saline at 4°C.  
  
Solutions.  C. borealis physiological saline contained the following (in mM): 440 NaCl, 26 
MgCl2, 13 CaCl2, 11 KCl, 10 Trisma base, 5 maleic acid, 5 glucose, pH 7.4 – 7.6.  All 
preparations were superfused continuously with C. borealis saline (8-12°C).  
 
Electrophysiology. Electrophysiology experiments were performed by using standard 
techniques for this system (Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004). The isolated STNS (Fig. 
1A) was pinned down in a silicone elastomer-lined (Sylgard 184, KR Anderson) Petri 
dish.  Each extracellular nerve recording was made using a pair of stainless steel wire 
electrodes (reference and recording) whose ends were pressed into the Sylgard-coated 
dish.  A differential AC amplifier (Model 1700: AM Systems) amplified the voltage 
difference between the reference wire, placed in the bath, and the recording wire, placed 
near an individual nerve and isolated from the bath by petroleum jelly (Vaseline, Lab 
Safety Supply).  This signal was then further amplified and filtered (Model 410 Amplifier: 
Brownlee Precision). ,Extracellular nerve stimulation was accomplished by placing the 
pair of wires used to record nerve activity into a stimulus isolation unit (SIU 5: 
Astromed/Grass Instruments) that was connected to a stimulator (Model S88: 
Astromed/Grass Instruments). 
Stimulation of the POC neurons was performed by extracellular stimulation of the post-
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oesophageal commissure (poc) (Fig. 1), using a tonic stimulation pattern (duration: 15 – 
30 s, intraburst frequency: 15 – 30 Hz) (Blitz et al. 2008).  In all experiments, the poc 
was bisected and each half was surrounded by a petroleum jelly well to stimulate them 
separately.  However, the left and right pocs were stimulated simultaneously in all 
experiments.  Because GPR is activated when protraction muscles are stretched by 
contraction of the retraction muscles with which they share an attachment point, during 
the gastric mill rhythm we stimulated GPR rhythmically and manually during the 
retraction phase DG burst.  The effect of the stimulation was determined by analyzing 
the burst duration and firing frequency of the protraction phase neurons LG and GM, as 
well as the cycle period, before, during and after GPR stimulation.  In each experiment, 
GPR was stimulated during 5 successive cycles. 
 
Data acquisition and analysis.  Data were acquired in parallel onto a chart recorder (MT-
95000; Astromed) and by digitizing (~5 KHz) and storing the data on computer with data 
acquisition software (Spike2:Cambridge Electronic Design).  Digitized data were 
analyzed using a custom-written Spike2 program called "The Crab Analyzer" (freely 
available at  http://www.uni-ulm.de/~wstein/spike2/index.html).   
 The burst duration of a neuron was defined as the duration between the first and 
last action potential in a burst wherein no single interspike interval was larger than 2 sec.  
This duration is twice the average duration of the pyloric rhythm, which regulates the 
burst pattern of some gastric mill neurons, and shorter than the average gastric mill 
interburst duration (Blitz et al., 2008).  The gastric mill cycle period was defined as 
extending from the onset of two consecutive LG bursts.  Firing frequency was 
determined by dividing the total number of spikes in a burst minus one by the burst 
duration.  Statistical analyses were performed with Microsoft Excel (Microsoft) and 
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SigmaStat 3.0 (SPSS).  Comparisons were made to determine statistical significance 
using the paired Student’s t-test and the repeated measures analysis of variance (RM-
ANOVA).  Data are presented as the mean ± standard error (SE).  
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RESULTS 
GPR stimulation alters the POC-triggered gastric mill rhythm   
 There are two, bilaterally symmetric GPRs, which arborize on the gastric mill 
protractor muscles gm8b and gm9a (Katz et al., 1989).  The gastric mill protractor motor 
neurons LG and MG innervate these muscles (Weimann et al., 1991).  Each GPR can 
be selectively stimulated via an extracellular electrode associated with the appropriate 
motor nerve (gm8b: lgn or mgn; gm9a, gpn).  The GPRs project centrally to influence 
CPG neurons in the STG and projection neurons in each CoG (Fig. 1A). 
 The GPRs are activated by stretch of the protractor muscles on which their 
dendrites arborize (Katz et al., 1989).  During the gastric mill rhythm, the protractor 
muscles are stretched during the retractor phase (Heinzel et al., 1993).  Hence, during 
gastric mill rhythms in the isolated STNS, we stimulated GPR during each retraction 
phase (Beenhakker et al., 2005, 2007).  However, stimulating GPR during the protractor 
phase has no effect on the gastric mill rhythm and as a result, tonic GPR stimulation is 
equivalent to retraction phase stimulation of GPR (DeLong et al., 2009).  
 Within the STG, GPR excites the gastric mill CPG neuron interneuron 1 (Int1), 
inhibits the CPG neuron LG and presynaptically inhibits MCN1STG (Fig. 1B) (Beenhakker 
et al., 2005; DeLong et al., 2009).  In each CoG, GPR causes a lasting activation of 
MCN1 and CPN2 (Fig. 1B) (Blitz et al., 2004).  During the VCN-triggered gastric mill 
rhythm, the only effective GPR synapse is its presynaptic inhibition of MCN1STG (Fig. 1C) 
(Beenhakker et al. 2007).  The functional consequence is that GPR stimulation during 
VCN-rhythm selectively prolongs the retraction phase. 
 The POC neurons also activate MCN1 and CPN2 (Fig. 2) (Blitz et al., 2008).  
However, they trigger a distinct gastric mill rhythm in which the LG neuron burst is 
rhythmically interrupted by the pyloric rhythm (Fig. 3) (White and Nusbaum 2011). To 
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determine the GPR influence on the POC-triggered gastric mill rhythm, we stimulated 
GPR during a succession of POC-retractor phases (Fig. 3).   
 GPR stimulation prolonged the POC-gastric mill cycle period (pre-GPR, 12.3 ± 1 
s; during GPR, 17 ± 2.5 s; RM-ANOVA, p<0.001; n=16) (Fig 3).  This prolongation 
resulted from an increase in the duration of both the retraction phase (pre-GPR, 7.6 ± 
0.7 s; during GPR, 11.7 ± 1.7 s; RM-ANOVA, p<0.001; n=16) and protraction phase 
(pre-GPR, 4.7 ± 0.5 s; during GPR, 5.3 ± 0.5 s; RM-ANOVA, p<0.01; n=16) (Figs. 3,4).  
In contrast, as indicated above, the comparable GPR stimulation during the VCN-gastric 
mill rhythm only prolonged the protractor phase (Fig. 4) (Beenhakker et al., 2007). These 
GPR stimulations during the POC-rhythm also frequently and reversibly changed the LG 
burst pattern from being pyloric rhythm-timed to tonic (Fig. 3).  The MCN1 firing pattern, 
monitored extracellularly, also appeared to change during GPR stimulation.  Specifically, 
the pyloric-timed MCN1 burst commonly increased in duration during GPR stimulation, 
and often these bursts merged into a tonic pattern (n=12/16) (Fig. 4).  
 In addition to increasing POC-protraction duration, GPR stimulation increased 
the intraburst firing rate of the protractor neurons LG and GM (Fig. 5). The LG firing rate 
increased from 8.6 ± 0.7 Hz, before GPR stimulation, to 10.7 ± 0.8 Hz during GPR 
stimulation (RM-ANOVA, p<0.01; n=16) (Fig. 5).  The GM firing rate increased from 2.6 
± 0.3 Hz before GPR stimulation to 3.4 ± 0.4 Hz during stimulation (RM-ANOVA, p<0.01; 




 Our results indicate that the proprioceptor GPR prolongs both phases of the 
POC-triggered gastric mill rhythm, and increases the firing rate of at least two protractor 
motor neurons (LG, GM) (Fig. 6).  The fact that these two motor neurons exhibit 
increased activity suggests that GPR stimulation is exciting the projection neurons 
MCN1 and CPN2, because these projection neurons are primarily responsible for driving 
LG and GM activity, respectively, during the gastric mill rhythm (Fig. 5) (Beenhakker and 
Nusbaum, 2004).  Additional support for this conclusion derives from the qualitative 
determination that the MCN1 burst duration appears to consistently increase when GPR 
is stimulated during the POC-rhythm, and the activity patterns in both LG and MCN1 
change from being pyloric-timed to tonic during the GPR stimulation.  These data 
therefore support the hypothesis that the GPR actions on the projection neurons are not 
gated-out during the POC-gastric mill rhythm, in contrast to the VCN-gastric mill rhythm 
(Beenhakker et al., 2007).  This change in the effectiveness of the GPR actions in the 
CoGs under these two conditions (VCN- vs. POC stimulation) could result from the POC 
pathway affecting different cellular properties in the projection neurons than the VCN 
pathway.  For example, VCN stimulation could activate the same ionic current(s) in 
MCN1/CPN2 as GPR, thereby occluding the effectiveness of GPR stimulation after VCN 
stimulation.  In contrast, POC stimulation might influence a different current.  
Alternatively POC stimulation could be affecting different interneurons in the CoG than 
VCN, causing a difference in the strength of the AB synapse on MCN1 and CPN2 which 
is responsible for the pyloric timing in the projection neurons. A more direct, quantitative 
evaluation of MCN1 and CPN2 activity will be necessary before a firm conclusion is 
appropriate. 
 As summarized in Figures 6 and 7, in addition to the apparently distinct gating of 
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GPR excitation of MCN1 and CPN2 in the CoG, GPR stimulation had several different 
influences on the VCN- and POC-gastric mill rhythms.  For example, GPR only prolongs 
retraction during the VCN-rhythm but it prolongs both phases during the POC-rhythm.  
Additionally, the protractor motor neuron firing rates were only increased during the 
POC-rhythm (Fig. 6).  It remains to be determined to what extent these differences result 
from a differential action of the GPR synapses on the projection neurons and gastric mill 
circuit neurons during these two versions of the gastric mill rhythm.  However, it seems 
likely that these distinctions result primarily from GPR access to the projection neurons 
during the POC-rhythm, given the known excitatory actions of MCN1 and CPN2 on 
protractor neurons (Coleman and Nusbaum, 1994; Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004; 
Stein et al., 2007), and the fact that GPR directly inhibits the LG neuron (DeLong et al., 
2009) (Fig. 8). 
 Previous studies have focused primarily on the state-dependent actions of 
sensory feedback at the level of the CPG (Rossignol et al., 2006; Blitz and Nusbaum, 
2007, 2011).  If further experiments confirm the state-dependent nature of GPR 
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 Figure 1. GPR innervates both the STG and CoGs to influence gastric mill circuit 
output.  A. Schematic of the isolated STNS, including its four ganglia plus their 
connecting and peripheral nerves.  The VCNs project into the CoGs from the cardiac sac 
stomach compartment via the dpon and son nerves.  The POC neurons project into the 
CoGs via the coc and poc nerves. Each (of two) bilaterally symmetric GPRs arborize in a 
protractor muscle within the gastric mill stomach compartment. They project to the STG 
and CoGs to make synaptic connections.  Abbreviations: Ganglia: CoG, commissural 
ganglion; OG, oesophageal g.; STG, stomatogastric g.; TG, thoracic g.  Nerves- coc, 
circumoesophageal commissure; dgn, dorsal gastric nerve; dpon, dorsal posterior 
oesophageal n.; gpn, gastropyloric n.; ion, inferior oesophageal n.; lgn, lateral gastric n.; 
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lvn, lateral ventricular n.; mgn, medial gastric n.; mvn, medial ventricular n.; pdn, pyloric 
dilator n; poc, post-oesophageal commissure; son, superior oesophageal n.; stn, 
stomatogastric n.  Neurons- CPN2, commissural projection neuron 2; GPRs, 
gastropyloric receptors; MCN1, modulatory commissural neuron 1; POCs, post-
oesophageal neurons; VCNs, ventral cardiac neurons.  B. Schematic showing how GPR 
influences the gastric mill system when there is no ongoing gastric mill rhythm. Green, 
active neuron/synapses; Grey, inactive neuron/synapses.  Based on: Blitz et al. (2004); 
DeLong et al. (2009).  C. Schematic showing how GPR influences the gastric mill 
system when there is an ongoing VCN-gastric mill rhythm.  Color, active 
neuron/synapses; Grey, inactive neuron/synapses.  Note that the only GPR synapse 
effective under this condition is its inhibition of the MCN1 terminals in the STG.  Based 























Figure 2. The POC neurons activate the same projection neurons as the GPRs. 
Schematic showing that the POC neuron actions converge onto the same projection 


















Figure 3. GPR stimulation during a POC-triggered gastric mill rhythm reversibly 
alters the ongoing activity pattern.  (Left) During an ongoing, POC-triggered gastric 
mill rhythm, the projection neuron MCN1 (ion) fires regular pyloric rhythm-timed bursts 
that contribute to driving the gastric mill rhythm (lgn, dgn).  Note that each LG burst is 
divided into pyloric-timed burstlets, as is typical of the POC-gastric mill rhythm (Blitz et 
al., 2008).  (Middle) During the same gastric mill rhythm, GPR was rhythmically 
stimulated (intraburst freq: 5 Hz) for a succession of retractor phase cycles.  GPR is 
activated during retraction by stretch of the protractor muscles.  Note that each GPR 
stimulation increased MCN1 activity, prolonged the retractor phase (LG interburst), 
including prolonging DG neuron activity, and it both prolonged and changed the pattern 
(from pyloric-timed to tonic) of the LG neuron.  (Right) Soon after GPR stimulation was 






















Figure 4. GPR stimulation has distinct actions on the POC- and VCN-triggered 
gastric mill rhythms.  (Left) During the POC-gastric mill rhythm, GPR stimulation 
consistently prolonged both (top) protraction and (bottom) retraction.  (Right) During the 
VCN-gastric mill rhythm, GPR stimulation selectively prolonged the retraction phase, as 
shown previously by Beenhakker et al. (2005).  Symbol: *p<0.05, ***p<0.001 one way 















Figure 5. GPR stimulation during POC-triggered gastric mill rhythm appears to 
increase the firing rate in the projection neurons MCN1 and CPN2.  (Left) Circuit 
schematic highlighting the synaptic actions of MCN1 and CPN2 on the gastric mill 
protractor neurons LG and GM.  MCN1 provides the major excitatory drive to LG, while 
CPN2 provides the major excitatory drive to GM (Norris et al., 1994; Beenhakker and 
Nusbaum, 2004).  Symbols: t-bar, synaptic excitation; resistor, electrical coupling.  
Broken lines in the MCN1 and CPN2 axons represent additional distance between their 
somata in the CoG and their arborizations in the STG.  (Right) The LG and GM firing 
frequency increased when GPR was stimulated during the POC-gastric mill rhythm, 
suggesting that GPR stimulation increased the firing rate of MCN1 and CPN2.  Symbol: 

















Figure 6. Summary of the distinct GPR effects on the VCN- and POC-triggered 
gastric mill rhythms.  GPR stimulation selectively prolongs retraction and does not 
alter MCN1 and CPN2 activity during the VCN-triggered gastric mill rhythm, as shown 
previously by Beenhakker et al. (2007).  In contrast, GPR stimulation alters both phases 
of the POC-gastric mill rhythm and it appears to enhance activity in MCN1 and CPN2.  
Interestingly, GPR stimulation also changes the pyloric-timed LG pattern during the 





















Figure 7. The GPR effect the VCN- and POC-triggered gastric mill rhythms is 
distinct.  The VCN and POC neurons both activate the same projection neurons 
(MCN1, CPN2) in the CoGs, which then drive distinct gastric mill rhythm in the STG 
(White and Nusbaum, 2011).  GPR stimulation has distinct consequences on the phase 
durations of each of these gastric mill rhythms.    
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 Figure 8. Proposed hypothesis for which GPR synapses influence the POC-
triggered gastric mill rhythm.   (Left) Schematic showing how GPR influences the 
gastric mill system when there is no ongoing gastric mill rhythm. Green, active 
neuron/synapses; Grey, inactive neuron/synapses.  Based on: Blitz et al. (2004); 
DeLong et al. (2009).  (Right) Hypothesis for which GPR synapses influence the POC-
gastric mill rhythm.  Based on the results of our experiments, it appears that GPR 
stimulation continues to excite MCN1 and CPN2 in the CoG (in contrast to the VCN-
rhythm), as well as inhibiting the MCN1 terminals in the STG.  It is not yet clear whether 













SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
 
 My thesis work focused on establishing the ability of a small neuronal network to 
generate distinct rhythmic motor outputs in response to activation of two different 
neuronal input pathways, not only in the isolated CNS but also at the effector (i.e. 
muscle) level.  Most previous studies of reconfiguration in identified circuits have relied 
upon either direct application of modulatory transmitters or individual stimulation of 
single modulatory neurons, neither of which is a “natural” means for activating these 
circuits.     
In Chapter 2, I participated in a collaboration that identified an extrinsic input, the 
post-oesophageal commissure (POC) neurons, that triggers a long-lasting gastric mill 
motor pattern via activation of previously identified commissural ganglion (CoG) 
projection neurons (MCN1, CPN2).  The POC axons project as a tightly associated 
bundle of Cancer borealis tachykinin-related peptide Ia (CabTRP Ia)-immunopositive 
axons through the medial aspect of each coc nerve, from the direction of the thoracic 
ganglion, to innervate the ipsilateral CoG.  A subset of these axons also project through 
the poc nerve, enabling them to innervate the contralateral CoG.  The CabTRP Ia axons 
arborize densely in the same CoG neuropil region as the neuropilar branches of MCN1 
and CPN2, and we provide evidence that POC-released CabTRP Ia excites these two 
neurons.  The gastric mill motor pattern activated by the POC neurons is likely identical 
to the spontaneous one studied previously by Wood et al. (2004: J Neurosci), and it was 
clearly qualitatively different from all previously identified versions of this motor pattern.  
This study supports the hypothesis that distinct outputs can be generated from the same 
CPG despite the coactivation of the same set of projection neurons, insofar as the 
previously characterized VCN- and GPR-gastric mill rhythms also result from a 
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coactivation of MCN1 and CPN2.  These latter two gastric mill rhythms exhibit similar, 
albeit quantitatively distinct motor patterns and both are clearly distinct from the POC-
pattern (as shown in Chapter 3). 
In Chapter 3, I established that the gastric mill circuit in the crab stomatogastric 
nervous system can generate different gastric mill motor patterns, and that both motor 
patterns are generated by the same core rhythm generator.  Specifically, I determined 
that the qualitatively distinct POC-gastric mill motor pattern is also quantitatively distinct 
from the previously studied VCN-triggered gastric mill motor pattern.  The distinction 
results in part from the LG neuron burst pattern being pyloric rhythm-timed instead of 
tonic, and from additional changes in burst parameters of other gastric mill motor 
neurons.   I also showed that the reciprocally inhibitory gastric mill neurons LG and Int1 
are the only gastric mill neurons necessary for generating both of these gastric mill 
rhythms.  In combination with previous studies, the finding that the same rhythm 
generator neurons underlie different versions of the gastric mill rhythm (a network-driven 
CPG) indicates that, unlike other shared general principles of CPG operation, there is no 
consistent expectation regarding the degree of preservation of the rhythm generator for 
different configurations of a given CPG.  Additionally, given that the POC- and VCN-
gastric mill rhythms share projection neurons and rhythm generator neurons, their 
distinct motor patterns must result from one or more differences in other variables.  In 
contrast, most previously studied, distinct motor patterns generated from the same CPG 
are known or believed to result from changes in the cellular and synaptic properties of 
the CPG neurons. 
In Chapter 4, I determined that the distinct LG protraction patterns that occur 
during the VCN- and POC-gastric mill rhythms in the isolated stomatogastric nervous 
system produce distinct muscle activity patterns at both the EJP (excitatory junction 
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potential) and tension levels.  Specifically, I showed that despite the slow contraction 
dynamics that characterize stomatogastric system striated muscles, the LG-innervated 
muscle gm6ab can reproduce the pyloric-timed pauses in LG neuron activity during the 
POC-gastric mill rhythm, and hence generate a distinct pattern than does the same 
muscle during the VCN-gastric mill rhythm.  There is extensive work done in many 
systems showing that CPG output can be reconfigured to produce distinct motor 
patterns, but most of these studies were performed in the isolated CNS.  Insofar as 
many of the CPG systems known for their multifunctional ability are found in invertebrate 
systems that drive muscles with slow dynamics, it is not a foregone conclusion that 
centrally-generated motor patterns would remain distinct at the level of the muscles that 
mediate the behavior. 
In Chapter 5, I investigated the state-dependence of sensory feedback in the 
gastric mill motor system.  Specifically, I assessed whether the identified proprioceptor 
GPR had the same influence on the POC- and VCN-triggered gastric mill rhythms.  I 
found that this was not the case.  During the VCN-rhythm, the GPR excitation of MCN1 
and CPN2 is gated out, as are its direct synapses onto LG and Int1 (Beenhakker et al., 
2007: J Neurosci).  As a result, GPR only influences this system via its presynaptic 
inhibition of the STG axon terminals of MCN1, by which action GPR selectively prolongs 
the retractor phase.  In contrast, I showed that during the POC-rhythm GPR prolongs 
both protraction and retraction.  Although I did not directly analyze the GPR influence on 
MCN1 and CPN2 during the POC-rhythm, it appeared likely that GPR does excite them 
during this rhythm.  This presumption is based on my finding that GPR caused increased 
activity in the gastric mill motor neurons LG and GM during the POC-rhythm, and the two 
projection neurons (MCN1, CPN2) are primary sources of excitation to these motor 
neurons.  Additional support for this presumption derives from my qualitative 
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assessment that the MCN1 burst duration appeared to consistently increase when GPR 
is stimulated during the POC-rhythm.  These data therefore support the hypothesis that 
the GPR actions on the projection neurons are not gated-out during the POC-gastric mill 
rhythm, in contrast to the VCN-gastric mill rhythm.  Previous studies have focused 
primarily on the state-dependent actions of sensory feedback at the level of the CPG 
(Rossignol et al., 2006: Physiol Rev; Blitz and Nusbaum, 2011: Curr Opin Neurobiol).  If 
further experiments confirm the state-dependent nature of GPR influence on MCN1 and 
CPN2, it will provide a novel locus for state-dependent sensory feedback.  
 
Future Directions 
 Much of the future work for this study lies in the CoGs and the muscles.  One 
major issue is to understand exactly how the same projection neurons drive distinct 
gastric mill motor patterns.  No comparable example yet exists in any other motor 
system.  Some information is already available from Blitz and Nusbaum (2008: J 
Neurosci), who showed that after VCN-stimulation the pyloric (AB neuron) circuit 
feedback to the projection neurons is gated out, within the CoGs, during the protractor 
phase, whereas this feedback is strong and effective during POC-protraction.  However, 
differences in the motor patterns persist when the pyloric rhythm is suppressed 
(Chapters 2 and 3), so there are additional, unknown distinctions in how the POC- and 
VCN-pathways influence MCN1 and CPN2. 
 With respect to the LG-innervated muscle gm6ab ability to generate different 
tension patterns in response to distinct, realistic input patterns, it will be interesting to 
determine whether the other LG-innervated muscles can also follow these different input 
patterns.  This will not necessarily be the case, given the slow dynamics of these 
muscles, and the fact that there is at least one example in this system where two 
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muscles innervated by the same motor neuron (pyloric PD neuron) respond quite 
differently (phasic following vs. maintained tonic contraction) to their shared motor 
neuronal input.  It also remains to understand the mechanisms underlying the larger 
tension amplitude attained by gm6ab during the VCN- than the POC-pattern.  
Presumably the different patterns themselves are pivotal, but there may well also be 
contributions from the different burst and interburst durations during each gastric mill 
rhythm.  Finally, extending this analysis to other gastric mill muscles will help determine 
whether the complete gastric mill neuromuscular system does or does not simply follow 
its motor neuron input pattern.  Particularly interesting will be determining the response 
of the retractor DG-innervated muscles (gm4), because gm4 attaches to the same 
ossicle as gm6ab and the other LG-innervated muscles.  Thus, when gm4 contracts in 
situ it stretches gm8, gm6 and gm5, which in turn activates the GPR proprioceptor 
neuron.  Acquiring these data will therefore provide a more realistic assessment of how 
GPR activity is regulated during these different gastric mill rhythms. 
 Finally, with respect to the GPR actions on these gastric mill rhythms, much work 
remains.  In the short term, a quantitative determination of whether GPR excitation of 
MCN1 and CPN2 persists during the POC-gastric mill rhythm would enable a firm 
conclusion regarding the presence (or absence) of state-dependent regulation of 
sensory feedback onto projection neurons.  Direct manipulation of these projection 
neurons would also enable understanding whether GPR prolongs the protractor phase 
during the POC-gastric mill rhythm (but not during the VCN-rhythm) due to actions in the 
CoGs or, perhaps, its ability to influence LG and/or Int1 in the STG. 
 Collectively, the more complete understanding of the gastric mill motor system 
activated by the distinct extrinsic inputs, POC and VCN neurons, that would come from 
these future studies will provide a more extended appreciation of what it means for a 
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CPG to be able to generate multiple versions of a basic motor pattern.  I look forward to 
reading the results of these future studies from the work of future Nusbaum lab students. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
